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ABSTRACT
In continuous casting, longitudinal cracks and depressions are some of the most dangerous
defects in the cast product. Cracks and depressions can lead to substantial mitigation costs or
sudden failures in the final product, and in the worst case can lead to catastrophic breakouts
in an operating caster.
This work develops and applies computational models to examine and elucidate the be-
havior and formation mechanisms for longitudinal depression defects to relate the shape
of the defect to the mechanism that caused it. The primary tools used are heat trans-
fer solidification models coupled with a temperature-, phase-, and strain-rate-dependent,
elastic-viscoplastic thermal-mechanical finite element model, including a new crack propa-
gation methodology implemented. When possible, industrial samples and examples of the
defects discussed are shown and used as qualitative and quantitative validation of the models.
Longitudinal depressions in continuous casting can occur in both compression and tension
conditions. Tension conditions result in partial necking of the steel shell and generally lead
to the most common type of observed depression: a U-shape. In certain conditions, thinning
of the shell is severe enough to allow the ferrostatic pressure to partially bend the depression
back towards the mold and create a W-shape depression. Depressions can also form in severe
compression, due to a partial inelastic buckling (or kneeling) of the shell, also leading to a
W-shape depression.
Depressions often contain cracks, and depressions with cracks tend to be deeper and
more severe in nature than their non-cracked counterparts. Based on model predictions,
it has been found that the presence and growth of a crack within a depression tends to
deepen a depression, thereby decreasing its width/depth aspect ratio. Additionally, it has
been observed that crack proximity to the solidification front, as well as thermal disruption
proximity to the meniscus, is directly related to an increase in defect severity. As a result, it
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seems that many of the serious crack and depression defects commonly found in cast slabs
start very close to the meniscus (as a result of some thermal disruption event) and grow
along with the solidification front.
Furthermore, it has also been found that the initiation location, and the direction of
crack growth, changes the appearance of the depression. The presence of a surface crack(s)
is observed to distribute tensile stresses that would otherwise go into further necking of
the depression. It has also been found that for depressions without a surface crack, there
is a tendency to develop excess sub-surface tension and thus sub-surface hot tear macro-
segregation streaks.
Additionally, cracks that start sub-surface and propagate towards the surface of the steel
shell are found to adopt a shape where the surface sharply changes slope towards the base
of the depression. In cases where the crack completely traveled to the surface, the corners
of the crack (often thin and pointed) point away from the surface as the thin ligament gave
away.
Finally, a novel methodology has been developed for real-time prediction of longitudinal
depressions and defects using integrated mold temperature measurements mapped onto the
surface of the as-cast slab. This methodology can be used to augment existing breakout
detection systems by taking high resolution temperature data histories of discrete points on
the surface of the slab to predict longitudinal bleeder type breakouts.
iv
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Steel as a manufacturing material has been a cornerstone of the industrialized world
since the mid 15th century [1]. The advent of the Bessemer process in the mid 19th century
kicked the industry into mass production [2], however, at the time of the patent it proved
very difficult to control and the quality of the final products was far inferior to other methods
which slowed it’s adoption [3]. Not until the introduction of mold oscillation in the 1930’s
by Siegfried Junghans was the functionally continuous process industrially feasible.
Further developments in the 1950’s and 60’s saw the development of modern continuous
casting including the successful operation of the world’s first production scale continuous
casting machines [3, 4]. By the 1990’s the continuous casting process was the production
method for the majority of the world’s total crude steel. As of 2019 more than 96% of the
world’s steel production is produced using the continuous casting process [5], with annual
production topping ∼1.7 billion metric tonnes. Using conservative estimates, this constitutes
approximately $1.08 trillion dollars in annual sales - of which $1.04 trillion can be directly
attributed to continuous casting.
Steel offers one of the most efficient cost-to-weight ratios of any manufacturing material
and it is found everywhere from construction equipment to construction material, infras-
tructure to transportation, and even household appliances. However, this widespread and
mature process still suffers from various defects and taking corrective action to daily prob-
lems such as longitudinal cracks and depressions requires better fundamental understanding
of how the many different types of defects form, and how to recognize them
As Pierre Dauby commented in 2012: “Any [product] redo costs money. . . Any inspection
costs money”[6]. If even 1/10th of 1% of continuously cast steel products have a defect that
requires attention or mitigation, this represents more than $1 million dollars per day of
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affected revenue. A process this critical to worldwide manufacturing and infrastructure is
clearly worthy of attention.
1.1 Defects in Continuous Casting
As a defect created during initial solidification in the mold travels further in the process,
each subsequent step adds value to the product and increases the wasted expense if that
slab needs to be re-mediated (like in Figure 1.1) or scrapped completely. This down stream
processing makes it even harder to identify causes, as each step adds a variety of different
interactions that can lead to a defect. Furthermore, a defect is not necessarily the result of a
single cause. Often the defect is a result of multiple interacting causes and process parameter
variations, with this complexity it should come as no surprise that there is still a lot that is
unknown about their exact origins.
Figure 1.1: Slab defect remediation by torch
Cracks and depression formation are serious quality defects that have affected continuous
casting since its inception. The process itself is well known to have a high predisposition for
generating cracks [7] of all kinds (See Figure 2.17); The high rate of heat removal results in
steep temperature gradients and thus high thermal strains and stresses as the shell attempts
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to expand or contract. The strand also becomes subjected to mechanical stresses from
mold taper, rolls, ferrostatic pressure, and bending or straightening sections. Cracks and
depressions can lead to substantial mitigation costs or sudden failures in the final product,
and in the worst case can lead to catastrophic breakouts in an operating caster.
Of continuous casting defects, longitudinal depressions and longitudinal cracks, both of
which are known to initiate predominately within the mold, represent a significant portion
of issues. Furthermore, these defects are not as easy to recognize and understand as their
known causes are much less specific than other types of defect. They are inherently more
difficult to spot on instrumentation than transverse depressions & cracks, because they do
not have the systematic signature of making each row of thermocouples dip as they travel
down the mold during casting [8]. To further complicate things, longitudinal cracks can
appear anywhere across the surface of the slab (midface, corner, off-corner) wide and narrow
faces, they appear with different shapes, and with or without surface or sub-surface cracks.
For all of the cost benefits to better understand cracks and depressions, probably the
single most important reason is for safety. In the harsh industrial environment of a steel
plant there are thousands of ways for injuries or fatalities to occur thus, occupational safety
is the prime directive of most steel manufacturers. The single most catastrophic defect that
can occur at the caster is a breakout. When the shell of the steel strand ruptures during
casting, exposing the molten core, thousands of gallons of liquid steel can pour out of the
strand, onto the machine and the nearby plant floor. The result of a breakout is shown in
Figure 1.2. In the 21st century, breakout prevention systems are in place at most casters and
thankfully are set up to immediately seal the tundish off and prevent further feeding of the
steel [9]. However, while these systems save countless lives, the best preventative measure is
not to have a breakout at all.
About 80% of breakouts are categorized as “sticker-type” breakouts and have been dis-
cussed at length in the literature [9–12], with the remaining 20% being attributed to cracks
and scum entrapment [9, 12]. A less common type of breakout is an after-effect of a longitu-
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Figure 1.2: Slab breakout shell after removal from machine
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dinal depression, a bleeder type breakout. Bleeder type breakouts are a result of severe shell
thinning, followed by evidence of bleeders on the surface of the strand, and finally complete
rupture of the solid shell. Current breakout detection systems are great at predicting sticker
breakouts, a transverse phenomenon, but are not good at spotting breakouts caused by an
extreme longitudinal depression. As such, more intelligent methods are needed to reliably
predict, prevent, and detect longitudinal-based breakouts.
Cracks are widely known to appear at the base of depressions, and deeper and wider
surface cracks are seen to generally appear at the base of deeper and wider depressions as
reported in the literature [13]. However, it is observed that in many cases, depressions appear
without surface cracks. This begs the question, what is the relationship between cracks and
depressions?
Figure 1.3 shows a rogues gallery of some longitudinal depressions with cracks. It is clear
that they all have different appearances, some more detrimental to product quality than
others. By the end of this thesis, the author hopes to convince you that using the validated
computational model in this work, each of these defects can be better understood based on
appearance alone, as well as predict their formation within the mold.
1.2 Research Objectives
While continuous casting, and steelmaking in general, is one of the most mature processes
of the industrialized world, it is clear that its complexities are vast. With continuous cast-
ing production measured in the billions of metric tonnes per year, any small improvement
in the process leads to increases in throughput, efficiency, and cost savings. Heat transfer
issues within the mold have a significant effect on final cast shape. Flux layer thickness
variations, scratches on the surface of the copper (or coating), water channel scaling and
clogging, premature or uneven mold wear, all of these can create local heat transfer non-
uniformities. Cracks and depressions are still one of the most costly defects in continuous
casting, many times resulting in scarfing (surface removal), downgrading, complete scrap-
ping, and if accidentally shipped out, even product failures and loss of customer trust. As
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Figure 1.3: Examples of observed longitudinal cracks/depressions
technology has increased so too has our ability to limit and confine our defects to smaller
sizes, and less detrimental areas. However, cracks remain an issue at many casters and while
general causes are known, little is known (and proven) on the process of formation. Much
of the knowledge that does exist is empirical, and there is quite a bit still unknown about
the fundamental mechanisms; as such, more work is needed on the steps that can be taken
when troubleshooting a caster that is producing a high amounts of them.
Previous advances have mainly come from trials at operating steel plants. But, as the
process improves, and defects become more intermittent, this “trial and error” approach
becomes more expensive. Modeling, more specifically computational modeling, allows engi-
neers to take a unique real world situation, make assumptions, and distill it into its most
relevant and basic parameters. By making these simplifications we can study and begin to
understand the phenomena and behavior in different situations that might otherwise be ex-
tremely expensive or unrealistic to duplicate in the real world. Continuous casting research
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stands to benefit greatly from computational modeling as the real process environment is so
hazardous that conventional experimental techniques are often inadequate and dangerous at
the temperatures and conditions that are present at an operating caster.
The objective of this work is to gain a fundamental understanding of how different types of
depressions form and develop into their particular appearance. Six specific research questions
are posed to fulfill the broad research objective:
• What conditions are necessary to initiate a depression?
• What are the steps in depression formation?
• How do depression shapes vary if caused by tension vs compression?
• How does a crack change the surface shape of a defect?
• Can the shape of a longitudinal defect indicate a formation mechanism?
• Can a methodology be developed to predict the likelihood of a defect?
1.3 Research Methodology
To accomplish this goal a number of thermal-mechanical finite element models were
developed. Variations in thermal and mechanical boundary conditions for the models are
based on plant data and process understanding; and include validation with exact plant
conditions when available. Some microscopy and compositional analysis was used to confirm
and quantify behavior predicted by the models. Finally, attempts are made to visually match
the shape of depressions, found from plant measurements, by modeling different temperature
and mechanical histories, and provide demonstrable specific casting situations that lead to
the formation of the defect.
1.4 Dissertation Outline
This work is divided into 5 results and discussion chapters (3 through 7) preceded by this
introduction and the following background chapter, and succeeded by a summary conclusions
chapter.
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Chapter 2 provides background on the continuous casting process, relevant phenomena,
and further motivation for this research topic.
Chapter 3 provides thorough details on the models developed and used in this work includ-
ing verification and validation. This chapter contains excerpts from a Journal of Materials
Processing Technology article published in April 2020 [14]. In the journal paper, thermal
fluid flow calculations were conducted by Dr. Seong-Mook Cho (advised by Prof. Brian
Thomas), with contributions to stainless steel applications by Dr. Hyoung-Jun Lee (advised
by Prof. Seon-Hyo Kim) and by Dr. Seid Koric. The measurements used in this work were
taken at POSCO steel and compiled by Dr. Seong-Mook Cho and Dr. Hyoung-Jun Lee.
While the journal paper focuses on multiphysics modeling of stainless steel, it also includes
extensive model validation compared against experimental tensile test data for the different
steel grades, and demonstrates the validity of the modeling methodology and material model
used in this work. The full text of the paper can be found in section 8.4. Additionally, devel-
opment of the thermal resistor model used in this work began during the author’s progress
towards a Master of Science degree, as such this chapter also contains substantial excerpts
from a 2016 Masters Thesis at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign [15].
Chapter 4 explores behavior within a continuous caster using a full 3D thermal-mechanical
finite element model. This chapter contains a 2019 AISTech conference paper published in
May 2019 [16]. The model detailed in this conference paper was developed in collaboration
with Prof. Guoming Zhu.
Chapter 5 is a case study application of the models developed in this work. The case study
conducted in 2018 in Ijmuiden, Holland for Tata Steel Europe, gives a complete analysis of
a defect using full caster data to validate the 2D depression effect for the first time. The
study also demonstrates the validity of the approach for defect identification, as well as the
ability of the model to predict the final shape of a defect and match it’s thermal signature.
Chapter 6 addresses a series of longitudinal depression and/or crack defects and provides
detailed formation mechanisms for each one. Understanding how defects form is beneficial
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for anyone that works around a caster, and to this end, it is the hope of the author to provide
a useful and practical guide for anyone to get a general grasp of how and why these different
types of longitudinal defects form, and in some ways how to alleviate the problems.
Chapter 7 details a new methodology developed in this work for using high resolution
thermal data collected from a caster during operation to accurately predict the presence and
severity of a defect on the final product surface. This chapter contains large excerpts from
a featured journal cover article published in Steel Research International in April 2019 [17]
and a patent filed in January of 2020 [18]. The fluid flow work in the journal paper was
conducted by Dr. Seong-Mook Cho.
Chapter 8 provides a summary of the results, conclusions, and contributions from this




2.1 The Continuous Casting Process
The basic principle of the continuous casting process for steel is based on feeding liquid
steel into a water cooled copper mold which is also open at the bottom as shown in Figure 2.1.
Preparation of the liquid steel is conducted elsewhere in the plant inside of large ladles made
of ceramic refractory material and is referred to as steelmaking and metallurgy. The final
product out of secondary steelmaking and metallurgy is a ladle full of molten steel to be cast
- often weighing in excess of 300 metric tonnes. The steel usually travels to the caster by a
combination of torpedo or tundish cars on railroad tracks, or overhead cranes depending on
the operation.
Figure 2.1: Continuous casting process schematic [19]
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The molten steel is fed into a refractory lined vessel called a tundish used to regulate a
steady feed of steel into the caster. The main purpose of the tundish is to act as a buffer
so that the process is continuous between ladle changes, however, it also provides more
opportunity for separation of oxide inclusion [20] as well as a smooth and stable pattern
for flow into the mold, thereby reducing level issues near the meniscus [21]. As shown in
Figure 2.2(a) liquid steel is fed from the tundish into the mold through the Submerged Entry
Nozzle (SEN). The flow of molten steel into the mold is controlled by either a stopper rod
in the base of the tundish or a slide-gate within the SEN assembly itself.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: Mold region schematics(a) Diagram close up of the mold [22], (b) Cutaway view
inside the mold [22]
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To start up the caster, a dummy bar is used to ’plug’ the mold from the bottom to
allow the mold to fill and an initial steel shell to solidify and support the process above.
The bar is withdrawn from the machine, disconnected, and the process is then capable of
continuous operation. Refractory nozzle(s) in the bottom of the tundish distribute liquid
steel into the mold, and heat transfer to the water cooled copper immediately solidifies the
liquid steel and begins to grow the shell. The mold is also oscillated vertically to further
prevent the solidifying shell from sticking to the mold walls. As Figure 2.2(b) shows, mold
flux powder is added to the free surface of the liquid steel not only to provide thermal and
chemical insulation from the environment, but also act as lubricant in the interface between
the solidifying shell and the copper mold.
As soon as the solidified shell is sufficiently thick to contain the liquid steel; the partially
solidified section, known now as the strand, is withdrawn from the mold at a rate referred
to as the casting speed, VC , using drive rollers and is further cooled by water sprays of the
secondary cooling system.
Upon exit from the mold, the hot solidified skin of the shell cannot yet withstand the
hydrostatic pressure exerted by the liquid steel (ferrostatic pressure) within the shell above,
and would bulge outwards if not constrained. Therefore, it is necessary to support the
continuously solidifying shell using support rolls below the mold between sprays, as shown
in Figure 2.3(a).
The thickness of the shell increases with distance from the meniscus down the length of
the mold. Shell thickness in continuous casting follows a well accepted square root of time
relationship, of the form s = k
√
t, as shown in section 2.1. Where s is the shell thickness, t
is time, and k is a solidification rate constant. Depending on the caster and casting speed,
the shell thickness can be anywhere from 15 - 45 mm thick. The strand becomes completely
solid after passing several meters down the machine where the two sides of the growing shell
meet. The distance from the meniscus to this location is referred to as the metallurgical
length ML and varies from caster to caster as well as casting conditions.
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Metallurgical length also generally coincides with the "end of containment" which refers
to the latter portion of the caster that no longer requires upper support rolls due to a fully
solid section (seen in Figure 2.3(b)). As mentioned earlier, the steel shell is generally not
strong enough to resist the pressure exerted by the liquid steel above and requires support.
If metallurgical length is not reached very close to the end of containment, solidification
defects start to occur such as hot shortness, loose center, and in the worst case scenario, a
whale as shown in Figure 2.5. A whale occurs when the ferrostatic pressure of the liquid
from above bulges the broadface shell of the strand outwards between rolls. Whales are a
serious problem for production as well as from a safety standpoint, as it is essentially a large
pinched pocket full of molten steel. Production generally has to stop, and the whale needs
to be cooled completely before it can be cut out of the machine.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: Thin slab caster strand inside of machine:(a) Curved secondary cooling section
of thin slab caster, (b) Horizontal section of thin slab caster just before the mechanical shear
In the ideal operating conditions, once the strand exits containment it is completely
solid and the final cast product can be cut to length by an oxy-acetylene torch. The torch
generally travels with the strand at the casting speed, or in some cases, the slab is cut off
using a mechanical shear. Finally, depending on the type of rolling operation and product,
the slab may enter immediately into a tunnel furnace for immediate processing (i.e. a thin-
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Figure 2.4: Shell growth phase contour mold results inside upper portion of the mold
slab minimill) directly into coiled sheet (as in Figure 2.6(a)). Another option is stacking and
transportation to a storage area for holding until further processing as seen in Figure 2.6(b).
2.2 Mold Heat Transfer
As described previously, molten steel is delivered to the caster from the tundish through
the SEN and into the mold. During solidification the heat must be removed in a uniform
and efficient manner to ensure the best quality of final product.
2.2.1 Fluid Flow in the Mold
In all but the most pristine conditions, the result of most flow patterns can affect the
quality of the slag layer as well as meniscus behavior, both of which are critical for initial
solidification and thus the quality of the final product. As a result, mold flow and SEN design
is the subject of substantial industry research within steel companies and vendors alike. It
is well established that the molten steel flow pattern in the mold resulting from conventional
bifurcated SENs is not of any one type [24]. Flow patterns can be single or double roll,
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Figure 2.5: Bulging thin slab shell leading to a whale outside of containment [23]
(a) (b)
Figure 2.6: Continuous caster final products: (a) Steel coils in yard waiting for transportation
to customer,(b) Stacked steel slabs waiting for further processing
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stable or unstable, symmetric or unsymmetric, deep, shallow or somewhere in between and
just unpredictable. Furthermore, the specific effects on steel quality are not well known and
difficult to narrow down to a particular pattern as they also vary with slab width, casting
speed, argon flow rate, and SEN angle/immersion depth, and particularly small changes in
these parameters.
Diagrams of 3 “natural” types of flow pattern are shown in Figure 2.7. On the left a stable
(permanent) double roll is shown, this is the most desirable pattern for mold fluid flow. A
stable double roll pattern has equal distribution of molten slag over the entire width of the
mold, and generally has the best casting conditions leading to the best quality defect-free
steel product. In the middle, a completely unstable roll pattern is shown; characterized by
vortexing at the meniscus, substantially uneven molten slag layer thicknesses, and high mold
level fluctuations. These problems lead to mold powder slivers, uneven shell solidification,
and longitudinal cracks. On the right a stable single roll flow pattern is shown, characterized
by thinning of the molten slag layer at the SEN, and strong downward flow opposing the
float removal of inclusions and argon gas bubbles. This tends to cause longitudinal broad
face cracks, pencil pipe defects and sub-surface inclusions.
To further complicate things, the strength of the roll pattern may or may not be consis-
tent, and also has varying effects on meniscus behavior. A strong double roll pattern tends
to have high meniscus velocities and level fluctuations as well as thinning of the liquid slag
layer near the narrow faces. Thinning near the narrow faces may cause lubrication issues
(sometimes sticker alarms), high amounts of mold powder entrained into the liquid, and
mold powder slivers in the final product. On the other hand, a weak double roll pattern is
characterized by cold meniscus temperatures, slow velocities, and inefficient washing of the
solidification front, conditions that often lead to long hooks, sub-surface inclusions, and slag
patches on slab surfaces [6].
Of these conditions, the worst is the “permanently unstable” flow pattern, which generates
the most chaotic turbulence, which is most responsible for rare events, such as large level
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Figure 2.7: Three natural steel flow patterns in the mold [24]
fluctuations. Prior work, using a thermal stress model of the shell near the meniscus, showed
that a fluid flow fluctuation (level drop) is capable of causing a tensile hoop stress in the
shell [25]. At this location, such a tensile stress could initiate a longitudinal crack at a
weakened location in the shell (i.e. thermal disruption center). As described, the result
of most flow patterns, changes between flow pattern types, or even small changes within a
given pattern, can lead to substantial differences in the behavior of the meniscus and quality
of the slag layer as well as severe level fluctuations. As a result, these changes can lead to
thermal disruption of the shell, which for this work will be considered an interruption to the
consistent uniform heat transfer behavior around the circumference of the strand.
It is sometimes pointed out in the literature that unstable flow patterns and large
changes in meniscus flow velocities are statistically associated with defects in the final coiled
product[6, 24, 26]. However, it is also often implied that there is a relationship between
unstable flow patterns and longitudinal cracks and depression based on this association;
thus a thermal disruption could also have a longitudinal surface crack. What this connec-
tion neglects is to separate the aspects of inclusion based defects versus longitudinal defect.
As such, while we know that fluid flow affects longitudinal defects, the actual relationship
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between unstable fluid flow patterns and longitudinal cracks and depressions still remains
unclear and of substantial interest.
2.2.2 Details of the Interfacial Gap
In continuous casting, heat removal from the steel shell in the mold is controlled mainly
by the heat conduction across the interface between the shell and the copper mold. As the
liquid steel solidifies against the four walls of the water-cooled copper mold, the solidifying
shell ideally does not come into direct contact with the mold copper. Mold powder is added
to the free surface of the liquid steel, melts and flows between the steel shell and the mold
wall to act as a lubricant. The re-solidified mold powder, or slag, adjacent to the mold wall
cools and greatly increases in viscosity, thus acting like a solid. It is thicker near and just
above the meniscus, where it is called the ’slag rim’. Depending on temperature, cooling
rate, and cooling history, this slag layer may have a structure that is glassy, crystalline, or a
combination as shown in Figure 2.8. As long as the strand surface temperature remains above
the slag crystallization temperature, the layer will remain liquid and provide lubrication
for the shell as it moves downward. If the strand surface temperature is at or below the
crystallization temperature, the slag layers are solid, so it is difficult for molten slag to fill
in to accommodate any mismatch between the mold taper and the strand shrinkage, which
means an air gap may form within the gap.
As the shell travels down the mold and solidifies it shrinks due to phase changes and
thermal contraction. If the taper calculation is not adequate, shrinkage of the strand may
cause an air gap to form in the space between the shell and the mold. The gap may also
be affected by mold distortion warping the copper out of it’s expected shape as it heats up
during use. The size of the gap is particularly important when exploring positions near the
corner where geometry effects and shell strength outweigh ferrostatic pressure.
It has been estimated that within the mold, the gap alone accounts for as much as 84%
of the total resistance to heat transfer from the molten steel to the cooling water, while the
growing steel shell, mold wall and the mold/cooling water interface accounts for the balance
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Figure 2.8: Transient phenomena in caster meniscus region [27]
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of 16% [28]. Thus, the behavior of heat removal in the mold is dependent largely on the
behavior of the gap. In an ideal casting, the mold gap is filled entirely with slag in either
solid or liquid form. The slag provides lubrication between the moving shell and mold as well
as aiding in heat transfer. If there is a disruption or non-uniformity in this lubricating layer,
such as the formation of an air gap, the heat transfer will be strongly affected and potentially
create local hot spots. Local hot spots and reheating are widely regarded to be one of the
major causes for surface defects such as longitudinal cracks and depressions [13, 29].
2.2.2.1 Slag Layer
As discussed above, mold powder is added to the free surface of the liquid steel. The
mold powder on the top surface melts and forms a slag pool above the meniscus. As the steel
is cast, liquid slag flows down around the sides providing the desired lubrication within the
gap and solidifying as it moves below the meniscus. The powder can either be a mechanical
mixture of fine grain oxides, or a pre-melted and granulated mixture. Important properties
such as: viscosity, basicity, melt temperature, melting rate and degree of crystallization
are strongly related to the composition of the powder [4]. The composition of the casting
powder may change throughout the casting due to reactions between steel and slag. As the
composition changes, the essential properties of the slag will also change leading to variations
in layer thickness, crystallinity, thermal conductivity, and resistance as shown in Figure 2.9
[30].
The casting powder has several functions: Protect the metal from oxidation, Thermally
isolate the upper surface to prevent meniscus solidification, Absorb inclusions from the melt
and dissolve them, Lubricate the surface between mold and shell, Allow for uniform heat re-
moval, Define the meniscus shape by determining the metal/slag interfacial tension. Further
details on mold powders and slag behavior can be found in the literature. [4, 28, 31, 32].
There is some dispute in the literature and practice on what exactly the distribution of
the liquid and solid layers is. Plant practice has also shown that there is often liquid slag
captured at mold exit, while still others report completely solid layers; while both scenarios
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Figure 2.9: Crystallinity and thickness dependent slag conductivity [31]
do occur, the details remain unclear. The properties of liquid slag are complicated, which
makes conclusive data difficult to find. Reported values of liquid conductivity in the literature
vary from 0.5 to 3 WK/m [18,20,21]. In addition, slag conductivity exhibits the hysteresis
effect, though in general the liquid layer tends to decrease with distance below the meniscus
as the shell temperature drops. Within the liquid slag layer, both conduction and radiation
play a role. The radiation effect has been shown to contribute up to 30% of the total heat
flux in the liquid layer but removal of this effect only reduced the total heat flux in the mold
by ∼10% [33].
2.2.2.2 Interface Resistances
Interface resistances have a significant contribution relative to the total resistance of
the gap [30, 34]. The two most important interfaces are the interface between the copper
mold and the flux layer, and the flux layer with the shell. The Mold-Flux interface is the
interaction between the copper mold surface and the solid layer of flux it is in contact with.
The Flux-Shell interface is the interaction between the liquid or solid layer of flux and the
shell surface. In the upper part of the mold this interface almost always includes a liquid
layer, however depending on conditions, this layer may have become fully solid by mold exit.
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The Mold-Flux interfacial resistance is largely a property of the particular mold powder
used, as the surface roughness is related to its crystallization behavior as well as its transition
temperatures [31, 32]. The Mold-Flux interfacial resistance increases with the crystallinity
of a given flux. The resistance increase from this change is due to the increased surface
roughness with the mold surface when it solidifies (i.e. the uneven surface creates an equiv-
alent air gap). The change in crystallinity has also been shown to somewhat increase with
thickness of the slag layer [30]. Prior works have treated this interface as temperature or
thickness dependent, reducing the resistance with distance from the meniscus [33] or with
increasing thickness [30].
Similar to the Mold-Flux interface, the Flux-Shell interface resistance increases greatly
as the temperature drops below the slag crystallization temperature. Data discussed in the
literature [35, 36] relates the variation in heat transfer with temperature, and represents a
large resistance relative to the total, while also being highly interface temperature dependent.
2.2.2.3 Air-Slag Gap Formation
Shrinkage of the steel shell away from the mold walls may increase contact resistances or
air gaps, which act as a further resistance to heat flow, especially after the slag is completely
solid and unable to flow into the gaps. The surface roughness depends on the tendency of
the steel shell to ‘ripple’ during solidification at the meniscus to form an uneven surface with
deep oscillation marks. The appearance of the surface depends on the oscillation practice,
the slag-rim shape and properties, the strength of the steel grade relative to the ferrostatic
pressure, mold taper, and mold distortion.
If conditions within the mold allow for it, an air gap can form. Additionally, if there is a
liquid layer of slag present in the gap above the TSol temperature, the air gap may instead
be filled with liquid slag. This condition is based on the assumption that liquid slag from
above the gap location would flow downwards to fill in this gap. The thermal conductivity
of the air gap is dependent on composition of the gas [37]. Prior work assumes values for air
[35] as well as a 20% hydrogen mixture [37] using binary conductivity mixture rules [38].
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2.3 Mechanical Behavior of the Strand
As the molten steel solidifies against the mold walls and moves down through the caster to
the shear, the strand experiences an extremely complicated thermal and mechanical loading
history, which is directly related to the design of the particular caster1. In general, casters
have a fixed thickness dictated by their unique and specific design geometry. The narrow face
and wide face copper molds of the caster domain are vertical and held fixed at predetermined
taper angles. Many casters are capable of online width changes and taper adjustments,
particularly common in thin slab casters; however, some casters operate on a fixed width
during casting.
Setting the taper is critical to final product quality as bulging in the mold can directly
lead to bleeds and breakout (as described later in this chapter). While it is not a common
practice, it is well accepted that the optimal taper is parabolic in shape [39–41] as shown in
Figure 2.10. While machining parabolic narrow faces is a difficult task, other ideas such as
grooved molds, and multi-taper profiles have been explored. Most modern casters use vertical
molds that require bending and unbending of the strand. Curved molds eliminate the need to
bend the strand, as they cast directly into an arc, but still require unbending/straightening,
and are more prone to particle, inclusion, and bubble capture on the inner radius due to the
curvature of the mold.
Below the mold, machine taper and changing caster radii, including straight and curved
segments for bending and unbending change based on the specific caster geometry. Individual
support rolls are fixed in space from translation but are allowed to freely rotate around their
center. Spaced throughout the machine are a number of motorized drive rolls to maintain
appropriate withdrawal/casting speed during operation. Control problems with drive rolls
can lead to tension or compression in different parts of the strand during the cast. Damage to
the body or surface of the rolls can cause them to apply unexpected loads and displacements
1The full publication, including complete illustrative figures, for the 3D thermal-mechanical model of the
strand within the caster can be found in Chapter 4 [16]
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Figure 2.10: Multi-taper mold schematic [39]
to the strand as it passes between them.
2.3.1 Within the Mold
Thermal-mechanical behavior in the mold is important to subsequent behavior below the
mold and surface crack formation. Fast cooling of the shell surface generates a brief period
of tensile stress during initial solidification in the mold [15]. Then, with no external loading
as the shell continues to grow, internal cooling and shrinkage, accompanied by slower cooling
of the surface, causes compressive stress to develop at the surface in the cooler and stronger
material. The compressive surface stress then increases to tension towards the solidification
front.
Proper mold care is important to minimize cracks. Improper over-taper may push on the
weak shell and distort it, which is more common towards mold exit. Improper under-taper
(usually occurring towards the middle of the mold) or improper sub-mold support, can allow
the strand to move around or bulge from ferrostatic pressure. Irregular mold oscillation can
result in deeper oscillation marks and potentially slag becoming stuck between the mold and
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shell. Mold wear and thermal distortion is known to change the taper over the life of the
mold and if this is not accounted for when setting the taper, unintended bad practices may
occur.
Each of these mechanical mold issues can also mean deviation from uniform heat transfer,
which can cause local reheating and weakening of the shell. Reheating is significant for a
number of reasons, not just related to the strength of the material. If the temperature change
is significant enough, a phase transformation may take place. Ill-timed phase transformations
can mean not only a thinner shell is present, but in the case of reheating from γ-austenite,
the potential appearance of a weak δ-ferrite phase surrounded by colder and much stronger
γ-austenite.
2.3.2 Secondary Cooling
On mold exit, the strand enters the secondary cooling zones and experiences alternating
periods of: water spray/air mist cooling (convection), roll contact (thermal contact conduc-
tance), and slower, ambient-temperature cooling in the regions that are sheltered beneath
the rolls (convection and radiation), as shown in Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12.
Temperature results have shown that the strand surface typically exits the mold above
∼1100 ◦C, depending on the specific casting conditions. As a result of 2-dimensional cooling,
the corners are the coldest region around the strand perimeter at any given distance below
the meniscus. The wide faces then experience some slight reheating before the first spray
zone followed by periodic fluctuations in surface temperature, as the strand surface passes
beneath the rolls and sprays, removing substantially more heat than the sheltered regions in
between. The differences in heat removal are shown in Figure 2.12.
The spray cooling regions exhibit the largest cooling and lowest surface temperatures,
while the adjacent regions (rolls and ambient) experience reheating. As temperature changes
(both up and down) cause thermal stress, the hoop stresses oscillate between tension and
compression according to the spray cooling, roll contact, and in-between regions. Sudden
cooling of the strand surfaces by the sprays causes local contraction of that portion of the
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Figure 2.11: Secondary cooling segment schematic
Figure 2.12: Example heat transfer behavior during roll contact and water sprays in sec-
ondary cooling
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surface. Mechanical constraint by the surrounding, hotter, surface and sub-surface opposes
contraction, so the result is tension beneath the sprays in both the casting direction and
strand circumference (hoop) directions. As the coldest and strongest part of the strand, the
corners and narrow faces experience the highest stresses during the casting process. As a
result of their strength, improper machine taper (tapering through the thickness versus the
width) has the potential to cause unnecessary extra difficulties, such as premature roll wear,
shape problems, and slab defects like off-corner cracking.
2.3.3 Bulging
Bulging occurs in continuous casting as the internal ferrostatic pressure from the molten
core pushes the solid shell outwards against the constraint of the support rolls in the caster.
Deformation outwards between rolls increases when the shell is hot and thin, the roll spacing
is too large, or there is roll misalignment. A schematic of bulging behavior within the support
rolls section is shown in Figure 2.13. Bulging can lead to many quality problems including
unstable mold level fluctuations, transverse cracking, segregation, as well as undue stress on
the containment portion of the caster. Very slight bulging is generally observed between rolls
on most of the wide face shell away from the corners. The corners tend not to be affected
due to the mechanical constraint of the colder Narrow Face (NF). Bulging magnitudes in an
appropriately aligned caster are typically less than a few tenths of a millimeter, depending
on the roll pitch. Many casters accomplish this low bulging with the use of small-diameter
split-rolls across the width, which enable a smaller roll pitch than a full width roll would
require.
2.3.4 Summary
For the harsh industrial environment they operate in, continuous casters are surprisingly
precise machines. Caster practices are carefully designed for every grade or grade family
based on the specific geometry and setup of a given caster. Bending, unbending, and spray
practices must be carefully timed and adjusted to provide the necessary cooling while also
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Figure 2.13: Schematic of strand bulging between rolls [42]
avoiding ductility troughs. Slight roll misalignments down to the tenth of a millimeter in
any direction can cause a caster to suddenly start making cracked slabs. Typically, once the
slab has reached metallurgical length, it subsequently exits containment. Depending on the
operation, the slab may immediately enter a tunnel furnace for heating prior to hot rolling,
or it may be transported to a slab storage yard. In the downstream process a given slab may
be moved by crane, train, truck, or a combination. Each step adds another opportunity for
the slab to be unintentionally damaged, mishandled, or dropped. However, any cracking or
defects that become apparent after exit from the caster are all but guaranteed to have been
generated within the machine - often during initial solidification. Complete description and
discussion of thermal-mechanical behavior of the strand within the caster can be found in
section 3.12.
2.4 Defects in Continuous Casting
Much of the existing open literature in continuous casting focuses on defects in a general
sense, few address longitudinal defects specifically, and none nail down direct formation
mechanisms. For a proper discussion of longitudinal depressions and cracks, clear definitions
and terminology differentiating it from other defects are necessary.
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Cracks in the continuous casting of steel require two different phenomena acting at the
same time in order to initiate: metallurgical embrittlement and tensile stress. Tensile stresses
can be roughly classified as thermal or mechanical and can be oriented transverse (in the
casting direction) or longitudinal (towards the mold faces). Withdrawal of the strand tends
to cause axial mechanical stress which is often the basis for transverse cracking, while thermal
stresses around the circumference of the strand tend to be the cause of longitudinal cracking.
Metallurgical embrittlement includes a variety of mechanisms, but often can be predicted
according to ratios of alloying elements, certain ranges of composition, and specific ranges
of temperature [43–45]. Most importantly, all steel grades have temperature ranges where
they experience a significant lack of ductility.
2.4.1 Temperature Regions of Low Ductility
Firstly, at high temperature involving the mushy zone during solidification, low strength
and ductility are often associated with the presence of liquid films in interdendritic spaces, a
schematic of which is shown in Figure 2.14. These films are known to be highly segregated,
have depressed solidus temperatures, and thus are not as strong as the dendrites themselves
[7]. When tension across the mushy zone (containing the dendritic solidification front) pulls
the liquid films between the dendrites apart, equilibrium requires liquid feeding to fill the
space. Available liquid comes from the region surrounding the dendrites which tends to have
higher concentrations of alloying elements as they are rejected to the solute from solidification
of the dendrites. Thus, on the dendrite scale, hot tearing in this case eventually appears as
segregation streaks in the final product.
If liquid feeding is not possible or inadequate, the tension on the dendrites can locally drop
the pressure in the liquid. and allow gases (often hydrogen) to be pulled out of solution. This
results in visible subsurface crack formation. If this occurs near the surface of the casting,
especially at the low liquid fractions near to the solidus isotherm, then the hot tear can
grow to the surface as an open crack. These types of hot tears can be readily observed with
macroscopically visible dendrite tips within these cracks. Heavy oxidation within these cracks
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appears during subsequent processing as oxide inclusions (slivers) which are detrimental to
the final product quality. Ductility typically drops to only about one percent (macroscopic
strain) in this region, which is responsible for cracks via the mechanism of hot tearing.
Figure 2.14: Dendrite strength and ductility variation at high-temperature, responsible for
hot tearing [44]
Secondly, at intermediate temperatures, there is a ductility trough where the austenite
grain boundaries become embrittled and fail, especially if they have ferrite networks that
concentrate the strain. Ductility is greatly reduced, but still significant (20-40%). These
two different ranges of hot ductility behaviour in steel are shown in Figure 2.15 [44]. In this
work, the behavior of interest is primarily: the semi-solid hot tearing low ductility region
(a) and the combined lower temperature region (b,d,e,f) in which low ductility intergranular
failures often occur [44, 45].
A number of prior studies have examined thermal-mechanical properties and cracking
during solidification and conducted reviews on the topic [43] particularly hot ductility in
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Figure 2.15: Schematic diagram of ductility curve defining the three characteristic regions
of hot ductility [44]
continuous casting conditions [46]. Further studies have examined how to relate hot ductility
and transverse cracking [45] and the effects of precipitates on cracking behavior [47]. In
addition to the hot tearing and intermediate-temperature ductility troughs, there are also
lower temperature ductility troughs and other mechanisms which are not of interest in this
work.
Compositional effects are often discussed qualitatively in the literature, such as the obser-
vation that lower manganese to sulfur ratios as well as elevated levels of aluminum, nitrogen,
sulfur, and copper can result in more cracks. The literature includes a variety of compo-
sitional heuristics for crack formation, but the peritectic phase transformation associated
with the iron-carbon phase diagram is the most prevalent trend. Cracks are more likely in
peritectic steels, found between the limit of carbon solubility in δ-ferrite, 0.09%C, and the
peritectic composition of 0.16%C, depending on other alloying elements.
The peritectic range of steel grades is known to have a variety of difficulties associated
with casting due to their complex behavior during solidification, solid-state phase transfor-
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mations, and subsequent rippled shell surface [48]. While these ripples can provide strong
sites for crack initiation they would likely lead to transverse cracks in operations with con-
trolled oscillation and horizontal oscillation marks. This suggests that longitudinal cracks in
peritectic steels may be caused by other secondary factors. Rapid solidification and phase
change shrinkage can be quite large in the case of peritectic steels and because of this, the
shell may lose contact with the wall. This loss of contact can result in shell thinning, and
thus lead to cracking further down the mold, as local shell regions change phase at different
times. The ultra-low carbon range is also expected to have a predisposition to cracking,
potentially due to the long duration of the δ-ferrite to γ-austenite transition period. The
general occurrence and predisposition is known, but the exact formation mechanism is still
not understood.
Intergranular failures in the intermediate-temperature low ductility trough arise as a re-
sult of stress and strain concentrations at the austenite boundaries. They are caused either
by the presence of films of the softer deformation induced ferrite enveloping the austenite
grains, or by grain boundary sliding in the austenite. Both failure mechanisms are enhanced
by the presence of grain boundary precipitates and inclusions (the finer, the more detrimen-
tal), coarser grain sizes, and lower strain rates [45]. Intergranular failure can occur at a
stage in the austenite to ferrite transformation when a thin film of ferrite has formed around
the austenite grains (Figure 2.16). As flow stress is a strong function of temperature, and
at a given temperature ferrite is almost an order of magnitude weaker than austenite, this
translates into low flow stresses compared with the austenite, and therefore to strain con-
centration in the ferrite film. This leads to microvoid formation, and a ductile failure at the
microscopic scale, but with small strain to failure at the macroscale. Harmful precipiates
include (Fe,Mn)S and (Nb,Al,Ti)N precipitates in the austenite grain boundaries.
2.4.2 Common Crack Defect Types
In 1967 The British Iron and Steel Research Association (BISRA) put out a manual
illustrating and describing the most common defects at the time [49]. In the late 1970s,
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Figure 2.16: Schematic diagram showing mechanism for transformation induced intergranu-
lar failure [45]
Brimacombe and colleagues put out a seminal paper called: "Crack Formation in the Con-
tinuous Casting of Steel" focusing on more specific details regarding defect formation. Since
then, there have been almost no broad and comprehensive defect guides published in the
open literature. Most companies have internal reporting mechanisms for defect and root
cause analysis, especially with regards to breakouts. Some companies even have internal
literature and archives for learning purposes, but in general, steel companies do not discuss
casting defects externally, and rarely publish more than one or two images. For accessibility,
many of the following images are reprinted from various other sources, including BISRA and
Brimacombe, along with many other defect images collected and/or taken by the author.
In addition, every effort is made to provide the steel grade, casting conditions, and defect
dimensions as available.
Figure 2.17 shows a variety of types of cracks and defects that are generally seen in
continuous casting. As the figure shows, there are different types located all around the slab.
Each has associated characteristics, and some are identifiable down to the mechanism. Cracks
are not the only type of defect in continuous casting, in this work a defect will be considered:
A shortcoming, imperfection, flaw, or abnormality that impairs quality, function, or utility.
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Thus for this work a defect includes, transverse and longitudinal, internal and surface, cracks
and depressions.
Figure 2.17: Continuous Casting Crack Types [50]
2.4.3 Star Cracks
Star cracks are one of the easier defects to recognize as they are usually surface cracks
that follow paths along grain boundaries, due to embrittlement, as a result of elevated levels
of copper, often due to pickup from the mold itself or sometimes to compositional problems
in the melt. These compositional issues can also lead to changes in the ductility trough for
a given grade and are often associated with transverse cracking. An example of star cracks
are shown in Figure 2.18(a) and Figure 2.18(b).
2.4.4 Transverse Depressions and Cracks
Transverse depressions are common in continuous casting as the formation of oscillation
marks are part of the process. Consistent and even oscillation marks do not tend to be
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.18: Star Cracks: (a) Typical star crack on slab surface [51],(b) Multiple star cracks
on the surface of a slab [52]
an issue, but disruptions to mold oscillation behavior or friction within the mold can cause
uneven and intermittent deeper oscillation marks. Generally, transverse cracks are found at
the base of these oscillation marks (transverse depressions), which present an opportunity for
a stress concentration, and thus transverse cracks are strongly tied to mechanical conditions
within the caster. Ill-timed bending or unbending while the surface of the strand is within
a ductility trough is a common cause of transverse cracks that needs to be avoided when
designing caster cooling practices, as was the case in Figure 2.19(a) and Figure 2.19(b).
Mechanical conditions also sometimes result in radial streaks, as the solidification fronts
experience excess tensile stresses during the bending and unbending processes.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.19: Transverse Cracks:(a) Transverse corner crack [40],(b) Transverse Midface Crack
[52]
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Another type of transverse cracking is centerline cracking, which is often related to compo-
sitional segregation, and broadface support issues, occasionally resulting in center looseness
due to shrinkage (lack of liquid feeding) where the two sides of the slab are not completely
continuous across the centerline. An example of centerline cracking is shown in Figure 2.20.
In many cases, the cavity cannot be closed through the rolling process and presents itself as
a defect. Additionally, centerline cracking commonly occurs when the strand is unbent in a
crack sensitive (low ductility) range.
Figure 2.20: Crack-like defect at centerline of hot-rolled product arising due to centerline
segregation[53]
2.4.5 Longitudinal Depressions and Terminology
A previous definition given for a longitudinal depression is “A channel-shaped depression
on the face of the product, running in the direction of the axis” [49]. While this definition
is a good start, some further detail is required, and for this work, a surface depression will
be considered: A depressed (lowered) portion of the shell/strand surface as compared to the
surrounding far field surface appearance. Certain longitudinal depressions are not necessarily
problematic. For example, gutter type depressions are often the result of bulging or buckling
of the off-corner region of the broadface shell and corner rotation. Only in cases where sub-
surface cracks appear is this problematic and thus, it has been found that generally only
crack sensitive grades have this problem. Additionally, very wide and shallow (i.e. high
aspect ratio) gutter usually does not have these cracks.
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The most fundamental root cause of the initiation of longitudinal depressions is a local
decrease in heat transfer out of the steel shell. This decrease in heat transfer can occur for
a number of reasons, many of which are related to mold flux such as: slight differences in
flux composition from bag to bag, chemical flux contamination, moisture infiltration, and
debris within the flux. Conditions within the gap are not the only potential cause; scratches
or imperfections on the hot face of the copper can have a tremendous effect on the thermal
gap. Additionally, behavior within the copper can be problematic as well, such as severe
scaling, water channel clogging, or improper thermocouple design.
In this work, the depth of a depression will be taken as the vertical distance between the
surface at the apparent center point of the defect and the far field surface. The depressions
modeled in this work are considered to be symmetrical about the center of the depression
and, if present, the crack. The width of a depression is assumed to be the location where
the vertical distance to the far field surface is equal to 10% of the depression depth. Crack
lengths will be assumed to be the distance from the base of the depression to the end of
the visible macroscale crack tip. There are some situations where a crack has evidence of
microscale level continuation but for this work that will be largely ignored.
In addition to these descriptions, some terminology needs to be clarified further with
figures. An example of a longitudinal surface depression is shown in Figure 2.21(a), which
illustrates what is meant by the term "far field", and is used to describe the broad face strand
regions away from the defect. A cross section of a longitudinal depression with a crack is
shown in Figure 2.21(b).
For discussion and readability using industrially relevant terminology, a portion of this
work will be referring to the “buckling” of the steel shell. However, in this work the author
does not mean "buckling" in the traditional solid mechanics sense (i.e. not purely elas-
tic compression loading leading to Euler buckling). In the context of this work, the term
“buckling” should be understood to mean “inelastic buckling” or “kneeling”, as described in
the mechanics literature [54]. The term buckling has also been used previously in the steel
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.21: Defect Terminology: (a) Slab with constant static longitudinal depression and
crack along entire length, (b) Transverse slice through longitudinal depression with crack
industry to describe gutter type depression defects which are a specific subset of longitudinal
depressions as shown in Figure 2.22. Gutter refers to a specific type of longitudinal depres-
sion in the off corner region of the broad face. Gutter is primarily caused by local buckling
of the broadface shell near the narrow face as a result of excessive taper and corner rotation
[55].




Unlike the previously mentioned defects, understanding of longitudinal cracks is much
more limited. As mentioned before, cracks can be surface or sub-surface and corner, off-
corner, or facial. A litany of operating factors is brought up in discussion of longitudinal crack
causes: mold conditions like inadequate taper, improper water cooling, and mold wear; sub-
mold conditions like over or under cooling, support type below the mold, poor alignments;
and even metal stream impingement, slab geometry changes, high pour temperatures and
compositional effects [13].
Some longitudinal cracks are slightly easier to understand and troubleshoot, this is par-
ticularly true of mechanically based defects. Midway, straightening, pinch roll, diagonal, and
triple point cracks are tied to problems with support roll alignment, excessive pressure, and
the timing of ductility troughs or solidification fronts meeting on the interior of the strand.
Examples of two types of support roll cracks are shown in Figure 2.23.
Figure 2.23: Mechanically Based Longitudinal Defects: (a) Withdrawal roll cracks in 9 in
square bloom [49], (b) Diagonal longitudinal sub surface cracks in a 12 in x 5 in slab (This
section also shows bulging and rhomboidity) [49]
In addition to support and withdrawal based defects, other mechanical longitudinal prob-
lems can arise particularly at the corners of cast slabs and billets. Corner cracks (Fig-
ure 2.24(a)) are understood to appear as a result of the complex two-dimensional loading
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and heat transfer that the corner region experiences, as well as lubrication and mold distor-
tions [52]. Furthermore, the lower temperatures lead to changes in timing for low ductility
relative to the rest of the slab surface.
With low ductility and mechanical loading applied at the corners, sometimes bulging
of narrow face in combination with thermal shrinkage, corner cracking is often problematic
when casting grades between 0.15 and 0.23 wt%C. In more severe scenarios, longitudinal
corner cracks can also lead to bleeds, where liquid steel is able to leak and "bleed" from the
interior out of the shell. An example of a longitudinal corner crack with a bleed is shown in
Figure 2.24(b)
(a) (b)
Figure 2.24: Longitudinal Corner Cracks: (a) Longitudinal corner crack on a 9 in square
blooom [49], (b) Bleed on a 35.5 in x 8 in slab associated with a longitudinal corner crack
[49]
2.4.7 Longitudinal Cracks Within Longitudinal Depressions
It has been previously discussed in the literature that longitudinal depressions and lon-
gitudinal cracks are strongly associated with each other. Additionally it has been detailed
extensively that in general larger depressions are found with larger cracks as shown in Fig-
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ure 2.25 [56], where the higher position of the unfilled circle (deeper depression) corresponds
to a higher position of the unfilled square (longer crack). However, it is unclear what the
relationship is between depression formation and crack appearance.
Figure 2.25: Observed Depression and Crack Depth Relationship [7]
Sometimes the cracks are present along the entire depression, other times, they are inter-
mittent as in the example shown in Figure 2.26. In this case a longitudinal depression was
found along a significant length of a slab, and a crack was observed to appear intermittently
along the length within the depression. It is also clear from the image that the crack wan-
dered across the width of the depression. Note that the depression width can be observed
based on the presence/visibility of deeper oscillation marks where they were not able to be
smoothed out by the support rolls.
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Depressions can also wander across the width of a slab as shown in Figure 2.27 though
it is also apparent from the image that the crack did follow along with the depression for its
entire length and did not move elsewhere.
Figure 2.26: Severe longitudinal crack in depression (Full size undimensioned image available
in appendix)
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Figure 2.27: Longitudinal facial crack within depression on slab surface (Full size undimen-
sioned image available in appendix)
2.4.8 Breakouts
Breakouts occur where cracks penetrate through to the surface because the local shell
falls below a critical thickness. Local shell thickness can be reduced from gap formation,
either by mechanical forces lifting the shell from the mold surface or from fluid-flow related
effects, such as variations in slag layer thickness (either too thick or too thin).
2.4.8.1 Transverse Sticker Breakouts
The most common type of breakout is known as a sticker breakout. Sticker breakouts
occur when a transverse crack opens up and some of the molten core leaks out of the crack
and sticks to the shell. As the strand continues to be withdrawn from the machine, the
molten steel continually solidifies against the mold, sticks, and is torn. An example of a
sticker type breakout is shown in Figure 2.28. Modern breakout detection systems are set
up to catch this type of breakout by analyzing the TCs with an inversion algorithm. When
a sticker breakout is detected, the machine goes into what is often referred to as sticker
slowdown speed. Sticker slowdown speed is in the realm of 0.1 m/min, and the hope is that
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Figure 2.28: Example of a sticker breakout [40]
this significant slowdown will be enough for the stuck upper portion of the shell to re-attach
and solidify against the lower portion of the shell that is separated from. Sticker slowdown
speed is not to be confused with creep speed which is often is the realm of 0.01 m/min.
Creep speed is used when the caster must be stopped, however, complete stoppage of the
machine with the strand still inside is not an option. If the caster were to come to a complete
stop, the support rolls would stop rotating and the portion of the roll surface in contact with
the strand would heat up and expand, severely damaging the rolls and warping them into
a banana shape. Upon subsequent re-start of the caster, these warped rolls would damage
not only the machine, but also the strand.
2.4.8.2 Longitudinal Bleeder Breakouts
About 80% of breakouts are categorized as sticker-type breakouts and have been dis-
cussed in the literature [9–12], with the remaining 20% being attributed to cracks and scum
entrapment [9, 12]. A less common type of breakout is an after-effect of a longitudinal
crack, a bleeder type breakout. Examples of bleeder type breakouts are shown in Figure 2.30
and Figure 2.31. Bleeder type breakouts are the result of longitudinal crack (often at the
base of a longitudinal depression), leading to small intermittent bleeds that heal, a full bleed




Breakout detection generally functions by looking for cases of inverted thermocouples,
meaning that below the sticker, temperatures appear to be increasing instead of decreasing
as expected, this is shown in Figure 2.29. Current breakout detection systems are designed
and tested at predicting sticker breakouts, a transverse phenomenon, but are not good at
spotting breakouts caused by an extreme longitudinal depression. As such, more intelligent
methods are needed to reliably predict, prevent, and detect longitudinal-based breakouts.
Figure 2.29: Sticker breakout detection method [57, 58]
2.4.8.4 Healing a Bleeder Breakout
Prior to a bleeder type breakout, there is a possibility of the bleed healing (fresh steel
emerging from, solidifying, and sealing the hole/crack) within the mold. When this occurs,
the surface appearance looks similar to Figure 2.30 or Figure 2.32(a), where molten steel
leaked out and filled in low spots on the shell surface (oscillation marks) or created a small
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local lump as it solidified.
Figure 2.30: Example of bleed contained within the mold [40] (casting direction to the right)
In severe cases, where the bleed is not able to heal, it can lead to a complete breakout
of the shell. An example of this type of breakout is shown in Figure 2.31, which is a slab
breakout shell from a heat cast in 2015 (Figure 2.32(a) and Figure 2.32(b) are all from the
same breakout investigation). The slabs prior to the breakout had some shape problems on
the broadface lengths, and the subsequent investigation revealed that overtapering of the
mold led to an off-corner depression (buckling gutter), severe shell thinning, intermittent
bleeds, and finally a full breakout.
Note that in Figure 2.32(a) the gutter was deep enough that the bleed did not get
smoothed down by contacting the mold as in Figure 2.30, or rolled out by the support rolls
below. Additionally, this means that the oscillation marks are still quite deep. Also note
that in Figure 2.32(b), the deepest part of the gutter depression directly corresponds with
the thinnest portion of the shell as a result of the reduced heat transfer. The thinned portion
is also the location where the shell reached its critical breakout thickness first.
2.4.9 Summary
As described above, defects in the continuous casting process, particularly longitudinal
defects, are significant in that many common data collection methods are not able to capture
their behavior in a way that allows mitigation if they should be leading to a bleeder type
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Figure 2.31: Longitudinal bleeder related breakout shell after removal from machine (casting
direction down)
(a) (b)
Figure 2.32: Off-corner longitudinal depression breakout Appearance: (a) Intermittent bleeds
at the base of an off-corner depression, (b) Resultant Slab breakout shell after removal from
machine
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breakout. Furthermore, quite little is still known about the specific formation mechanisms
of longitudinal defects. This work explores, in detail, the mechanisms and generation of






This work utilizes a combination of computational models to simulate and analyze a
variety of longitudinal defects. Multiple iterations of the same general thermal-mechanical
finite element model are used to study the temperature and shape development of specific
thermal-mechanical conditions within the caster. Appropriate thermal boundary conditions
for these models are derived and implemented from a series of other numerical models to pro-
vide realistic conditions informed by plant measurements. For the low carbon steel primarily
studied in this work, a non-linear material model including temperature-, phase-, and carbon
content-dependent elastic–viscoplastic constitutive effects was used. Developed in this work
is also a multi-point constraint (MPC) model that allows for dynamic boundary condition
modification during coupled thermal-mechancal models and the opening of cracks along the
boundary of the model. This works also includes a new implementation of a previously de-
veloped Reduced Order Model (ROM) mold to allow for calculation for mold temperatures
within the finite element model.
3.2 Model Domain
The primary model domain for this work consists of a 2D transverse slice, in the X-
Y plane, on the wide face of the steel strand away from the corner region, as shown in
Figure 3.1. The slice is initially at uniform temperature, chosen to be the temperature of
the steel at the level of the meniscus. This is usually the steel liquidus temperature plus
some approximate value for superheat taken from CFD models, plant data, or the literature.
For the plain low carbon steel used in this work the initial domain temperature is 1532◦C
unless otherwise stated. One surface of the domain is in thermal and mechanical contact
with the mold. The thermal boundary condition between the steel domain and the mold
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domain is a coupled gap conduction model, which allows for air gap formation behavior as
well as disrupted (non-uniform) heat transfer across the surface.
Figure 3.1: Model domain within caster geometry
3.3 Governing Equations
3.3.1 Heat Transfer Model
Assuming fourier law heat conduction, and no internal heat generation or deformation






= ∇ · (k∇T ) (3.1)
where, H is the specific enthalpy, ρ is density, k is thermal conductivity, T is temperature, t

















where, Vx, Vy, Vz are velocity components in the: x direction perpendicular to the mold






























= ∇ · (k(T )∇T ) (3.4)
The continuous casting process is assumed to be operating at steady state with no speed
changes, thus the transient term ∂T
∂t
is equal to zero and drops out.
The 2 − D transient heat conduction given by eq. (3.1) is solved for the temperature
distribution which is then fed into the mechanical analysis.
3.3.2 The Péclet number
The Péclet number (Pe) given by eq. (3.5) is a class of dimensionless numbers [59] relevant
in the study of transport phenomena in a continuum. Named after the French physicist Jean
Claude Eugène Péclet, it is a representative ratio of the rate of advection to the rate of
diffusion. For this model, advection is caused by strand movement at the casting speed, and























Where L is the distance below the meniscus taken below as mold exit, Vc is the casting speed,
k is the thermal conductivity, ρ is the mass density, and Cp is the specific heat capacity.
VC = 3m/min L = 1m
k = 33WK/m ρ = 7500kg/m3
Cp = 661JK/kg Hf = 272kJ/kg
∆T = 500◦C
The assumption of advection domination can be seen, even for very short times. Even for
casting speeds as low as 1 m/min, by 0.25 seconds advection is already 3 orders of magnitude
greater than conduction by mold exit. This time below meniscus directly translates to the










= 7.5× 103 (3.9)
With negligible heat conduction in the casting direction, a Lagrangian domain may be
used to analyze the heat transfer in the solidifying shell. This approximation essentially
transforms the physical z - direction into a temporal quantity, which is valid while the
process remains at steady state.
3.3.3 Stress Model
During initial solidification the thermal-mechanical strains are on the order of only a few
percent. Thus, the small strain assumption was adopted for this work. This assumption is
supported by previous solidification model results [60]. The out-of-plane (z-direction) stress
is characterized by a state of generalized plane strain, where slices are constrained to remain
planar by continuity.
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The general governing equation for the static problem is given by the force equilibrium
balance in eq. (3.10),
∇ · σ + b = 0 (3.10)
where σ is the second order Cauchy stress tensor, and b is an applied traction.
The rate form decomposition of the total strain is divided into elastic, inelastic, and
thermal components,
ε̇ = ε̇el + ε̇ie + ε̇th (3.11)
where inelastic strain includes the combined effects of plastic strain and creep. The
stress and elastic strain rates then are related by the isotropic elasticity constants based
on the temperature-dependent elastic modulus and Poisson ratio. The thermal strain term
depends on the isotropic temperature-dependent thermal expansion α coefficient tensor,
found from the temperature-dependent density and the evolving temperature distribution
from the transient thermal model. Even though there is no explicit yield condition, inelastic
effects are assumed to follow J2 plasticity with isotropic hardening, and the inelastic strain
rate is found assuming the Prandtl-Reuss equations. Further details of the stress model,
including details of the solution methods are included in Appendix A.
3.4 Heat Transfer Boundary Conditions
Figure 3.2 shows the model domain with thermal boundary conditions applied. The
rectangular model domain is in thermal contact with the surface of the mold, through a
gap conduction model implemented in the GAPCON subroutine in Abaqus, while all 3 other
sides of the domain are thermally unconstrained and considered to be insulated. As shown in
the figure, the subroutine is only applied on the lower surface of the domain. The subroutine
allows for definition of spatial and temporal heat transfer profiles across the width and down
the length (time) of the mold. This is accomplished by defining variations in the total slag
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layer thickness in time and space; full details of which are included in section 3.5. The gap
conduction model is applied for this particular work to create a thermal disruption on the left
side of the domain by including what can be considered an effective air gap, or a reduction
in the heat transfer abilities of the slag layer. Shown in Figure 3.2, the flux layer thickness
is uniform across a majority of the domain, at the depression centerline the flux adopts a
larger thickness representing the thermal disruption. Between the two areas, the thickness
varies linearly.
Figure 3.2: Heat Transfer Boundary Conditions
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3.5 Interfacial Gap Thermal Resistor Model
3.5.1 Overview
A explained in section 1.4, in continuous casting, as the liquid steel solidifies against the
four walls of the water-cooled copper mold, the solidifying shell ideally does not come into
direct contact with the mold copper and instead most of the heat transfer is controlled by
the interfacial gap between the two materials. In this work a coupled model of formation is
desired and therefore it becomes necessary to define the heat transfer across the interracial
gap in terms of thickness, conductivity, and displacement.
3.5.2 The Mold/Flux Interface
This interfacial resistance is largely a property of the particular mold powder as the sur-
face roughness is related to its crystallization behavior as well as its transition temperatures
[61]. The mold/slag interfacial resistance increases with crystallinity of the flux due to in-
creased density of solid phase in the form of surface roughness on mold side (equivalent to
air gap) and also increases with thickness of the slag layer [30]. Prior works have treated this
interface as temperature or thickness dependent, reducing the resistance with distance from
the meniscus [33] or with increasing thickness [30]. However, for this work, a fixed value of
hMold = 2500 WK/m
2 was used for this Mold/Slag interfacial heat transfer coefficient which
is in line with reported values [30]. The value of mold flux interface thermal resistance is
given by eq. (3.12). Because the resistance value for this interface is fixed, calculation of the










3.5.3 The Flux/Shell Interface
Similar to the Mold/Slag interface, the slag strand interface resistance increases greatly
as the temperature drops below the slag crystallization temperature. Non-uniformities in
the flatness of the shell surface shown in Figure 3.3 are incorporated into the model through
this interface resistance. Experimental data discussed in the literature, [35, 36] included
in Figure 3.4, shows the variation in heat transfer with temperature. As this represents a
large resistor relative to the total, and being highly temperature dependent on the interface
temperature a fixed value was not used for this interface.
Figure 3.3: Contact interface roughness [34]
The interface resistance between the liquid slag and the solid steel shell is temperature
dependent. The data points for the resistance were taken from the literature [35] and a curve
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fit was applied as shown in Figure 3.4. Hysteresis was not accounted for in calculation for
this interface.
Figure 3.4: Temperature dependent slag/strand interface heat transfer/resistance [35]
The flux/shell interface temperature, Tls, is calculated using eq. (3.14). Deriving a smooth
function for this temperature dependent behavior proved somewhat difficult but an expo-
nential function, eq. (3.15), was chosen. The corresponding resistance value for the interface
is calculated by eq. (3.16).
Due to the non-physical implications of the exponential function on the upper and
lower end, the interfacial coefficient was bounded. If hShell < 1, 000 WK/m
2 , hShell =
1, 000WK/m2. This lower bound represents some theoretical oscillation mark/surface rough-
ness opposition to heat transfer when the temperature is low enough. If hShell > 20, 000
WK/m2 , hShell = 20, 000WK/m
2. This upper bound representing some degree of “perfect”
contact and preventing numerical issues as it were to approach infinity.











3.5.4 Solid Slag Layer
The molten slag flowing into the gap travels downwards with the strand during casting
and gradually solidifies against the copper mold. A solidification temperature TSol is chosen
for this model, a value of 650◦C is used initially with variations explored in a parametric
study. Reported values of critical flux temperatures vary widely across the literature and
even between similar fluxes. They are still the subject of much research, and the chosen value
falls within a range of values found in the literature from experimental data sets [27, 33, 35].
Flux powder contains air which gives the mixture a low conductivity, ∼0.3 WK/m [62]. As
the powder heats, sinters, coalesces, and melts, the air disappears so its thermal conductivity
gradually increases as shown in Figure 3.5 [27].
Figure 3.5: Temperature dependent conductivity [27]
The solid flux layer thickness DSol is calculated according to eq. (3.17) as a fraction of
the total gap thickness with a linear relationship between the chosen flux solidification tem-
perature TSol and the interface temperatures TLS and TMC given by eq. (3.14) and eq. (3.13)
respectively.




This model uses a fixed conductivity value of kSol = 0.5 WK/m for the solid slag layer,
this conductivity value is specifically lower than that of liquid slag and similar to values
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reported in the literature for solid slag which show decreasing conductivity with decreasing
temperature [27]. Solid flux layer resistance RSol is calculated according to eq. (3.18) using





3.5.5 Liquid Slag Layer
The properties of liquid slag are complicated, which makes conclusive data difficult to
find. Reported values of liquid conductivity in the literature vary from 0.5 to 3 WK/m
[18,20,21] in addition, slag conductivity exhibits the hysteresis effect. Within the slag, the
liquid layer is assumed to be solidifying with distance from the meniscus as the shell temper-
ature drops. Thus for the purposes of this work, the hysteris effect is ignored, a fixed value
is used, and it is assumed that once the liquid layer disappears, re-melting does not occur.
Within the liquid slag layer both conduction and radiation play a role. The radiation
effect has been shown to contribute up to 30% of the total heat flux across the liquid layer,
but removal of this effect only reduced the total heat flux in the mold by ∼10% [33]. Some
previous work has utilized a partially linearized form of the 4th order radiation equation [36],
however, in this work radiation was accounted for by an appropriate increase in liquid slag
conductivity. The thickness of the liquid layer, DLiq, is calculated based on the defined flux
gap size, DGap, and the solid layer thickness, DSol, according to eq. (3.19).
Dliq = Dgap −Dsol (3.19)
A constant thermal conductivity value for kLiq = 3 WK/m is used based on previous
work appearing in the literature [27]. Thermal resistance of the liquid layer RLiq is calculated






This work assumes that a decrease in conductivity is balanced by the increase in radiation
at higher temperatures [27], which agrees with the other models [63] and the measurement
of constant conductivity in molten slag systems [62]. It has further been noted that heat
transfer within an amorphous glassy material is lower than that of a crystalline material. A
minimum threshold value for liquid layer thickness is chosen to ease numerical difficulties
and prevent wildly large values for heat transfer coefficient. This thickness, DLiquidThresh,
is chosen to be 0.01 mm for this work which represents a maximum h value to be 20, 000
WK/m2, values used in the literature have been in this range [36].
3.5.6 The Air Gap
As discussed previously, if conditions within the mold allow for it, an air gap can form.
The size of the air gap is an output of the stress model in the form of displacement of the
shell surface nodes from the mold. To help the numerical solution, a minimum threshold
value DAirThresh = 0.001 mm is adopted to prevent non-physical behavior associated with
very small gaps (displacements).
Additionally, if there is a liquid layer of slag present in the gap above the chosen TSol
temperature, the air gap is given to be filled with liquid slag. This condition is based on the
assumption that liquid slag from above the gap location would flow downwards to fill in this
gap.
The thermal conductivity of the air gap is dependent on composition of the gas [37]. Prior
work has values assumed for air [35] as well as a 20% hydrogen mixture [37] using the binary
conductivity mixture rules [38]. For this work a fixed value for conductivity kAir = 0.06
WK/m is used for the air gap [61]. This value is consistent with low temperature values
for a high hydrogen environment found in the literature [37]. A temperature dependent







3.5.7 Total Gap Heat Transfer
The heat transfer model is dependent on the 5 resistant components in the gap described
above: the mold/slag interface, the air gap, the solid slag layer, the liquid slag layer, and the
slag/steel interface. Combining eqs. (3.12), (3.16), (3.18), (3.20) and (3.21) into eq. (3.22)
yields eq. (3.23) and an effective thermal resistor model represented by Figure 3.6 and Fig-
ure 3.7.
Heat conduction depends on the thermal resistances and time-averaged thickness profiles
down the mold of the different layers of materials contained in the gap. For the purposes
of this model, we are concerned primarily with the general deformation behavior of the
solidifying shell, as such a number of simplifications will be made:
In addition to those discussed above, some simplifying assumptions were made for this
model:
• The potential buildup of scale, and/or resulting blockage, within the water channels
was neglected, thus we will assume that the mold is operating at steady state with
constant temperature TMold =150
◦C
• The distribution of liquid and solid slag will be assumed linear between the interface
temperatures
• As mold slags are mixtures they do not have a singular transition temperature. While
there is some debate on the minimum percentage of liquid slag that would fill in an air
gap, for the purposes of this work, 60% liquid slag will be assumed to fill in an air gap.
• The latent heat evolved by liquid-slag solidification is less than 3% of the heat trans-
ferred across the gap, so it is neglected in this model. [64]
• Oscillation marks and prescribed surface shape non-uniformity are neglected
• Interface resistances are not dependent on flux layer thickness
Rtotal = RMold +RAir +RSol +RLiq +RShell (3.22)
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Figure 3.7: Interfacial gap resistor schematic
3.5.8 Implementation
The model was first implemented in Microsoft Excel for troubleshooting and proof of
concept and subsequently implemented into the Fortran subroutine GAPCON for use in
Abaqus to couple the steel shell and mold thermal behavior. The flowchart for operation
can be found in Figure 3.8. The primary inputs of interest to the subroutine from Abaqus
are the temperatures of the slave and master surfaces. For inclusion of the coupled model
results and potential air gap formation, the distance of the surfaces from each other is also
needed. The surface displacement is first converted to meters from the millimeter units of
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the model. If this value is larger than the threshold size for air gap formation, the resistance
is calculated according to eq. (3.15), if it is less than the threshold, the resistance is set to 0.
The fixed value for the mold/flux interface resistance is calculated according to eq. (3.12).
On the first call to the program, initial values for the interfacial temperatures are set to
approximate values. In addition, we programmatically assume that the gap is half liquid
and half solid so that a starting total resistance can be approximated. As iterations will be
performed, these values need only to be reasonable for the initial conditions.
The model then checks if the solidification flag has been thrown indicating that in a
previous increment, the entire slag layer solidified. If the entire slag layer has become solid,
it is assumed that it will remain solid, a simplified calculation is performed, and iterations
are skipped.
If the solidification flag has not been thrown, the program enters the iteration loop.
The loop begins with calculation of the shell interface resistance according to the previously
calculated interface temperature. As discussed, this value is bounded, and if it is found to
be outside of the bounds, it is set equal to the appropriate value.
Based on the newly calculated interface resistance, a new total resistance is calculated and
used to calculate new interface temperatures. The flux layer calculation is then performed
using these new interface temperatures to find the size of the solid slag layer. If the liquid slag
layer is found to be smaller than the threshold size set by the user, the entire gap is assumed
to be solid, otherwise the remaining gap space is assumed to be liquid. The loop counter
is incremented by one, and the loop repeats. When all iterations have been performed, the
loop exits. If the temperature of the shell is below 1400◦C (chosen to reduce the likelihood
of an accidental flag trip too early in the simulation) AND the entire slag layer is solid, the
solidification flag is tripped.





















































Figure 3.8: Calculation flowchart for resistor model
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3.6 Reduced Order Mold Model
To allow easier prediction of accurate mold temperatures, a reduced order mold model
was implemented based on previously published and validated work [65]. The ROM mold
works by calibrating the thickness of a simplified effective copper mold that allows for the
temperature to match plant measurements at a predefined calibrated thermocouple depth.
This simplistic method was shown to match well with plant data in multiple cases when
calibrated correctly. Use of the ROM mold is necessary to avoid using a complete 3D strand
section and mold. Recent work has shown that type of 3D model to be numerically taxing
even with highly simplified material properties and a very coarse mesh, taking nearly 1
month of wall clock time to simulate a short section [16].
In this work, the ROM mold was implemented using a single row of finite elements given
basic properties of the mold material with a fixed thermal conductivity of 312 WK/m.
On the back side of the mold a variable convection condition is applied using the Abaqus
subroutine FILM to include the heat removal from the mold by the circulating cooling
water channels. Full details can be found in the literature [66] and section D.1. Validation of
proper model setup was performed in this work by matching the example problems geometry,
boundary conditions, and results, given in the original work. Calibration of the model in this
work was carried out based on the method provided in the literature and the detailed data
provided by Tata Steel regarding their mold geometry. A 3D symmetric section of the mold
was generated and used for the calibration. The domain is shown in Figure 3.9 with the
final contour results for heat flux and temperature located at the calibration location for the
upper thermocouples within the copper mold. Detailed parameters used in the calibration
can be found in Table 3.1. In the more general cases where the ROM mold is not being
used, instead a fixed simplified rectangular mold geometry is used with the temperature of
the mold copper fixed to be 150◦C.
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Table 3.1: Tata Steel ROM mold
Parameter Value Unit
Thermal Conductivity 33 [WK/m]
Total Mold Width 2210 [mm]
Approx Cast Width 1310 [mm]
Percent Of Mold Width Used 59.3 [%]
Small Channel Width 5 [mm]
Small Channel Radius 2.5 [mm]
Small Channel Length 15.5 [mm]
Large Channel Width 5 [mm]
Large Channel Radius 2.5 [mm]
Large Channel Length 18.5 [mm]
Water Channel Length 850 [mm]
Number Of Small Channels 63 [-]
Number Of Large Channels 42 [-]
Small Channel Area Round 87.3125 [mm2]
Large Channel Area Round 102.3125 [mm2]
Total Small Channel Area 5500.6875 [mm2]
Total Large Channel Area 4297.125 [mm2]
Total Cross Section Area 9797.8125 [mm2]
Avg Cross Sectional Area 93.3125 [mm2]
Small Channel Perimeter 38.85 [mm]
Large Channel Perimeter 44.85 [mm]
Total Small Channel Perimeter 2447.55 [mm]
Total Large Channel Perimeter 1883.7 [mm]
Total Cross Section Perimeter 4331.25 [mm]
Avg Perimeter 41.25 [mm]
Physical Hydraulic D 9.048 [mm]
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Figure 3.9: Model domain for TATA Steel ROM mold calibration with heat flux and tem-
perature contour results for matching upper thermocouple
3.7 Stress Boundary Conditions
Figure 3.10 shows the model domain with mechanical boundary conditions applied. The
left and right boundaries of the domain are symmetry planes and must remain planar. The
left side is fixed in the Y direction and only allowed to displace towards or away from the
mold in the X direction, the left side is required to move as a straight line, the top surface
is unconstrained and remains stress free.
Ferrostatic pressure in the liquid steel pool, that pushes the continuously solidifying
shell towards the contact surfaces of the mold, is implemented into the solidifying steel shell
model via the Abaqus DLOAD subroutine as a distributed load which increases linearly with
vertical distance (time) down the mold. Ferrostatic pressure is applied on the bottom surface
of the domain as shown in Figure 3.10, increasing with time and starting from zero at the
meniscus. The value increases linearly proportional to time according to: PFerro = ρgVct,
where ρ is the density, g is the gravitational constant, Vc is the casting speed, and t is the
time below meniscus. This method of handling ferrostatic pressure pulling on the surface as
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opposed to pushing from the liquid has been confirmed previously by the author [15].
Mechanical interaction between the shell and the mold contact surfaces is accounted for
using coulomb friction with a factor of µ = 0.15 based on measurements for solid slag on
copper [33]. Sliding contact that permits gap formation without permitting penetration is
enforced using the hard contact algorithm in Abaqus with the mold hotface as the “master”
surface and the shell exterior as the “slave” surface. All nodes of the mold are held fixed
in both X and Y directions, and the surface is considered the non-deformable rigid master
while the steel surface is the deformable slave surface.
Figure 3.10: Stress model boundary conditions
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3.7.1 Previous Cracking Models
Creating a crack within the model domain represents a discontinuity within the tradi-
tional finite element method but it has been around for quite some time in various forms [67].
A variety of methods have been utilized by others, particularly with respect to composites
and laminates where their interest is primarily in delamination behavior. These groups of-
ten take advantage of methods already accepted within the FEM framework, such as Virtual
Crack Closure Technique (VCCT) and Cohesive Zone (CZ) approaches, both of which have
reached sufficient maturity to be available in several commercial simulation software pack-
ages (including Abaqus) [68]. Other more home-grown implementations have taken on a few
forms, one example is using a user element to generate a spring element with a variable very
high stiffness to enforce the boundary condition [69]. The primary issue with many of these
methods is that they require knowledge of the fracture behavior, such as energy release rate
for VCCT, CTOA, CTOD, or at least some data regarding loading and growth history. At
the temperatures of interest in the solidification range, data like this is all but non-existent
and extremely difficult to get experimentally.
Modeling stationary discontinuities, such as a crack, with the conventional finite element
method requires that the mesh conforms to the geometric discontinuities. Creating a con-
forming mesh can be quite difficult. Modeling a growing crack is even more cumbersome
because the mesh must be updated continuously to match the geometry of the discontinuity
as the crack progresses. This is one of the reasons for the development of the eXtended
Finite Element Method (XFEM).
Modeling discontinuities, such as cracks, as an enriched feature is commonly referred to
as the extended finite element method (XFEM). The extended finite element method was
first introduced by [70], and is an extension of the conventional finite element method [71].
The method allows the presence of discontinuities in an element by enriching degrees of
freedom with special displacement functions, and does not require the mesh to match the
geometry of the discontinuities. It is a very attractive and effective way to simulate initiation
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and propagation of a discrete crack along an arbitrary, solution-dependent path without the
requirement of remeshing. It further allows for surface based cohesive behavior, contour
integral evaluations for an arbitrary stationary surface crack without the need to define
the conforming mesh around the crack tip, allows contact interaction of cracked element
surfaces, allows the application of distributed pressure loads to the cracked element surfaces,
allows the output of some surface variables on the cracked element surfaces, and allows both
material and geometrical nonlinearity [66].
While this certainly seems like a very attractive tool, the method is available only for first-
order solid continuum elements, and second-order stress/displacement tetrahedron elements,
and furthermore, the XFEM implementation within Abaqus does not currently support the
fully coupled temperature-displacement analysis that is required to model the defects in this
work.
3.7.1.1 Current Cracking Model and Implementation
The crack model methodology used in this work is based on time-dependent release of
connections between pairs of nodes. This imposes the crack to follow a predefined and
prescribed path along the symmetry plane according to a chosen criterion. To accomplish
the release of nodes, a multi-point constraint (MPC) Abaqus subroutine was created based
on a method called nodal release [72]. In this work, while we are concerned with the behavior
of the crack, we are more interested in how the crack affects the evolving shape and stresses
associated with of the longitudinal depression defect, thus the details of the crack initiation
and conditions for propagation are not modeled explicitly based on coupling with the evolving
thermal and mechanical models. Instead, the crack history is assumed apriori, such as shown
in Figure 3.11.
The MPC subroutine was coded in nodal mode, which allows for programmatic changes
to behavior at each node involved in the constraint. Figure 3.11 shows a schematic repre-
sentation of the MPC subroutine active in the model. A dummy domain part is generated
in the model the same length (in the X direction) as the liquid steel domain and meshed
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with the same resolution. Instead of applying the symmetry boundary condition directly to
the steel domain, the boundary condition is applied on the dummy domain (i.e. all nodes
in the dummy domain are constrained in X and Y ). This constraint essentially renders the
material model of the dummy domain irrelevant as none of the nodes will displace in the
Y direction and the dummy domain will behave as a rigid body. For all models, the initial
condition is for all of the nodes along the depression/defect center to be coupled in the Y
direction to the rigid dummy domain. When the evaluated criterion is met, the node is
released (its constraint is removed), it becomes a broken node, and creates a free surface, as
shown in Figure 3.11
The specific nodal relationship between the group of nodes on the dummy domain and
the steel domain is a shared Y location. Furthermore, the nodal constraints between the
dummy domain and the steel domain are specifically setup to allow stress free translation in
the X direction (i.e. no individual node on the steel domain is required to stay at the same
X position as a corresponding node on the dummy domain).
3.7.1.2 Cracking Criterion
The cracking criterion used for propagating the crack in this work is roughly based on
hot tearing, where the crack continuously follows along somewhere in the solid-rich mushy
zone as it moves deeper into the solidifying shell. To break apart the nodes eq. (3.24) is
defined, a priori, to place the propagation path within the domain where desired (shown in
Figure 3.11).
C = a+ b
√
t (3.24)
where, a and b are empirical parameters chosen to give the desired profile and offset from the
solidus isotherm, and t is the time below meniscus. This function, eq. (3.24), is evaluated at
each time step and each node along the boundary involved in the constraint on the left side
of the domain. According to eq. (3.24), if the location of the crack front is greater than or
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Figure 3.11: Crack growth schematic
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equal to the distance of a given node along the boundary (from the steel surface), the MPC
subroutine turns that node relationship off and that node is no longer constrained by the
dummy domain position in the Y direction. A complete example case MPC subroutine used
for this work is included in section C.2 and complete details on the operation of the MPC
subroutine can be found in the literature [66].
3.8 Material Properties
The primary grade chosen for this work is a 0.04wt%C plain low carbon steel, with
phase fraction history shown in Figure 3.12. The composition for this steel grade is given in
Table 3.2 and the transition temperatures detailed in Table 3.3.
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Figure 3.12: Low carbon steel phase fractions
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3.8.1 Enthalpy and Specific Heat Capacity
The specific enthalpy, H (J/kg), curve used to relate heat content and temperature in
this work, is obtained by integrating the specific heat curve CP fitted from measured data
compiled by Harste [73] as given in eqs. (3.26) to (3.28) and (3.31). Figure 3.13 shows the
specific heat capacity, and Figure 3.14 shows the enthalpy for four example grades including
the low carbon steel examined in this work. The enthalpy values used are weighted accord-
ing to the fraction presence of each phase as shown in eq. (3.25). Values vary based on
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temperature and the phase of the steel. It is worth noting that while the latent heats for
each of the grades is very similar, it is not identical, and the distribution of release based
on temperature is also not the same. The equations used for each phase [73] are shown in
eqs. (3.26) to (3.28) and (3.31).
H[kJ/Kg] = HLfL +Hδfδ +Hγfγ +Hαfα (3.25)
Where temperature T is given in Kelvin.
HL = 824.6T − 104642.3 + ∆H lmix (3.26)
Hδ = 0.8872T
2 + 441.39T + 50882.3 (3.27)
Hγ = 0.07489T
2 + 429.849T + 93453.72 + ∆Hγmix (3.28)
where,








































5188T−1 − 86 + 0.505T
−6.55× 10−5T 2 + 1.5× 10−7T 3 T ≤ 800
5188T−1 − 86 + 0.505T
−6.55× 10−5T 2 + 1.5× 10−7T 3 800 < T ≤ 1000
5188T−1 − 86 + 0.505T
−6.55× 10−5T 2 + 1.5× 10−7T 3 1000 < T ≤ 1042
5188T−1 − 86 + 0.505T
−6.55× 10−5T 2 + 1.5× 10−7T 3 1042 < T ≤ 1060
−10.068T + 2.9934× 10−3T 2
−5.21766× 106T−1 + 12.822 1060 < T ≤ 1184
(3.31)
3.8.2 Thermal Conductivity
The temperature and grade dependent conductivity functions for plain carbon steel
phases is fitted from measured data compiled by Harste [73] and is given by eqs. (3.32)
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Figure 3.13: Temperature-dependent specific heat capacity
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and (3.35). Figure 3.14 shows the conductivity for four example grades including the low
carbon steel examined in this work. The conductivity, k (WK/m), increases linearly through
the mushy zone to the liquid by a factor of 6.5 to partly account for the effect of convection
due to flow in the liquid steel pool [74]. A small difference in shell thickness is noted when
this is not included, but for the purposes of this work is negligible.
kl = 39.0 (3.32)
kδ = (21.6 + 0.00835T )(1− F1(C%F2)) (3.33)
kγ = 20.14 + 0.00931T (3.34)
where,
F1 = 0.425− 0.0004385T (3.35)
F2 = 0.209− 0.00109T (3.36)
3.8.3 Mass Density and Thermal Linear Expansion
Mass density, ρ ((kg/m3)), is calculated by weighted phase fraction of all of the phases
given by eq. (3.39). Experimental data taken from the work of Jablonka et al. [75] and
compiled by Jimbo and Cramb [76]. The thermal linear-expansion function is obtained from
solid-phase density measurements compiled by Harste [73] and liquid density measurements
by Jimbo and Cramb [76]. A simple mixture rule is applied to obtain the overall density
from the values of the different phases. Figure 3.14 shows the density and thermal linear-
expansion curves for four example grades including the low carbon steel examined in this








Figure 3.14: Temperature-dependent properties of 4 example steel grades including the Low
Carbon steel investigated: a) Thermal conductivity b) Enthalpy c)Density d) Thermal linear
expansion
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ρl = 7100− 73.2CC − (0.828− 0.0874CC)(T − 1550) (3.38a)
ρδ =
100(8011− 0.47T )




(100− CC)(1 + 0.008CC)3
(3.38c)
ρα = 7881− 0.324T − 3× 10−5T 2 (3.38d)
ρT [kg/m
3] = ρlfl + ρδfδ + ργfγ + ραfα (3.39)
Where αL is the Thermal Linear Expansion coefficient and the density ρT0 is the density
at the reference temperature T0. For this work ρT0 is taken to be 7400 kg/m
3 .
3.8.4 Elastic Properties
The temperature-dependent elastic-modulus curve used in this model is a stepwise linear
fit of measurements by Mizukami et al. [78], given in Figure 3.15.
The liquid is modeled as a weak perfectly plastic solid. The elastic modulus of the liquid
region was given the value of 0.01MPa, and the Poisson ratio is constant at ν = 0.3. The
measured Poisson ratio that approaches 0.5 at high temperatures is achieved with this model,
by considering the large extent of incompressible creep strain (ν = 0.5) that accompanies
the elastic strain during the test [79]. Incorrectly incorporating part of the volume conserved
plastic behavior, where ν = 0.5, into the elastic has been found to be likely to cause numerical
difficulty for the solver [77].
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Figure 3.15: Temperature-dependent elastic modulus of steel
3.8.5 Constitutive Models
Two constitutive models relating the stress-strain relationship are utilized in this work.
These equations were developed to match tensile-test measurements of Wray [80] and creep-
test data of Suzuki et al [81]. The details of these two models can be found in [82] and
[83] respectively. The ferrite and austenite phases are not of comparable strength. Ferrite
is approximately an order of magnitude weaker than austenite of the same temperature,
because of this a weighted mixture rule is not appropriate in regions with the much weaker
phase when the softer material dominates the net mechanical behavior. In previous works
where these two constitutive equations were utilized, eq. (3.41) was in effect when there was
less than 10% of either ferrite phase, otherwise eq. (3.40) was used. This work also uses this
method. Improving upon this transition method is left for future work.
Two different constitutive equations are used to model the behavior of solidifying steel.
eq. (3.40) is the Zhu Modified Power law [82] and is used for ferrite.









fC = 1.3678× 104C−5.56×10
−2
C
m = −9.4156× 10−5T (K) + 0.349501
n = (1.617× 10−4T (K)− 0.06166)−1
C represents the sign on the 3 dimensional stress tensor [84], and CC is the wt.% carbon.
Equation eq. (3.41) is the Kozlowski model III [83] which is used for austenite.





Fγ = Cσ − f1ǫin|ǫin|f2−1
f1 = 130.5− 5.128× 10−3T (K)
f2 = −0.6289 + 1.114× 10−3T (K)
f3 = 8.132− 1.54× 10−3T (K)
fC = 4.655× 104 + 7.14× 104CC + 1.2× 105C2C
The liquid and mushy zones are modeled with an isotropic elastic-perfectly-plastic rate-
independent constitutive model, using a small, constant yield stress of 0.01 MPa, whenever
temperature exceeds the solidus temperature.
3.9 Finite Element Implementation
A schematic of the general mesh used in this work is shown within Figure 3.10. The
model uses CPEG4HT elements in Abaqus: Two-dimensional, piecewise linear, continuum,
generalized plane strain, 4 node, diffusive heat transfer, hybrid elements. Unless otherwise
stated, the steel domain was divided into 0.5 mm square elements for a total of 3200 elements.
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3.10 Model Verification and Validation
Computational modeling provides a powerful tool for approximating real-world systems,
however, they rarely exactly imitate the real world due to various assumptions and simplifi-
cations. With this in mind, accurate modeling requires two, different, very important steps
that are sometimes overlooked: verification and validation. First, a newly developed model
needs to be verified against a known or analytical solution, this is how we establish that the
proper behaviors are being captured. This step also includes a mesh convergence study to
ensure mesh independent results output. Second, a verified model then needs to be validated
(often involving calibration) by matching a detailed real-world example demonstrating that
it is truly representative of the problem in question.
3.10.1 Thermal-Mechanical Solidification Analytical Solution
Proper model verification requires a test problem with a known solution [15]. An impor-
tant analytical solution for the generation of thermal stresses in a general one-dimensional
metal solidification process was derived by Weiner and Boley [85] using a simple elastic rate-
independent plastic constitutive model. The semi-infinite pure material elastic perfectly
plastic plate domain is constrained against bending but otherwise free to shrink. We use
it here as an ideal problem to validate our solidification stress model. The constants and
parameters used to approximate the behavior of our problem for this simplified validation
problem can be found in Table 3.4. For the Weiner and Boley model a mushy zone is included
just enough for numerical stability, and is approximately negligible.
Results of the numerical and analytical solution are shown in Figure 3.16, the tempera-
ture and stress are plotted along the lower edge of the domain starting from the chilled end
towards the free end. As expected, the temperature in the liquid remains constant, while the
temperature distribution through the solid decreases with time. The stress profile shows be-
havior that indicates compression at the surface moving towards tension at the solidification
front.
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Table 3.4: Properties used in the Weiner and Boley test problem
Property Value Unit
Thermal Conductivity 33 WK/m
Density 7500 kg/m3
Young”s Modulus (Solid) 4000 MPa
Young”s Modulus (liquid) 1400 MPa
Poisson”s Ratio 0.3 -
Thermal Expansion 2x10−5 1/K
Pour Temperature 1769 K
Fixed Wall Temperature 1273 K
Liquidus Temperature 1768.1 K
Solidification Temperature 1768 K
Solidus Temperature 1767.9 K
Latent Heat 272 kJ/kg
Specific Heat 661 JK/kg
The surface of the shell is quenched immediately. This causes the domain to shrink
locally. Initially the domain is allowed to shrink freely, unconstrained by the lack of strength
in the primarily liquid domain. The liquid has negligible strength, and thus carries no
stress. As time progresses, the rest of the domain cools and attempts to shrink. Relative to
the solidified surface, the interior of the domain is still weaker and as it attempts to shrink
remains opposed by the stronger material at the surface. This tends to generate compression
at the surface, and to maintain equilibrium, generates sub-surface tension.
Comparing the results shown in Figure 3.16, the numerical results match the analytical
solution and methodology is validated.
3.10.2 Mesh Resolution Convergence Study
A mesh study was conducted to verify that the model was converging to a proper solution,
changing only the number of elements through the solidification direction (x). The domain
width was chosen to maintain 3 elements through the thickness and an aspect ratio of 1. (i.e.
the 10-elements case has 4mm square elements, giving a 12mm wide domain). Figure 3.17
shows results for 6 different mesh refinements after 10s of solidification; these results indicate
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of Weiner & Boley and Abaqus predicted temperature and stress
distributions through the shell
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that while 1, 2.5, and 4 mm elements can accurately reproduce the temperature history,
shown in Figure 3.17(a), a more refined mesh is necessary to properly resolve the stress and
strain behavior, shown in Figure 3.17(b-d).
While 4 mm elements capture the behavior of compression at the surface, and tension
towards the solidification front, the problem becomes the low number of elements through
the mushy zone. The size of the mushy zone is strongly grade dependent and can vary by
almost an order of magnitude. For the LC steel shown, the mushy zone at 10 s is only ∼2
mm wide and with elements close to that size, the mushy zone could be contained within
a single element. The phase transformation regions raise similar problems and are often
thinner than the mushy zone. For the LC steel, the δ-ferrite to austenite region is 1 mm
wide, and the 1 mm elements just barely capture the details. The inelastic strain, shown
in Figure 3.17(d), demonstrates that 4 mm elements capture the general behavior in the
austenite near the surface, but indicate the presence of strain throughout the mushy zone
and also into the liquid.
For all of the reasons discussed, element size selection is extremely important for a solidi-
fication model. It becomes notably more important when interested in the solidification front
or any phase transformation region. For this work an element size of 0.5 mm was chosen
providing a balance between speed of calculation and capture of relevant phenomena [41].
In certain situations a highly refined mesh of 0.1 mm was used to more accurately capture
quantitative stress and strain values.
3.10.3 Heat Flux in the Mold
Measurements were obtained from the operating caster to enable calibration and vali-
dation of the heat transfer model. This includes the measured heatup of the cooling water
between entering and leaving the mold wide faces and narrow faces and the measured tem-
peratures from thermocouples in the mold walls during ∼3 hours of nearly steady casting in
the real plant. Figure 3.19 shows time histories of average heat flux leaving the mold, which
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Figure 3.17: Mesh study results through shell thickness for low carbon steel (0.045%C)—10s
below meniscus a) Temperature b) Y-Stress c) Fluid Strain d) Inelastic Strain
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area. The time averages of these heat fluxes are also given.
Figure 3.20 shows plant measurements from 13 thermocouples (TCs) located 110 mm
below the meniscus, and 20 mm beneath the mold hot face. The time- and spatial- averages
of these temperature histories are also included in Figure 3.20(b). The thermocouple data
of TCs 4-10 located in the central wide face region away from the corners average 120.4◦C
with standard deviation of 3.7◦C.
Figure 3.18: Calculated interfacial and superheat flux profiles down mold centerlines
The average heat flux across the interface between the steel shell and the mold hot
face predicted by the CON1D model, is calculated by integrating the interface heat flux
profile along the casting direction, shown in Figure 3.18, and dividing by the total mold
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Figure 3.19: Heat flux measurements from heatup of mold cooling water
Figure 3.20: Thermocouple measurements: (a) locations and (b) temperature histories of
thermocouples inserted on the mold wide face
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length (900 mm) and width. These calculated average heat fluxes agree reasonably with the
measurements: WF: 1.10 (predicted) vs. 1.24 (measured) MW/m2 and NF: 1.15 (predicted)
vs. 1.25 (measured) MW/m2. Furthermore, the temperature in the mold wide face predicted
at the thermocouple location exactly matches the measured average thermocouple data, as
shown in Figure 3.21. Matching both average mold heat flux and thermocouple temperatures
in the upper mold is significant because it suggests that the entire heat flux profile cannot be
too far from reality. This was achieved by careful adjustment of model thermal parameters
in Table A.1 such as fv.
The non-uniform superheat distributions, caused by the mold flow pattern, results in
local thinning and temperature variations in the solidifying steel shell which greatly affects
thermal stress behavior in the shell, and quality of the final steel products. As described
previously, the superheat profile on the narrow-face centerline is higher than on the wide
face, which makes the shell thickness of the narrow face substantially thinner than the wide
face, as shown in Figure 3.22. This is also influenced by heat transfer through the interfacial
gap between the steel shell and mold contact surface.
Figure 3.20 shows that the shell surface temperature starts to decrease faster at ∼400 mm
below the meniscus, which is accompanied by corresponding decreases in slope of the mold
wall temperatures. This is due to decreasing gap thickness, from better contact between
the steel shell and the mold surfaces at that location. The model predictions of both shell
thickness and mold temperature profiles are quantitatively verified by comparing the models
(CON1D and Abaqus), in addition to the validation of CON1D with plant measurements
already discussed.
3.10.4 Validation of Solidification Stress Model
Validation of solidification stress models at the relevant temperatures is quite difficult.
Experimentally it is complicated, but prior work has demonstrated that it is possible to mea-
sure these stresses/forces using the Submerged Split Chill Contraction (SSCC) test. The
SSCC test can measure forces in a solidifying steel shell under controlled conditions that
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Figure 3.21: Calculated mold and shell temperature results (wide face) with thermocouple
validation
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Figure 3.22: Shell thickness results from CON1D and Abaqus
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match those of commercial casting processes. A computational model of the test was devel-
oped and applied to the experimental setup. The model successfully matched measurements
of 1) temperature history; 2) shell thickness; 3) solidification force (shown in Figure 3.23;
and 4) failure location. In addition, the model reveals the stress and strain profiles through
the shell thickness. The SSCC test and validated model together is a powerful analysis tool
for mechanical behavior, hot tear crack formation and other phenomena in solidification
processes [86].
Figure 3.23: Comparison of experimental and simulated force curves[86]
3.10.5 Heat Transfer Model Validation
In this work, a resistor model is used to calculate heat transport across the interfacial gap.
To find accurate interfacial heat fluxes, measurements of mold thermocouple temperatures
and heat flux from water heatup are needed. For some previous models [87], an inverse
heat conduction problem (IHCP) is solved to match the surface boundary conditions with
specific plant measurements. In the current work, the two-way thermal-mechanical coupling
between the solidifying steel shell and mold is modeled in detail to find the heat transferred
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across the interfacial gap between the mold and steel shell, which depends strongly on the
local gap distance calculated from the mechanical solution. Measurements are used here for
model calibration and validation.
3.10.5.1 General Resistor Model Results
Working up to the full model, some simplified versions were created to verify expected
behavior. Uniform flux thickness results in uniform heat transfer across the surface, it is non-
uniformity in flux thickness that creates heat transfer variations and local hot/cold spots.
These local hot spots are known to result in displacement from the surface as the steel shell
begins to reheat. Before induced air gaps can be examined, uniform thicknesses were studied.
For models with no air gap or a defined air gap the shell surface was constrained to remain
fixed in the x direction within the stress model and ferrostatic pressure was not applied.
Using a uniform total flux layer thickness of 2mm with no air gap, a first model was
simulated using the values found in Table 3.5. Results of this comparison are shown in
Figure 3.24, differences between Excel and Abaqus results at early times are purely numerical
and are ignored. In general both the calculated resistance and resultant heat flux have
infinity norm error on the order of less than 2%. Results indicate values of approximately
4.5 MW/m2 at the meniscus gradually decreasing to 1.3 MW/m2 at 30 s. This decreasing
behavior is to be expected, and the values do not appear unreasonable based on prior work
of the author [41], and values that appear in the literature as shown in Figure 3.25.
Table 3.5: Gap conductivity and resistance values
Location Conductivity/Conductance Resistance
W/(mK)/W/(m2 K) m2 K/W
Mold/Flux Interface 33 (hmold) 0.0004
Air Gap 0.06 (kAir) DAir/0.06
Solid Flux Layer 0.5 (kSol) DSol/0.5
Liquid Flux Layer 3.0 (kLiq) DLiq/3.0




Figure 3.24: Projected and actual heat flux profiles
Figure 3.25: Instantaneous and average heat flux profiles
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3.10.5.2 Effect of Flux Layer Thickness
Studies were carried out using a constant total flux layer thickness shown in Figure 3.26.
It was observed that with all other properties fixed, as flux layer thickness increased, heat
flux across the interface dropped. The change from 0.5 mm to 2 mm resulted in a continuous
difference of about 1000 WK/m with a fixed solidification temperature of 800◦C.
Figure 3.26: Flux layer thickness variation with 800◦C solidification temperature
3.10.5.3 Effect of Flux Solidification Temperature
Studies were conducted using a fixed flux layer thickness while varying the solidification
temperature of the slag layer. The thickness was fixed at 2 mm, and the solidification
temperature was varied according to values found in the literature 650◦C, 800◦C, 1030◦C.
Results, shown in Figure 3.27, indicate that as solidification temperature decreases, the
interface heat flux rises. This is consistent with expectations as the higher conductivity
liquid layer persists in the gap longer which lowers the total resistance within the gap.
3.10.5.4 Effect of Flux Layer Thickness Variation
Studies were conducted with the flux thickness varying with time/distance below the
meniscus. Results are shown in Figure 3.28. The 2mm thickness with a solidification tem-
perature of 800◦C was compared to a variation of 2mm at the meniscus decreasing linearly to
1 mm at mold exit. The varying flux thickness is shown to have a corresponding increase in
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Figure 3.27: Effect of solidification temperature variation
heat flux as the mold flux thickness decreases. The difference in heat flux is more pronounced
after 5 s.
Figure 3.28: Time varying flux thickness with 800◦C solidification temperature
3.10.6 Mechanical Constitutive Model Validation
The steel grade used in this work is based around a nominal low carbon composition
used previously [15]. Extensive validation of the mechanical constitutive model has been
previously conducted and further validation using a stainless steel was recently published by
the author, as such, the validation in this section will focus on the stainless steel from that
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work [88]. The entire publication can be found in section 8.4.
3.10.6.1 Phase-Based Constitutive Model Selection
As different steel phases have greatly different mechanical properties, the choice of con-
stitutive model in this work depends on the phase-fraction evolution with temperature of the
particular steel grade of interest, and the transition between phases, as described by [41]. In
two-phase regions, most thermal and mechanical properties are modeled based on a simple
weighted average summation based on phase fraction. Constitutive equations are handled
differently.
In austenite/ferrite mixtures, the Zhu model for ferrite is applied in the solid when the
ferrite volume fraction exceeds 10%. Otherwise, the Kozlowski austenite model is used. This
criterion was chosen over a mixture law based on phase fractions, because time-dependent
inelastic response in the ferrite phase governs the local mechanical behavior if the ferrite
domain is unbroken. The previous work of [89] found that a transition of 10% matched
quite well with a more complicated transitional model using an Eshelby tensor with multi-
ple phases. Details on the method devised to integrate these highly nonlinear constitutive
equations are explained in [90], and were implemented via the UMAT subroutine in Abaqus.
Figure 3.29 shows the results of both constitutive models, integrated for the same con-
ditions as data measured by [91] for 316L stainless steel. The austenite is observed to be
about 10X stronger than the corresponding ferrite, and the Kozlowski model agrees with the
measured data.
3.10.6.2 Phase-Based Material Properties for Stainless Steel
Due to the many different types of steel, comprehensive mechanical-property experimental-
data for the range of high temperatures, low strains, and low strain rates of interest in casting
processes is difficult to find for any given steel grade. Although plain carbon steels are de-
fined by their carbon content, they also contain up to several weight percent of many other
alloying elements, which depend heavily on the specific grade. Higher alloy steels such as
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Figure 3.29: Mechanical constitutive models of austenite and ferrite for 316L stainless steel
with experimental data [91]
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next generation Advanced High-Strength Steels, tool steels, and stainless steels have sub-
stantially higher amounts of specific alloying elements (such as Si, Mn, Cr, and Ni) in order
to achieve specific enhanced properties such as ductility-to-strength ratio, hardenability, hot
working strength, and corrosion resistance.
Originally fit to data for specific plain carbon steels, both the austenite and ferrite models
of the Kozlowski-Zhu constitutive laws exhibit reasonably good agreement with tensile-test
data for other types of steel when the temperature, strain rate, and phase evolution are the
same. Figure 3.34, which shows the austenite constitutive model and some of its plain-carbon
fitting data, also compares the predictions of this model with tensile-test measurements for
316L stainless steel obtained by [91] at the appropriate temperature and strain rate. As
also shown in Figure 3.29, the agreement is remarkable and significant, considering the
very different composition of this steel. Furthermore, Figure 3.33, which shows the δ-ferrite
constitutive model and some of its fitting data, also compares the predictions of this model
with tensile-test measurements for a high-silicon electrical steel, which falls in the ferrite
regime. Again, a very close fit is obtained for this very different steel grade.
Very little mechanical property data can be found for specific steels at elevated temper-
atures. High temperature stress-strain data for the temperature-, strain-, and strain-rate
conditions encountered during continuous casting for 409L could not be found in the litera-
ture. However, while high temperature steel properties depend on composition, the specific
phase at a given temperature is substantially more relevant to its behavior as shown by the
results presented above. Therefore, finding the proper phase diagram, more specifically the
phase fraction history of a given steel grade, and using phase specific constitutive equations is
a sufficient and more convenient method for determining mechanical behavior during solidifi-
cation, without the necessity of performing complete mechanical testing in this regime. This
method has been previously validated by [86] comparing predictions using the Kozlowski-Zhu
constitutive laws with force measurements in solidifying steel shells. Other similar studies,
including those by [92] and [41] have applied this approach to investigate various aspects of
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the continuous casting process.
Based on its composition shown in Table 3.6, the evolution of the volume fractions of each
phase with temperature during solidification and cooling of 409L stainless steel are shown in
Figure 3.30, calculated from the appropriate multi-dimensional equilibrium phase diagram
based on free-energy minimization with JMatPro [93]. Specific transformation temperatures
are given in Table 3.7.






Electrical [94] 316 SS [91] 409L SS
C 0.051 0.028 0.017 0.02 0.005
Mn 0.82 0.01 0.01 1.7 0.27
Si 0.28 0.006 3.01 0.77 0.54
S 0.018 0.004 0.004 0.007 0.001
P 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.04 0.0224
Cr - - - 18.2 11.2
Ni - - - 11.6 0.1
Al <0.002 0.001 0.002 - 0.003
Ti - - - - 0.22
N 0.001 0.001 0.003 - 0.008
Compared to plain carbon steel grades, the phase history of 409L stainless has substan-
tially different austenite and ferrite regions. Whereas in plain low-carbon steels, solidification
to δ-ferrite is followed by complete transformation into austenite, in this particular ferritic
stainless steel, ferrite is still stable all the way to room temperature. Figure 3.30 shows that
the cooling steel only partially transforms into austenite, reaching a maximum austenite
fraction of about 60% at ∼1000◦C, followed by a complete transition back into ferrite.
The temperature-dependent thermal properties: conductivity and enthalpy, shown in
Figure 3.31, are calculated by JMatPro [93] and input into Abaqus subroutines. The
temperature-dependent elastic modulus, density, and thermal linear expansion are shown
in Figure 3.32.
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Figure 3.30: Phase fractions for 409L stainless steel








Figure 3.31: Thermal properties of 409L stainless steel: (a) conductivity and (b) enthalpy
Decreasing temperature leads to increases in density and elastic modulus as the crystal
structure become more tightly packed and stiffer. In addition, as the steel changes phase from
δ-ferrite to γ-austenite, and thus from body-centered-cubic to close-packed face-centered-
cubic, the atomic packing fraction also increases, so the density further increases, as the
lattice spacing becomes smaller. This is accompanied by corresponding decreases in the
thermal linear expansion, which is inversely related to the cube root of the density at a given
temperature.
3.10.7 Solidifying Shell Model Validation
In many solidification processes, such as the continuous casting of steel, one dimension of
the casting is much longer than the others, and is otherwise unconstrained. In this case, it is
quite reasonable to apply a condition of generalized plane strain (also called 2.5D model) in
the long casting direction (z), and to solve a two-dimensional thermo-mechanical problem in
the transverse (x-y) plane. It has been previously demonstrated how this condition enables a
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Figure 3.32: Mechanical properties of 409L stainless steel: (a) elastic modulus, (b) density,
(c) thermal linear expansion
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two-dimensional computation to accurately produce the complete three-dimensional thermal-
stress state, so long as there is no axial bending, as in the case here[84].
A transverse Lagrangian generalized-plane-strain two-dimensional (2D) slice model is
applied to simulate the solidifying steel shell in the slab mold during continuous casting,
which travels down the mold at the casting velocity. This approach avoids unnecessary
and computationally intensive calculation of the liquid behavior away from the mold wall.
More importantly, it avoids non-physical mass conservation by enabling shrinkage of the
un-modeled liquid region due to pushing fluid out of the slice.
A “1D-slice” shell model was used to verify thermal stress behavior in simplified condi-
tions. This slice model is seen as a thin strip “drilled” into the solidifying shell, and assumes
uniform solidification and full contact with the mold wall[95].
The strains during solidification are typically small (2%), but the capability to handle
finite rotations is necessary to model some parts of the shell in a continuous-casting process.
3.10.7.1 Ferrite Mechanical Constitutive Model
For the δ-ferrite phase, a power law constitutive model proposed by [82], is implemented,
as given in eq. (3.40). This model was fitted to match tensile-test measurements of plain
carbon steel made by [94]. Figure 3.33 shows this ferrite model integrated within the relevant
low strain range for a variety of constant temperatures and strain rates. For the same
conditions, this phase is almost an order of magnitude weaker than austenite. As with the
austenite model, the form of the ferrite model is also restrictive to accommodate kinematic
hardening and the Bauschinger effect in reverse and cyclic loading, which increases the
difficulty of fitting the model to the data. Compositions for all steel grades discussed in this
work can be found in Table 2.
3.10.7.2 Austenite Mechanical Constitutive Model
For the austenite phase, a unified formulation proposed by [83] is used, which matches
both the creep test data of [96] and the tensile test data measured by [80]:
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Figure 3.33: δ-ferrite constitutive model results for plain carbon steel (lines) compared with












Q = 44, 465
f1 = 130.5− 5.128× 10−3T [K]
f2 = −0.6289 + 1.114× 10−3T [K]
f3 = 8.132− 1.54× 10−3T [K]
fC = 46, 550 + 71, 400(%C) + 12, 000(%C)
2
(3.42)
where Q is an activation energy constant, σ̄ (MPa) is Von Mises effective stress, empirical
functions f1 ,f2 ,f3 ,fc depend on absolute temperature K , and %C is carbon content
(weight percent), which is one of the ways that steel grade (composition) is represented. [97]
showed that eq. (3.42) allows an algorithmic approximation of kinematic hardening, where
σ̄ and ˙̄εie are signed according to the largest principal stress and strain rate component
respectively. They demonstrated reasonable agreement with some cyclic fatigue test data at
high temperatures.
Originally fitted to tensile-test and creep data for plain carbon steel, Figure 3.34 com-
pares the Kozlowski model III constitutive equation with data points measured for plain
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Figure 3.34: Austenite constitutive model for plain carbon steel (Wray, 1982) compared with
stainless steel data
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carbon steel at two different temperatures [80]. The form of this austenite constitutive
model is rather restrictive to allow inclusion of realistic behavior during cyclic loading, such
as kinematic hardening, the Bauschinger effect and other realistic behavior in cyclic loading.
3.11 Computational Considerations
The majority of this work was conducted on two different Dell T7900 series workstations
both with 64GB of DDR3 SDRAM, Intel Xeon Silver 4110 2.1GHz CPUS and 32 cores.
Depending on the exact conditions, the initial 30 s coupled model takes approximately 8 hrs
to run. Including the crack model into the simulation adds extra expense and raises run time
to approximately 12 hrs. The secondary cooling model, used to bring the domain down to
"room temperature" for final shape analysis is substantially faster and takes only about 1-2
hrs. Due to the way that Abaqus handles subroutines, it would appear that parallelization
of this particular implicit model is not as valuable as hoped. As long as the job does not
get split across more than one machine (or node on HPC system) in general, speedups can
be seen if the model is large enough. However, partially due to the necessary use of flags
indicating flux layer solidification in the GAPCON subroutine, it was found that this model
works best on standalone workstations with multiple cores sharing the same memory.
3.12 Summary
A series of numerical models have been developed to study the thermal-mechanical be-
havior of depression and crack formation behavior during steel solidification in the con-
tinuous casting mold. The models feature phase-dependent constitutive equations using
elastic-viscoplastic constitutive models for the austenite, ferrite, and liquid phases during
the solidification process, which are tightly coupled with phase fraction calculations, as well
as with highly nonlinear temperature-dependent properties. A reduced order mold model has
been implemented to predict the temperature response of the copper in far field conditions as
well as near defects. Constitutive equations, which were originally fitted from data for plain
carbon steel, are shown to reproduce tensile-test measurements for stainless steels as well,
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so long as the phase, temperature, and strain rate are the same. While high temperature
steel properties depend greatly on composition, the specific phase at a given temperature is
the reason for this behavior. Using phase-specific constitutive equations is a sufficient and
more convenient method to determine mechanical behavior of solidifying steel without the
need for complete mechanical testing data in this difficult regime.
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CHAPTER 4
3D THERMAL MECHANICAL MODEL OF SOLIDIFYING STEEL STRAND
4.1 Abstract
The thermal-mechanical behavior of a chunk of the strand in a thick slab caster is simu-
lated from initial solidification to the end of the caster, including spray cooling and roll con-
tact using a fully three-dimensional transient Lagrangian finite-element model. The model
features efficient linearizations of phase-, temperature-, carbon content-, and strain-rate-
dependent, constitutive equations; as well as temperature-dependent thermal properties.
Surface temperature drops and tensile hoop stresses during spray region impingement, outer-
radius tension during bending, inner-radius tension during unbending, and bulging between
rolls are quantified. Slab corners are observed to experience higher stresses, due to their lower
temperature producing higher strength, and provide extra mechanical constraints where the
narrow and wide face shells meet.
4.2 Introduction
In harsh environments such as steel continuous casting, computational modeling is an
important tool for process understanding and improvement. Thermal-mechanical models are
important to understanding the formation of cracks, depression, and other related casting
defects. Large scale and highly refined models are computationally expensive and difficult to
validate, however, especially in three dimensions (3D). Lots of information can be obtained
from simplified 2D models, as many previous works are. However, 3D models introduce the
ability to explore more phenomena such as corner effects, stresses in the casting direction, and
the complicated behavior in the bending and unbending regions. Some previous 3D models
have focused on solidification in casters but with an emphasis on grain morphology as related
to hot tearing [98]. Some models have used a combined 2D and 3D technique in multiphase
simulations [99, 100], however these models are mostly relegated to the mold region and
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neglect the rest of the caster. A small subset of work has explored bulging [42, 101–103]
or unbending [104, 105] and a few studied both together [106–108]. Furthermore in many
cases these are simplified or limited in dimension, domain, simulation length, or application.
While many of these models have focused on stresses in secondary cooling, some have also
explored the heat transfer in smaller scale models and laboratory studies[109–111]. The
large models sometimes neglect much in the way of heat transfer from spray cooling and roll
contacts making it difficult to study the effects of non-uniformities that can drastically affect
the cyclic loading that the strand surface experiences [112]. Some recent 3D models have
examined heat transfer and stress in a slab caster, but the stress calculation and solidification
stress models were uncoupled [113]. Another focused specifically on individual sprays, heat
transfer and solidification, but neglected stresses [114].
This work follows a 3D chunk of steel from its molten state, as it moves down through
the caster, and experiences primary solidification in the mold, secondary cooling in the spray
zones, along with interactions with the support rolls, bending and unbending, and bulging
between rolls as a result of ferrostatic pressure. The model includes phase-, temperature-,
carbon content-, and strain-rate-dependent, constitutive equations; as well as temperature-
dependent thermal properties.
4.3 Model Setup
The 3D model of a thick slab caster was developed in LS-DYNA [115] using a combined
Lagrangian and Eulerian reference methodology. In this methodology, the Eulerian domain
of the caster (mold walls and support-roll surfaces) is fixed in space, which provides the
mechanical contact boundary conditions for the Lagrangian domain of the strand chunk,
which travels down through the caster at the typical constant casting speed of 1.04 m/min.
As shown in Figure 4.1, the model includes a 2.4 m long chunk of the strand that is 1000
mm wide and 158 mm thick, assuming symmetry about the vertical centerplane through the
strand thickness, so only half (500 mm) of the width is simulated. As the initial condition,
the strand chunk is completely liquid, positioned above the meniscus level in the mold, as
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shown in the second frame of Figure 4.1. This chunk travels down through the 0.8 m working
mold length and 16 m of the secondary cooling zones.
Figure 4.1: Computational model domain of half-caster showing rolls, chunk domain in initial
position, and mesh
4.4 Thermal Boundary Conditions
The initial temperature of the entire strand is set to 1550◦C, representing the pour
temperature of molten steel entering the mold at the meniscus, as shown in Figure 4.2. Each
node in the domain above the meniscus stays fixed at the pour temperature until the time
when it enters the working mold region, at which time its temperature degree-of-freedom is
enabled. The initial temperature of the dummy bar is set to 700◦C. Heat transfer within the
mold is imposed using thermal contact conductance and a fixed mold temperature of 200◦C.
On mold exit, the strand domain enters secondary cooling zones and experiences alter-
nating periods of: water spray / air mist cooling (convection), roll contact (thermal contact
conductance), and slower, ambient-temperature cooling in the regions that are sheltered
beneath the rolls (convection and radiation), as shown in Figure 4.3. The impacted spray
water is held fixed at 25◦C, the rolls are at 300◦C, and ambient temperature is 40◦C. In the
model, spray cooling convection is applied at specific regions of the strand surface, according
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Figure 4.2: Thermal and mechanical boundary conditions of the model
to the estimated effective area of the impacted region beneath each spray nozzle. A meshed
region was created for each effective spray area, which is fixed in space, and interacts only
thermally, and not mechanically, with the chunk domain. That thermal interaction involves
applying the convection of that particular spray to the adjacent portion of the moving strand
surface, while it is within view.
4.5 Mechanical Boundary Conditions
The narrow face and wide face mold of the caster domain are vertical and held completely
fixed in both space and time. Taper is not applied in the mold. Below the mold, machine
taper and changing caster radii, including straight and curved segments for bending and
unbending are all applied by fixing the locations of the roll surfaces, based on the caster
geometry. Individual rolls are held fixed from translation but are allowed to freely rotate
around their center. In this preliminary work, all rolls thus are treated as support rolls
and not drive rolls, which may affect the axial stresses. The outside surface of each roll is
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Figure 4.3: Secondary cooling segment schematic
Figure 4.4: Heat transfer behavior during roll contact and water sprays in secondary cooling
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allowed to contact the surface of the strand chunk without penetration. To reduce computa-
tional complexity, rolls on the inner and outer radii were only given contact constraints with
their corresponding strand surface (i.e. inner radius rolls only “see” the inner radius strand
surface).
The dummy bar follows a predefined path down the caster at the casting speed of 17.3
mm/s to pull and guide the strand at the correct orientation for steady casting. The dummy
bar and strand chunk travel together down the caster through the vertical mold section,
bending and unbending, and horizontally out of the caster. The position of the dummy bar
at a given time is fixed, based on the casting speed and non-linear arc length calculations
based on the caster geometry. Nodes on the bottom of the strand domain are attached to
corresponding nodes on the dummy bar domain surface, using “tie constraint” equations.
Each node of the strand bottom and dummy bar top surfaces is given an individual local
coordinate system, in order to constrain only the degrees of freedom in the casting direction.
This enables the large rotations of the strand chunk as its orientation changes, due mainly to
rigid body motion, as it moves through the caster during the simulation. This is equivalent
to a mechanical symmetry condition applied to the bottom surface of the chunk domain,
keeping this planar section perpendicular to the casting direction at all times.
In contrast to the special set of constraints at the strand bottom surface, the top surface
of the chunk domain is unconstrained (zero force boundary condition). This allows the
entire chunk domain to deform (e.g. liquid to be squeezed in and out) and thus prevents
non-physical mass conservation of the domain. These constraint conditions are critical to
achieving reasonable mechanical behavior and stress results from the simulation.
4.6 Material Properties
During solidification and cooling in this process, the thermal-mechanical properties of the
steel vary considerably with temperature and additionally, constitutive models are needed
to convert between stress and strain. Material properties such as density, elastic modulus,
thermal conductivity, enthalpy, and specific heat are taken from previous work [41]. In
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this work, an elastic-plastic formulation was adopted, using stress-strain curves for each
temperature and phase (liquid, delta-ferrite, austenite) that are strain-rate dependent.
Three different constitutive models were used to define the constitutive property data,
based on the three phases of steel, liquid, delta-ferrite, and gamma-austenite. Liquid was
modeled as an elastic perfectly plastic weak solid with a yield stress of 10 kPa. For ferrite,
the Zhu-power law model was used [17], and for austenite, the Kozlowski model III was used
[83]. Examples of the constitutive data are plotted in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6, for a variety
of strains, strain rates, and temperatures, of both solid phases. This model uses a stress-
strain form of the constitutive behavior rather than the inelastic-creep type formulation used
in prior work [41] but produces similar results.
For a model of this size, efficiency is critical, to help ease the computational difficulty
and solve time. Thus, the thermal and mechanical material properties used in this work
are a tabular version of data generated from the equations given in previously validated
modeling work [41]. Using tables with discrete data for a variety of strains, strain rates,
and temperatures LS-Dyna interpolates between the values to find the relevant property.
The simulation presented in this work involved a 700,000 node finite-element mesh of 3D
thermal-mechanical brick elements, and was solved with LS-Dyna on a workstation computer
in ∼3 weeks.
4.7 Results and Discussion
4.7.1 Model Validation
Temperature results from the model are shown in Figure 4.7 to Figure 4.9. The tempera-
ture profile down the caster, the shell growth profile, and the metallurgical length all match
remarkably well with prior calculations for the same caster, which was previously shown to
match with plant measurements [112].
Stress profiles taken at the WF centerline (symmetry plane) are shown in Figure 4.9 and
match both qualitatively with accepted solidification stress behavior [85] and quantitatively
with previous work using simplified slice models of similar composition and conditions [15,
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Figure 4.5: Example constitutive behavior for δ-Ferrite over a variety of strain rates at
1505◦C [17]
Figure 4.6: Example constitutive behavior for γ-Austenite over a variety of temperatures at
a strain rate of 10−4 [17]
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Figure 4.7: Surface temperature variation down the caster, comparing current 3D model
with previous work [112]
41, 112].
4.7.2 Initial Solidification in the Mold
Thermal-mechanical behavior in the mold is important to subsequent behavior below the
mold and surface crack formation. As discussed in previous work [41], fast cooling of the
shell surface generates a brief period of tensile stress during early solidification in the mold.
As the shell continues to grow, internal cooling and shrinkage accompanied by slower cooling
of the surface then causes compressive stress at the surface, increasing to tension towards the
solidification front, and dropping to zero in the liquid. This well-known behavior [41], can be
observed in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10. Figure 4.10 shows that the hoop stress (tangential
to the strand surface) increases to over 5 MPa in tension before dropping to ∼10 MPa
in compression. The second tensile peak is likely due to the shrinkage that accompanies
a temporary increase in surface cooling at ∼150 mm below the meniscus. This confirms
the sensitivity of the hoop-stress condition at the surface to surface cooling conditions, as
reported in recent work on stainless steel using a 2D transverse slice model [17].
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Figure 4.8: Shell growth profile from current 3D model compared to previous work [112]
4.7.3 Spray Cooling and Rolls
Temperature results in Figure 4.7 show that the strand surface exits the mold just under
1200◦C. The narrow faces then experience prolonged reheating before persistent continuous
cooling again (the modeled typical caster does not have NF sprays). As a result of 2-
dimensional cooling, the corners are the coldest region around the strand perimeter at any
given distance below the meniscus. The wide faces then experience some slight reheating
before the first spray zone. This is followed by periodic fluctuations in surface temperature
as the strand surface passes beneath the rolls and sprays, which remove substantially more
heat than the sheltered regions in between, as shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4. Visible in
Figure 4.7, detail of these fluctuations are shown in Figure 4.12a. The spray cooling regions
exhibit the largest cooling and lowest surface temperatures, while the adjacent regions (rolls
and ambient) experience reheating.
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Figure 4.9: Temperature and hoop stress through the strand thickness from current 3D
model at several times, compared with previous work (bottom) 10 seconds below meniscus
with lines to show phases [41]
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Figure 4.10: Wide face centerline surface hoop (z) stress (MPa) and surface temperature
history in the mold
As temperature changes are the cause of thermal stress, the hoop stresses are seen in
Figure 4.12b to fluctuate according to the spray cooling, roll contact, and in-between regions.
As described in the previous section, the strand surface exiting the mold is in compression.
Sudden cooling of the strand surface by the sprays causes local contraction of that portion
of the surface. Mechanical constraint by the surrounding hotter surface and sub-surface
opposes contraction, so the result is tension beneath the sprays in both the casting direction
and strand circumference (hoop) directions, as shown in Figure 4.11a and Figure 4.12b.
Complementary compression is induced beneath the sprayed region of the strand surface, as
well as a slight decrease in the tension near the solidification front. Figure 4.12b shows that
the tensile hoop stress resulting from the sprays is approximately 15 MPa, prior to bending,
with the magnitude increasing with distance below mold. This behavior has been noted in
previous work [103], [112]. The qualitative behavior of alternating tension and compression
with and without sprays is present throughout the roll containment portion of the caster
with increasing magnitude with distance below the mold.
Figure 4.13 shows the through-thickness-stress (X-Stress) through the thickness of the
strand, prior to bending. This stress is only significant near the corners and on the narrow
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Figure 4.11: a) Hoop (z) stress (MPa) on the inner radius after mold exit and before un-
bending, b) Bulging displacement (mm) at wide face centerline between the first 3 support
rolls below the mold
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Figure 4.12: Wide face centerline results at the surface of the inner radius (marked with
yellow line: a) Surface temperature, b) Hoop (z) stress, c) Bulging (X) displacement of the
inner radius
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face. Figure 4.13a shows that this X-Stress reaches a peak compressive stress directly under
each roll right at the corner region. The corresponding stress plot at the wideface centerplane,
Figure 4.13b shows negligible through-thickness stress, as the liquid interior provides no
resistance to deformation.
The high stresses in the narrow face, Figure 4.13a, are caused by the machine taper in
this upper portion of the caster being slightly too large and squeezing the strand. While
the low (ambient) temperature of the rolls, and their accompanying cooling, shrinkage, and
tension-generating effects [112], are included in the model, the mechanical squeezing effect
of the rolls was larger in this case. Tension is also observed in the regions surrounding the
compression to balance out the forces, these tensile regions may be prone to corner cracking
depending on the temperature history of the strand and the brittle temperature regions of
the grade being cast. As the coldest part of the slab, the corners experience the highest
stresses during the casting process. The narrow faces also experience high stress because of
improper machine taper which has the potential to cause unnecessary extra difficulties such
as premature roll wear, shape problems and off-corner cracking.
4.7.4 Bulging
Bulging occurs in continuous casting as the internal ferrostatic pressure from the molten
core pushes the solid shell outwards against the constraint of the support rolls in the caster.
Deformation outwards between rolls increases when the shell is hot and thin, the roll spacing
is too large, or if there is roll misalignment. Bulging can lead to many quality problems
including unstable mold level fluctuations, transverse cracking, segregation, as well as undue
stress on the containment portion of the caster. Bulging is observed between rolls on most of
the wide face shell, away from the corners which mechanically constrain the edges of the WF
from bulging. As seen in Figure 4.11b and Figure 4.12c, bulging between the first 3 support
rolls is only ∼0.15 mm. This is due to the efficient use of small-diameter, split-rolls in this
caster, which enable a small roll pitch. There is some bulging present in the mold, as this
model does not include any taper of the wide face coppers. However, machine taper of the
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Figure 4.13: Through-thickness x-stress contours (MPa): (a) on narrow face and (b) through
centerplane before bending
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rolls down the caster is included, which causes the general downward slope of Figure 4.12c.
Recall that the machine taper in this caster caused the through-thickness stress observed in
Figure 4.13.
4.7.5 Bending and Unbending
The strand in this vertical-mold caster experiences multipoint bending into the constant
radius of the caster arc, followed later by unbending after the entire strand has solidified.
This introduces complex stress states to the strand, which are captured by the 3D model.
During mechanical bending of the 4-sided box-shaped solid shell with its liquid core, the shell
on the inner radius of the wideface is forced into compression, with corresponding tension
generated in the outer radius shell. These stresses are highest in the casting direction, as
expected from Euler-Bernoulli beam behavior. These casting-direction stresses are shown
in Figure 4.14 through the strand thickness at the wide face centerline. The results from a
previous 2D model with a highly refined mesh (a) and the current 3D model (b) show that
this mechanical effect generally dominates over the superimposed alternating tension and
compression experienced by the shells on the inner and outer radius, due to the alternating
surface temperatures caused by the sprays and rolls. The central liquid region naturally
remains at nearly zero stress. Note that there are also some minor variations in the stress
profile caused by the marginal mesh resolution of the current 3D model.
Unbending is experienced later by the strand, after moving through the constant-machine-
radius majority of the contained region of the caster. Note that as the strand orientation
changes from vertical during bending to horizontal during unbending, the casting-direction
stress changes from Y to X. Figure 4.15 shows casting direction (X) stress through the
thickness at the wide face centerline during unbending, again for the previous model (a), and
the current work (b) which again show a reasonable qualitative match. As expected from
beam theory, the stress profile reverses to compression near the outer radius and tension near
the inner radius. At this time, the strand is completely solid in this caster, so the stresses
are expected to be higher, as the results show, and they generally increase continuously from
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Figure 4.14: Casting direction (Y) stress through the thickness at the wide face centerline
during bending (with a liquid core): a) From a previous 2D model [112] b) From the current
3D model
Figure 4.15: Casting direction (X) stress through the thickness at the wide face centerline
during unbending (with a solid core): a) From a previous 2D model [112] b) From the current
3D model
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compression at the outer radius towards tension at the inner radius. Local stress very near
to the strand surfaces jump sharply between tension and compression according to the local
condition of cooling or reheating at the strand surface. Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17 show
hoop (Z width direction) stress at the wide face centerline, underneath and away from a
spray, during bending and unbending respectively. The tension induced by the rapid cooling
from sprays is enough to completely reverse the stress behavior and drive the surface of the
strand into tension. Note that tension developing beneath the sprays at the surface in the
width direction (Z-stress in Figure 4.17) is higher than in the casting direction (X-stress in
Figure 4.15). This is because the fan-shaped sprays cause a wider region of the strand to
shrink in the width direction.
Figure 4.16: Hoop (z) stress through the thickness at the wide face centerline during bending
under a sprayed and unsprayed region
The effect of bending and unbending on casting-direction stress development at the nar-
row face surfaces is shown in Figure 4.18 to Figure 4.21. Generally, the behavior matches
expectations for bending and unbending a single beam with a solid core: the inner radius
gets compressed and the outer radius experiences tension during bending; and the opposite
occurring during unbending. However, the distribution of these stresses is slightly more
complicated, especially near the corners, owing to the additional effects of the alternating
tension and compression from the spray cooling regions, and the local compression beneath
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Figure 4.17: Hoop (z) stress through the thickness at the wide face centerline during un-
bending under a sprayed and unsprayed region
the rolls due to squeezing from the machine taper.
Due to the lower temperatures, as well as the extra constraint, the narrow faces experience
higher stresses than the center, especially during bending. This can be seen by comparing
the magnitudes of the casting direction stress at the narrow face in Figure 4.19 with the
corresponding magnitudes at the centerline in Figure 4.14. In bending, mostly symmetrical
compressive stress is observed near individual rolls with the peaks found on either side of
the roll contact.
The stress in the casting directions at the narrow face during unbending experiences
much higher tension on the inner radius and compression on the outer radius. Again, the
magnitudes of the casting direction stress at the narrow face, Figure 4.21, are substantially
higher than that at the centerline, Figure 4.15. The tensile stress on the inner radius is
centered around the second roll of the unbending section, as shown in Figure 4.20, which
suggests that most of the work of unbending is being accomplished by the first two rolls in
the segment.
Bending and unbending also affects the shape of the strand. During casting, the entire
strand is trying to shrink towards the center of the cross section. This is shown for the width
direction in Figure 4.22, where both corners (at the narrow face) are observed to shrink
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Figure 4.18: Casting direction stress on the narrow face just before and during bending
Figure 4.19: Casting direction stress through the thickness along the narrow face surface
during bending (indicated by white arrow in Figure 4.18)
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Figure 4.20: Stress in the casting direction on the narrow face during unbending
Figure 4.21: Stress in the casting direction through the thickness at the narrow face surface
during unbending (indicated by white arrow in Figure 4.20)
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(negative displacement). The inner and outer radii behave differently, however. During
bending, as the inner radius surface is being compressed in the casting direction, it tries to
expand in the width direction, in an attempt to conserve volume (surface area). At the same
time, as the outer radius is stretched in the casting direction, it consequently shrinks slightly
in the width direction. This deformation results in a trapezoidal cross sectional shape (wider
inner radius) as the strand attempts to conserve volume. The accompanying contribution
of this behavior to the width-direction hoop stress appears to be less than the effect of the
sprays. Finally, during unbending, the trapezoid shape tries to reverse with the opposite
behavior: contraction of the strand inner-radius width and expansion of the outer radius.
Owing to the strand being totally solid, this only partially occurs, and a slight trapezoidal
shape remains in the final slab. The accompanying result of this unbending effect does lead
to a general reversal of stress in the strand interior, as Figure 4.17 shows compressive hoop
stress towards the outer radius and tensile hoop stress towards the inner radius.




A fully three-dimensional transient Lagrangian thermal-mechanical finite-element model
of the entire continuous slab casting process has been developed using LS-Dyna. The model
has been applied to simulate the behavior of a 2.4 m long chunk of the strand in a typi-
cal thick slab caster from initial solidification in the mold, through secondary cooling and
containment, past final solidification at the metallurgical length, and includes the effects
of spray cooling, bulging between rolls, bending and unbending, machine taper, and other
important phenomena. Relevant results of the model are compared to previously conducted
2D work [112] and found to match quite well qualitatively with predictions.
The model results illustrate the surface temperature drops, and the accompanying shrink-
age and tensile hoop stresses that develop as periodic bands across the wide-face surfaces
due to spray water impingement, and the corresponding compression bands that arise in the
unsprayed regions near roll contact. The outer-radius tension during bending, inner-radius
tension during unbending, and bulging between rolls are also simulated. The strand corners
experience the highest stresses due to their lower temperature (higher strength) and more
mechanical constraint form surrounding material. Squeezing due to machine taper generates
slight compression peaks beneath regions of roll contact, but only near the narrow faces
when there is a liquid core. During bending, the strand exhibits beam bending behavior,
with tension on the OR and compression on the IR, with the opposite trends appearing
during unbending with substantially higher magnitude. It is also found that on bending,
the shape of the cross section of the strand changes from a rectangle into a trapezoid with
a wider inside radius, which persists past final solidification and unbending. It is also seen
that each segment has a characteristic stress behavior related to the configuration of the
water sprays and the rolls.
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4.9 Future Work
This model is a first attempt to include the important phenomena that govern thermal-
mechanical behavior in the entire continuous-slab casting process into a single comprehensive
model. Much future work and analysis is needed, however. The quantitative accuracy of the
current model is limited by mesh discretization issues, as the element size is too coarse. In
addition to improving mesh refinement, the length of simulated chunk should be increased,
in order to simulate stress evolution properly through startup to steady-casting conditions.
Exploring novel operational practices such as compression casting is possible with this type
of model and is intended as future work already underway. The model has great potential
to study important phenomena, including bulging based on roll pitch and segment length,
soft reduction practices, steel grade effects, and extending the model to investigate crack
formation, segregation, and other issues that affect steel continuous casting.
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CHAPTER 5
TATA STEEL CASE STUDY
Cracks and depressions in steel continuous casting often start during initial solidification
in the mold and evolve later in the process. To understand the mechanism(s) of formation of
these defects, a finite-element model of transient thermal-mechanical behavior during steel
solidification has been developed and applied to simulate longitudinal depressions. The ther-
mal model features a detailed analysis of heat transfer across the interfacial gap, which is
fully coupled with a thermal-mechanical elastic-viscoplastic finite-element model that cal-
culates the evolving size and shape of surface depressions. The results are compared with
analysis of a sample with a longitudinal surface depression and crack from a commercial
continuously cast slab. In this scenario, a thermal event caused a local drop in heat transfer,
followed by frictional tension on the domain due to slab shrinkage, led to shell necking and
the formation of a localized U-shaped depression. Finally, a new visualization methodol-
ogy has been developed to better reveal defect formation in real time, such as longitudinal
depressions, which persist as they move down the mold at the casting speed.
5.1 Introduction
Quality during continuous casting is greatly affected by heat transfer across the interfacial
gap between the copper mold walls and the steel strand, which governs initial solidification
of the steel shell and the formation of surface cracks and other defects [41, 95, 116]. Previous
work has shown that cracks correlate with high and/or variable heat flux in the mold, espe-
cially near the meniscus region [117]. Thus, quality monitoring systems routinely include the
measured mold heat flux signal, based on heat up of the cooling water as it passes through
the mold as well [118, 119] as well as other methods [9, 119, 120]. Combining advanced
computational modeling with careful plant measurements and forensic analysis of defects is
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an important methodology to identify how the defects form. Online visualization of real-
time measurements is a useful tool to identify defect formation, hopefully in time to take
corrective action, and is better if augmented by calculations based on the defect formation
mechanism. This paper presents benchmark measurements obtained during continuous cast-
ing when longitudinal depressions and cracks formed, and compares the measurements with
corresponding predictions of a thermal-stress model.
5.2 Benchmark Plant Measurements
On June 18, 2017, a campaign of low-carbon steel was cast at ∼1.4 m/min at slab caster
21 at Tata Steel Europe in Ijmuiden, Netherlands. For this campaign, the loose broad face
mold copper was instrumented with a 38 x 70 grid of fiber Bragg grating thermocouples
that recorded temperature histories at more than 2000 locations [121]. The instrumented
region extended across the entire mold width from above the meniscus (90 mm below top of
mold) to 285 mm below the meniscus. Although such molds are complex, and expensive to
make and maintain, this new methodology enables faster response time, and smaller spacing
between sensors than conventional thermocouples, which can be presented in real time, and
recorded with high resolution [122, 123]. Figure 5.1 shows severe longitudinal depressions
and cracks in a ∼1300 mm-wide slab, which is a relatively rare occurrence. Of particular
interest is the depression at ∼265 mm from the North narrow face, (-394 mm from the strand
centerline), which is about 250 mm long.
Figure 5.2 shows the instantaneous temperature profiles measured across the mold sub-
surface at several times during the casting campaign, which correspond to the ∼25 s time
period that the 250 mm-long longitudinal depression of interest was in the instrumented
portion of the mold. The resolution of the data is indicated by the straight line segments
plotted between measured points, which are sufficiently dense to capture the real profile be-
havior under most conditions. Figure 5.2(a) shows typical steady-state temperatures across
and down the mold after conditions returned to normal. As expected, temperatures in the
mold generally decrease with distance below the meniscus, and steeply decrease towards the
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Figure 5.1: Top surface appearance of slab Z9407-101 with severe longitudinal defects off
the North NF and inset image of a slab sample containing a depression that was subjected
to detailed metallurgical analysis
narrow faces, (strand corner), indicating the cast width of the strand. Most importantly,
temperatures recorded near to the depression location are lower. Figure 5.2(b) shows tem-
peratures before, during, and after the residence time of the defect in the mold. It reveals
a region of lower temperature that persisted across the mold width during the transient
time that the depression developed, which is the general thermal signature of this type of
defect. This temperature dip is partly due to the thermal event that initiated the defect
and partly due to the consequent drop in heat transfer across the locally larger interfacial
gap between the strand and mold wall, which thus experiences a larger thermal resistance.
These temperature variations also fluctuate in time.
The center of the depression at -394 mm in Figure 5.1, shown as a dashed vertical line in
Figure 5.2(b), passed between two columns of FBG sensors at -375 and -425 mm from the
broad face center. A time average of the temperature history over the 30s duration of the
depression is shown as a red line in Figure 5.3(b), taken at the FBG sensor column at -375
mm from the wideface centerline, which was closest ( 19 mm away) to the depression center
(solid vertical line in Figure 5.2(b)). Instantaneous time-averaged far field temperatures were
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taken at +475mm (opposite side of the slab) and are shown in black in Figure 5.3(a). This
temperature profile quantifies the significant drop in temperature from above the meniscus
to the end of instrumentation, where it approaches back to the far field value.
Figure 5.2: Measured local temperature profiles across the mold width at specific times and
locations down the mold. (a) Uniform casting conditions after the region containing the
defect and (b) Before, during, and immediately after formation of the defect region with the
depression.
5.3 Mold Data Mapping Methodology
A new methodology has been developed to better enable operators to interpret continuous
online measurement of dense mold temperature data to detect formation of longitudinal
defects [18]. Figure 5.3(b) shows a 3D surface plot of temperatures down the mold for 70 s
surrounding the residence time of the surface depression. Lines of constant time run parallel
to the axis of distance down the mold. Temperatures are taken from the same vertical line
of FBG sensors ∼19 mm from the depression center. In this figure, movement in the casting
direction at 25 mm/s of two points down the strand in the depression is visualized by two
translucent vertical planes, spaced 11s apart. The oldest data is sliced by the right plane,
where the shell starts at the meniscus (back right) at 22 s and exits at 37 s.
In Figure 5.3(b), there are clearly visible valleys in the temperature plot, delineated by
the vertical planes. These temperature valleys represent the time duration of this depression.
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Figure 5.3: (a) Temperature profiles down the mold for the far field and the FBG sensor
closest to the depression center (19 mm away) averaged over the instrumentation residence
time of the depression (b) 3D plot of temperature evolution along the same single vertical
line near the depression.
The angled nature of the valleys matches close to the casting speed planes, which indicates
that the depression started at the meniscus and then translated down the strand at the
casting speed. The steep gradient near the meniscus on the right plane indicates that the
depression formed rapidly; temperatures stayed depressed for 11s until the left translucent
plane, and then gradually returned to far field conditions. Slight changes in the shape of
the valley indicate that the depression shape changed with time, growing rapidly when it
first formed, stagnating for a short distance, continuing to grow, and finally receding and
disappearing.
5.3.1 Mapping Mold Data to Slab Data
The translating nature of defect formation, shown in the previous section, suggests a
better methodology to visualize the formation of defects in the mold. With the high sampling
frequency and spatial resolution of FBG molds, it is possible to track detailed time histories
that correspond with points on the slab surface moving down the mold at the casting speed,
by matching position down the strand according to the time it was adjacent to a given
distance down the mold. Then, the instantaneous drop in temperature at a given measured
point in the mold surface is found by subtracting TStandard , which is a 2D array of standard
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temperatures at the instrumented points of the mold, calculated previously by averaging data
when no defects occurred, according to the given steel grade and casting conditions:









While a location of interest on the slab surface, ySlab, is within the instrumented region
of the mold, tEnter < t < tExit, the criterion, TIDrop, evolves with time by integrating the
history of the temperature drop at that moving location:




where tEnter is the time when the location, ySlab, enters the instrumented mold region,
ySlab = yMoldtop.
Large values of TIDrop at the end of the instrumented region indicate regions of the slab
surface which have experienced a mold temperature history that is cooler than standard
conditions. This indicates lower heat flux across the interfacial gap and a hotter shell tem-
perature. This is often due to surface depressions, which often lead to cracks, owing to a
locally hotter shell. These regions can be tracked, subjected to extra inspection, and per-
haps downgraded. This methodology and criterion can be applied to systems with arbitrary
spacing of the measurement points, provided there is enough spatial resolution to achieve
reasonable accuracy. A contour map of this criterion indicates regions on the strand surface
that have experienced prolonged, periods of temperature drops relative to the standard pro-
file, likely due to a surface depression. Details of this methodology are provided elsewhere
[18].
5.3.2 Defect Visualization
A console display setup for post-mortem (forensic) defect analysis using this new defect
indicator is suggested in Figure 5.4. Figure 5.4(a) shows the instantaneous contour map in
the instrumented region displayed by the sensors at the current time, using a blackbody color
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map without interpolation. Figure 5.4(b) shows a top-down photograph (adjusted to remove
perspective) of the final surface appearance of the region of the cast slab corresponding to
the temperatures in Figure 5.4(a) at the time it resided in the instrumented region in the
mold. The translucent gray rectangle at the top indicates that portion of the image which
was above the meniscus level at that time. Figure 5.4(c) shows a contour plot of the instan-
taneous deviations between the standard and current temperatures for each location in the
array. Values are always negative or zero, because depression defects always tend to lower
mold temperature. Increased negative values indicate deeper depressions. Figure 5.4(d)
shows an example of the output results from the new methodology, obtained by accumu-
lating the results in Figure 5.4(c) for 11 s (245 mm past the bottom of the instrumented
region), according to the new defect criterion function. The time period spent within the
instrumented region of the mold is represented by the space between the thick black horizon-
tal lines, labeled top and bottom of instrumentation. Once a surface location passes out of
the instrumented region, the contours are fixed, and the calculation for that surface point is
completed. Again, increasingly negative numbers indicate higher likelihood of surface qual-
ity problems. The longitudinal depression at the left of Figure 5.4(b) is clearly visualized
in Figure 5.4(d), but is hardly noticeable in the raw temperature data. This illustrates the
value of this new defect identification methodology, which is described in detail elsewhere
[17].
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Figure 5.4: Contours that map defects over half of slab from wide face centerline to narrow face: (a) Instantaneous mold
temperature, (b) Final slab surface appearance, (c) Instantaneous difference from standard temperature (d) Defect criterion
based on integrated temperature drop TIdropF
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5.4 Thermal-Mechanical Model Formulation
The thermal-mechanical model in this work focuses on a two-dimensional (2-D) slice
through the solidifying steel shell in a state of generalized plane strain in both x and z direc-
tions [95], as it moves down the mold at the casting speed in a Lagrangian reference frame.
The model solves the transient heat conduction and momentum equations to predict the
temperature, displacement, strain, and stress histories of the shell. The governing equations
are solved using the finite-element method in ABAQUS/Standard (implicit). The transient
analysis uses coupled-temperature displacement elements and step-wise coupling between
the thermal and mechanical calculations. The 20 mm thick x 40 mm wide simulation do-
main, shown in Figure 5.5(a), represents a portion of the solidifying shell somewhere along
the broad face away from the corner.
Figure 5.5: Thermal-stress model domain shown in cutaway of continuously cast slab (a),
interfacial gap layers in this model (b), and numerical implementation as a thermal resistor
model (c).
The model is applied here to the case with FBG measurements shown in the previous
section. The initial temperature is set to the reported tundish temperature, 1554◦C in the
steel, and 100◦C in the mold. Coupling between the solidifying shell and the copper mold was
accomplished using a GAPCON subroutine. Given the mold hot face and steel shell surface
temperatures, and the total gap thickness calculated by the mechanical model at each time
step, the thermal model calculates appropriate local solid and liquid layer thicknesses using:
flux solidification temperature 1045◦C, and resistances (mm2 K/mW) of the different layers
comprising the gap: the mold/slag interface, 0.0004, air gap, DAir/0.06, solid slag layer,
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DSol/3.0, liquid slag layer, DLiq/1.0, and slag/shell interface, 0.251exp(−0.0054T ls). DAir,
DSol, and DLiq are thicknesses of the air gap, solid slag, and liquid slag layers respectively,
and Tls is the temperature of the liquid slag/steel shell interface. The slag/shell interface
resistance is non-linear and numerically constrained between 1,000 and 20,000 W/K.
To calculate accurate mold temperatures, a Reduced Order Model (ROM) of the mold
was applied [65]. Modeled as a single row of elements along the width, the ROM mold has
a calibrated thickness of 28.35 mm to account for water slots in the transverse direction. A
constant thermal conductivity of 315 WK/m and variable convection boundary condition is
applied to the mold cold face.
The displacement and stress state of the model is calculated by solving the static stress
equilibrium equations including frictional contact with µ = 0.15. Details of this model,
including the elastic-visco-plastic constitutive behavior with different temperature-, and
composition-dependent properties in each of the steel phases: liquid, δ-ferrite, and γ-austenite
can be found elsewhere [41, 95, 116].
5.5 Volumetric Heat Source
To allow easier prediction of accurate mold temperatures, a reduced order mold model
was implemented based on previously published and validated work [65]. The ROM mold
works by calibrating the thickness of a simplified effective copper mold that allows for the
temperature to match plant measurements at a predefined calibrated thermocouple depth.
This simplistic method was shown to match well with plant data in multiple cases when
calibrated correctly. Use of the ROM mold is necessary to avoid using a complete 3D strand
section and mold which recent work has shown to be numerically taxing even with highly
simplified material properties and a very coarse mesh, this type of model can take nearly 1
month of wall clock time to execute [16].
In this work, the ROM mold was implemented using a single row of finite elements given
basic properties of the mold material with a fixed thermal conductivity of 312 WK/m.
In order to mimic the full 3D behavior of the copper mold heat removal, specifically the
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axial temperature gradients in the mold, which are in the undiscretized axial direction, a
negative volumetric heat generation term was used on the material. This value changes with
time/distance below the meniscus according to eq. (5.3) and plotted in Figure 5.6.
Qdot = ((0.13 ∗ T 1.18Mold)− erf(t/6.0)) (5.3)










, and t is the time below the meniscus.
Figure 5.6: Negative Volumetric Heat Generation Function
This time varying heat removal allows for the additional removal of heat from the menis-
cus region in the 3D mold that would otherwise be neglected in the 2D mold in this work
and would cause unrealistically high temperatures in the meniscus and near-meniscus region.
This term transforms the 2D slice heat-transfer model into a 3D model with calibration to
match the real 3D mold heat transfer. This procedure is implemented using the HETVAL
material subroutine within Abaqus. Details of this subroutine can be found in the litera-
ture [66] and section D.2. On the back side of the mold a variable convection condition is
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applied using the Abaqus subroutine FILM to include the heat removal from the mold by
the circulating cooling water channels. Full details can be found in the literature [66] and
section D.1. Validation of proper model setup was performed in this work by matching the
example problems geometry, boundary conditions, and results, given in the original work.
Calibration of the model in this work was carried out based on the method provided in the
literature and the detailed data provided by the steel plant. In the more general cases where
the ROM mold is not being used, instead a fixed mold geometry is used with the temperature
of the mold copper fixed to be 150◦C.
5.6 Thermal Model Calibration and Validation
First, the continuous-casting heat transfer model, CON1D [64] was calibrated to match
both the heat flux measured from heat up of the mold cooling water, FBG temperature
measurements at the far field, and two rows of embedded thermocouples, as shown in Fig-
ure 5.7(a). For these far-field conditions, CON1D suggests a flux layer thickness profile down
the gap, as shown in Figure 5.7(b).
Figure 5.7: (a) Temperature results from CON1D with plant measurements for FBG and
thermocouples and (b) con1d output results for flux layer composition within the mold.
Of particular interest is that Figure 5.7(b) indicates the presence of a significantly thicker
layer of flux extending to 26 mm below the farfield meniscus; Slag thickness then decreases
to ∼0.2 mm and gradually increases with distance down the mold. The extended slag
rim, of ∼1 mm thickness, retards heat transfer in the meniscus region, and delays initial
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formation of the shell below the farfield meniscus. It is needed to enable CON1D to match
the plant measurements. This provides strong evidence that such extended slag rims during
casting are real. This is further supported by anecdotal evidence from this particular facility
where several extended slag rims with similar thickness profiles were found after casting.
Furthermore, an example of such a slag rim is shown in the inset image shown in Figure 5.7(b)
from a different caster at the same plant. A larger image of this slag rim can be found in
the appendix (Figure G.19).
After calibration of CON1D with measurements, the GAPCON model in Abaqus was
adjusted to match CON1D. Due to the 2D nature of the model, axial heat conduction is
neglected. Instead, a negative volumetric heat generation was applied, decreasing from -25
W/m3 to zero over the first 10 s. Figure 5.8(a) shows the match with the farfield CON1D heat
flux profile, and Figure 5.8(b) shows a comparison with the corresponding mold temperatures,
including the FBG data. Note that the peak heat flux appears over 20 mm below the farfield
meniscus, owing to the extended meniscus slag rim discussed previously. Results from the
Abaqus model are also compared with the FBG sensor data 19 mm away from the depression
center. Figure 5.8(a) shows that the heat flux profile in the depression center is substantially
lower than that of the far field. This is due to the extra thermal resistance created in
that region, in addition to the consequent physical opening of the depression, which was
assumed to create an air gap. Figure 5.8(b) shows a substantially higher peak temperature
predicted by the Abaqus model near the meniscus, which is a modeling artifact due to missing
copper above the meniscus that removes heat axially and leads to the smoother and lower
temperatures of the FBG and CON1D profiles in this plot.
5.7 Thermal-Mechanical Model Results
Depression shape results of the thermal-mechanical model are compared with a digital
microscope scan and measurements of the sample in Figure 5.9. The ∼4 mm deep crack is
indicated by the vertical dashed line. The inset compares a micrograph cross section through
the depression (right) with the predicted shape (left). The model slightly overpredicts the
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Figure 5.8: (a) Calculated heat flux profiles down mold comparing Abaqus and CON1D
models; (b) Corresponding mold temperature profiles also comparing with FBG measure-
ments.
depression depth, likely due to overprediction of the temperature gradient near the meniscus
(Figure 5.8(b)), which is due to incomplete incorporation of the axial heat flow near the
meniscus into the Abaqus slice model. Additonally, during casting, scale formation occurs
on the surface of the steel shell. This layer forms as the strand surface oxidizes and interacts
with the environment. Assuming a scale layer of 0.3 mm (within the appropriate range
of scale thickness [124]) makes the final depression shape slightly shallower as some of the
surface is removed.
Figure 5.9: Slab surface depression shape comparing model prediction with scan of sample
with defect
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5.8 Defect Appearance on Instrumentation
Longitudinal depressions on the surface of the strand represent a local hot spot on the
steel. Reduced heat removal, as a result of separation from the mold, leads to local heat up
as continued heat addition from the molten core raises the temperature and thins out the
shell. This drop in heat transfer out of the shell, combined with the continued heat removal
by the mold cooling water, actually leads to the opposite behavior within the mold. As the
drop in heat addition to the mold from the strand causes temperatures in that region of the
mold to drop. This behavior can be observed by instrumentation on the mold, as shown in
Figure 5.10, where the steel surface temperature at the defect centerline is higher than the
far field, and the corresponding mold temperatures have the opposite trend.
Figure 5.10: Strand surface temperatures and corresponding mold surface temperatures for
a 0.624 mm deep depression
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The appearance of longitudinal depressions (i.e. mold separation) is observable on suf-
ficiently refined instruments as a local drop in temperature compared to the far field [17].
The example shown in Figure 5.10, has a depression with a depth of 0.624 mm which is more
than 320◦C hotter than the far field at the strand surface, while the mold hot face registers
a 44◦C drop in temperature at the same location.
The model used for the calculations here is an 80 mm domain without a crack. The
thermal disruption is the same as the one described previously in this chapter. The wider
domain is selected to ensure that the far field temperature is reached regardless of the final
size of the depression. The vertical line at 40 mm and 80 mm is fixed in the Y direction,
this boundary condition makes the 80 mm domain equivalent to the 40 mm domain under a
high friction/hold mechanical condition. The following results are shown at 20 s below the
meniscus, with a depression shape as shown in Figure 5.11(b) and a heat flux as shown in
Figure 5.11(a).
(a) (b)
Figure 5.11: Thermocouple Analysis Model Results at 20 s Below Meniscus (a) Heat flux
profile across the surface,(b) Defect Shape
Unfortunately, strand and mold surface temperatures are not observable in practice and
thus this understanding is only useful as a theoretical tool. However, using the reduced order
mold model developed previously [65] and implemented in this work, the mold temperatures
at a possible thermocouple depth can be predicted using the calibrated 28.35 mm ROM
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mold.
5.9 Locating Mold Thermocouples
Placement of mold thermocouples is part of mold design and is easy to dismiss as simple
as long as it satisfies the needs of breakout prevention. However, it is clear from this work
that careful selection of thermocouple locations can make it possible to catch longitudinal
depressions. There are cost and heat transfer tradeoffs in selecting locations and spacing.
With this in mind, in order to catch longitudinal depressions no matter where they are across
the strand perimeter, careful selection of spacing between fibers around the mold perimeter
and depth below the hot face must be made. In addition to spacing, the resolution of the
sensors need to be taken into account. Thermocouple resolution refers to the ability of a
thermocouple to observe a real temperature variation caused by a depression to stand out
over the noise, both electrical fluctuations in the sensor system as well as typical temporal
and spatial temperature variations around the mold perimeter. Results for the previous case
study, and model simulation involving the Tata Steel thin-slab caster, a 0.624 mm deep and
48 mm wide, U-shaped necking-type depression, with a ∼72% drop in heat flux from far
field to the depression center, are used for the following thermocouple analysis
In general, heat flow within the mold occurs across the minimum possible one-dimensional
path between the solidifying liquid steel core and the mold cooling water. In the ideal cir-
cumstance, the heat transfer is completely uniform around the mold at a given position below
the meniscus. However, as discussed in this work, longitudinal defects are associated with
heat transfer variations around the mold perimeter. These variations create corresponding
temperature gradients across the strand and across the surface of the mold. As shown in
Figure 5.10, as the heat travels across the gap from the strand surface to the mold hot face
the temperature variation is smaller. Though it is still clearly visible, the resultant temper-
ature difference on the mold hot face between defect center and the far field drops by more
than 85% compared to the temperature variations on the strand surface. Furthermore, as
the heat travels from the mold hot face through the high-conductivity copper, which rapidly
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diffuses the heat, these gradients are further filtered and all variations appear even smaller.
This filtering behavior can be observed in Figure 5.12 to Figure 5.14 by comparing the values
for the three different thermocouple depths calculated at each resolution.
Starting with the results of the 0.1◦C resolution thermocouple analysis (Figure 5.12), the
filtering effect can be explored. For a thermocouple depth of 5 mm below the hot face, the
temperature of a thermocouple aligned directly across from the depression center is observed
to be ∼134◦C while a thermocouple at the far field measures ∼170◦C, which represents a 22%
drop. For a thermocouple depth of 10 mm below the hot face, the temperature at depression
center is observed to be ∼121◦C while the far field temperature is measured at ∼150◦C,
representing a 20% drop. For a thermocouple depth of 13.37 mm below the hot face, the
temperature at depression center is observed to be ∼112◦C while the far field temperature is
measured at ∼137◦C, representing a 18% drop. Note that the depth of 13.37 mm is actually
the calibrated offset depth for a 15 mm deep placement of thermocouple using the 3D ROM
mold for this analysis. As such, the 5 and 10 mm depths are slightly further from the hot
face than the real locations that they represent, as well.
Figure 5.12: Thermocouple Location Analysis for 0.1◦C Resolution
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Figure 5.13: Thermocouple Location Analysis for 1◦C Resolution
For a thermocouple with a larger resolution of 5◦C (Figure 5.14), this changes slightly.
For a thermocouple depth of 5 mm below the hot face, the temperature at depression center is
observed to be ∼134◦C while the far field temperature is measured at ∼166◦C, representing
a 20 % drop. For a thermocouple depth of 10 mm below the hot face, the temperature
at depression center is observed to be ∼121◦C while the far field temperature is measured
at ∼146◦C, representing a 17 % drop. For a thermocouple depth of 13.37 mm below the
hot face, the temperature at depression center is observed to be ∼112◦C while the far field
temperature is measured at ∼132◦C, representing a 15 % drop.
One purpose of sensors such as thermocouples is to recognize variations across the surface.
From the results it is clear that as a thermocouple is placed further away from the mold
hot face and strand surface the observable temperature difference decreases significantly.
Depending on the spacing of the sensor (assuming a perfect sensor signal) the observed
temperature deviation can be reduced by as much as 93% from the strand surface and 54%
from the mold hot face by the time the thermocouple depth is reached. Specifically, the
spacing of sensors needs to be small enough that observable temperature differences are
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Figure 5.14: Thermocouple Location Analysis for 5◦C Resolution
greater than the resolution of the sensor.
However, it should be noted that there is a diminishing benefit to bringing temperature
measurement devices closer to the mold hot face. The damping of the variations through
the copper would seem to suggest that the best case is having temperature measurements
as close to the mold hot face as physically possible. However, it is important to consider not
just the potential maintenance costs of having sensors that much closer to the hot face (by
affecting the number of times that a mold can be resurfaced), but also that with increasing
distance from the surface, the sensor is affected by temperature changes across a larger area
of the surface.
As sensors are placed closer to the surface, they are able to more quickly react to their
immediate surroundings, but they lose some ability to sense these changes in 2D that occur
through the thickness of the mold copper. Specifically, for sensors closer to the surface, there
is less filtering by the copper, but the variations from a misaligned depression (not directly
aligned with a sensor) must propagate with a more horizontal component, so it becomes
harder for the sensor to see them. These two factors almost exactly cancel out. Keeping the
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sensors further below the hot face surface actually enables them to better measure changes
that may be occurring across the mold or between sensors. This can help lower maintenance
costs as well as the disruption to mold heat transfer caused by rerouting water channels.
However, results of this analysis show that placing thermocouples closer to the hot face
surface only slightly increased the width that they are able to be affected by depressions.
Meaning that the two effects mostly cancel out and that the maximum spacing for a given
defect changes very little for variations in depth. Thus for a given resolution, depth, and
selected minimum size of acceptable thermal disruption (defect), there is an optimal spacing
for thermocouple placement that can be chosen using this type of analysis.
For the defect evaluated in this chapter, and for thermocouples placed 15 mm below the
hot face, the ideal horizontal spacing should be 146 mm for a 0.1◦C resolution, 118 mm for
a 1◦C resolution, and 78 mm for a 5◦C resolution; and by moving closer to the hot face (i.e.
the 5 mm case), these spacings change by a maximum of only 8 mm for the low resolution
case (5◦C). These results are for a particular scenario of longitudinal depression in a specific
mold, however, in the real operation, the resolution must be determined according to the
size of the deviation caused by the defect, in addition to the transient thermal fluctuations
that naturally occur in the process.
5.9.1 Changes in Spacing for Small Variations in the Defect
The following analysis includes a small change to the original defect discussed above to
explore the spacing prediction provided. With all other variables fixed, the total flux layer
thickness at depression center was decreased by 10%. The decrease in flux layer thickness
should increase the effective heat flux, decrease the strand surface temperature, and increase
the mold temperature. As shown in Figure 5.15(a) and Figure 5.15(b), the change in effective
flux thickness resulted in an ∼1% increase in heat flux at the center of the depression. The
increase in heat flux locally reduces the strand surface temperature by about 8◦C, and only
increases the hot face temperature by ∼1◦C.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.15: Results of 10% reduction in flux thickness at defect center for Tata Steel case:
(a) Heat flux on mold hot face (Original result solid line), (b) Steel surface (Black) and mold
hot face temperature (Red)
While the apparent changes in heat transfer are rather small, it is observed that the
depression depth increased by ∼5% with a negligible change in width (Figure 5.16). This
indicates that the increase in heat transfer that otherwise would have made the depression
shallower was somewhat cancelled out by the effective increase in the air gap
As previously mentioned, changes in depths of thermocouple placement lead to differences
in optimal horizontal spacing for a given defect. Results of the 10% reduction in flux thickness
at defect center are shown in Figure 5.17 for a 5◦C resolution. For thermocouples placed 15
mm below the hot face, the ideal horizontal spacing should be 77.5 mm, moving closer to
the hot face spacing increases to 81.5 mm (10 mm depth) and finally up to 87 mm (5 mm
depth). Compared to the original defect, the optimal spacing changes only about 1 mm for
every depth, indicating that for this size and type defect the optimal spacing is not very
sensitive to small changes in the heat transfer and that spacing would still be able to pick
up the defect.
5.10 Conclusions
New models and visualization methods have been developed to enable new insights into
the continuous casting solidification process, specifically revealing how temperature differ-
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Figure 5.16: Depression depth change from 10% reduction in flux thickness at defect center
for Tata Steel case (Original result solid line)
Figure 5.17: Thermocouple spacing locations from 10% reduction in flux thickness at defect
center for Tata Steel case
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ences are related to longitudinal defect formation. A new computational thermal-stress
model has been developed to investigate longitudinal surface defects, as well as to predict
the corresponding mold temperatures. Results show that one possible scenario for the spe-
cific longitudinal crack and depression defect studied in this case was a ∼20 mm wide local
thermal disruption, combined with a crack and some applied tension which led to a necking
style depression and a U-shape defect with a crack at the base. Furthermore, this work has
provided a detailed analysis of placement for temperature sensing devices within a contin-
uous casting mold allowing for better selection of spacing and depth for a desired defect
detection capability.
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CHAPTER 6
LONGITUDINAL DEFECT FORMATION MECHANISMS
Longitudinal cracks and depressions are a very important class of defects in continuous-
cast products, and also cause breakouts which are not detected by conventional breakout-
detection systems. This work investigates the formation of longitudinal depressions, with
and without cracks, using a thermal-mechanical model of steel solidification, and relates
specific formation mechanisms with the different shapes of the depressions. Several samples
of longitudinal defects from commercial slabs are presented as qualitative and quantitative
validation of some of the model predictions. Longitudinal depressions in continuous casting
can occur in both compression and tension conditions. Tension, such as caused by excessive
transverse friction in the mold, can result in partial necking of the shell, leading to the most
common type of observed depression - a U-shape. In certain conditions, thinning of the shell
is severe enough to further allow the ferrostatic pressure to partially bend the depression
and create a W-shape depression. Compression condition depressions are more subtle and
much less noticeable when they do occur, and may result in a partial buckling of the shell,
also leading to a W-shape depression. Depressions with narrow surface cracks tend to be
more V-shaped and are substantially deeper than their non-cracked counterparts, having
lower width/depth aspect ratios. Sometimes, however, surface cracks widen to absorb the
strain, resulting in higher aspect ratio depressions, or even an otherwise flat slab surface. Fi-
nally, depressions without surface cracks tend to have higher width/depth aspect ratios, and
sometimes have sub-surface hot tears present, which relieve some of the tension on the solid-
ification front and result in sub-surface macro-segregation streaks. Such sub-surface cracks
sometimes may penetrate to the surface, propagating along prior-austenite grain boundaries,
and resulting in complex-shaped surface crack openings.
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6.1 Introduction
As of 2019, more than 96% of world steel production uses the continuous casting process
[5], with production topping ∼1.7 billion metric tonnes and a value of over one trillion
dollars in annual sales directly attributed to continuous casting. Within the industry it
is well understood that “Any [product] redo costs money. . . Any inspection costs money”
[6]. If even 1/10th of 1% of continuously cast steel products have a defect that requires
extra handling or remediation this represents over $1 million dollars per day. Longitudinal
depressions and longitudinal cracks represent a substantial amount of continuous casting
defects – both of which are known to initiate during initial solidification in the mold. Each
subsequent processing step increases the cost if that slab needs to be remediated or scrapped.
Beyond the cost benefits, safety is an even more important reason to better understand
depressions and cracks. Breakouts occur where cracks penetrate the surface of the solidifying
shell because the local shell falls below a critical thickness, and thousands of liters of molten
steel can pour out of the strand and onto the machine and nearby plant floor. Local shell
thickness can be reduced due to formation of an excessive interfacial gap between the shell
and the mold, either by mechanical forces lifting the shell from the mold surface or from
fluid-flow related effects such as variations in slag layer thickness (either too thick or too
thin).
Modern breakout prevention systems are in place at most casters and, thankfully, are
set up to immediately seal the tundish off and prevent further feeding of the steel [9].
Current breakout detection systems are great at predicting sticker breakouts, which are
well understood and easily identified by their classic V-shape which evolves in the casting
direction, using algorithms based on identifying primarily transverse time-related changes
[9, 11, 12, 125–127]. However, these systems are not very good at spotting breakouts caused
by a longitudinal depressions/bleeds or cracks. Thus, better methods are needed to reliably
predict, prevent, and detect longitudinal-based breakouts.
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Longitudinal-based breakouts are characterized by a longitudinal depression, that evolves
into a bleeder, and ultimately into a through-thickness longitudinal crack and a breakout.
A longitudinal bleed is characterized by intermittent leaking of molten steel, out of small
holes within a longitudinal depression, without full rupture of the strand. The steel is forced
through cracks in the shell by the ferrostatic pressure, and in the less serious cases, solidifies
against the surface of the strand sealing the crack. In the more serious sustained bleeder
case, the longitudinal depression thinning out the shell and allowing for the formation of
holes persists and repeated bleeds occur, likely increasing in size and severity, and finally
lead to a complete rupture of the solid shell; an example of such a bleeder type breakout is
shown in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1: Breakout shell of 0.1%C grade from slab caster with visible off-corner longitudinal
depression and bleed: a) Breakout shell up to the meniscus with inset image closeup of bleed
filled off-corner longitudinal depression, b) Section of corresponding off-corner depression
from slab prior to breakout with visible intermittent bleeds (casting direction downwards).
Note: Inset photo has been color adjusted for visualization purposes
Severe shell thinning and bleeders are often very closely related to longitudinal cracks and
depressions, and while they are one of the most commonly seen defects, still quite little is
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known about their formation mechanisms. This chapter of the work will explore in detail the
different formation mechanisms of longitudinal depressions - specifically the initiation and
growth of depressions, as well as the effect of crack presence on their behavior. The purpose
of this work is to provide a practical guide to understanding how different types of depressions
form on a caster. Furthermore, the relationship between the formation mechanism and the
depression appearance will be emphasized, to aid in troubleshooting. Additionally, gaining
a better grasp of how these longitudinal defects form and behave is a closer step towards
eliminating them from the cast product entirely.
This work will focus primarily on disruptive behaviors starting at and near the menis-
cus with the fundamental goal of understanding what the specific steps in the formation
mechanisms for a given defects.
6.2 Computational Model Tools
This chapter applies the computational thermal-mechanical finite-element model that was
described and validated in the previous chapters. The models simulate and analyze a variety
of specific longitudinal defects involving depressions and cracks. The model first solves the
heat conduction equation for the temperature distribution, followed by the mechanical equi-
librium, constitutive, and strain displacement relationship for the deformed shape, strains,
and stresses. The domain for this model consists of a two-dimensional (2D) transverse slice
through a small, local portion, of the wide face of the steel strand away from the corner
region, as shown in Figure 6.2. The slice is initially at uniform temperature, chosen to be
the approximate temperature of the steel at the level of the meniscus; in this work the tem-
perature is set to 1532◦C which is approximately 5◦C above the liquidus temperature. One
surface of the domain is in thermal and mechanical contact with the mold.
The thermal boundary condition between the steel domain and the mold domain is a
coupled gap conduction model as shown in Figure 6.3, which allows for air gap formation
behavior as well as disrupted (non-uniform) heat transfer across the surface. Every case
starts with some type of initial thermal or mechanical disruption at the meniscus. Most of
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Figure 6.2: Model domain within caster geometry and boundary conditions
the models below use a 25 mm wide thermal disruption with an additional 1 mm of flux
added into the gap conduction model, as a base case unless otherwise stated. In certain
conditions, such as the W-shape tension depression, "thicker" disruptions (more heat flux
drop) were used to create the conditions. Further details of the gap model are discussed in
chapter 3 and Chapter 5. The other 3 boundaries on the 2D slice are thermally insulated
based on physical conditions in the caster and desired symmetry.
A thermal disruption is a local deviation from uniform heat transfer around the perimeter
of the slab at the meniscus. This might be caused by a large level fluctuation in the mold
caused by the turbulent fluid flow, a local non-uniformity in slag infiltration at the meniscus,
or another event during oscillation at the meniscus, as discussed previously in Chapter 2. A
mechanical disruption is a local deviation in surface shape of either the strand surface (such
as a depression or crack) or of the mold surface (such as a gouge or scratch). A surface
depression is a depressed (lowered) portion of the shell/strand/slab surface as compared to
the surrounding far field surface appearance.
The gap model includes the thermal behavior of solidifying mold flux as well as the
interface resistances due to roughness between the steel shell and liquid flux as well as the
solid flux and the copper mold as shown in Figure 6.4.
The mechanical boundary conditions on the model are shown in Figure 6.3b. Symmetry
planes can be found on the left and right sides of the domain, both of which are given
boundary conditions which enforce them to remain as straight vertical lines throughout the
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Figure 6.3: Boundary conditions a) Thermal and b) Mechanical used in this work
Figure 6.4: Thermal disruption takes the form of reduced heat transfer: a) Gap resistor
model schematic, b) Example gap composition
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simulation. Movement (displacement) of points (nodes) on the left boundary are fixed to
zero in the horizontal (Y direction), parallel to the mold surface, while the right boundary
is free to displace, or to have a loading condition applied to simulate phenomena such as
tension from bulging and/or high friction, or compression from mold overtaper conditions.
The bottom surface of the domain is pulled into mechanical contact with the mold by the
ferrostatic pressure applied on the bottom of the domain according to the time history of
the casting [15]. The mold is a thin rectangular domain that remains fixed in time and
space throughout the simulations. The top surface boundary of the steel is stress free, and
unconstrained.
An extension of the previously discussed thermal-mechanical finite-element model was
developed for this work to study the effect of crack propagation history on defect shape.
Cracks were created in some simulations using a special procedure by creating a rigid coupling
to a dummy domain on the left symmetry plane and allowing nodes to release according to
a predefined criterion. The inset in the upper left of Figure 6.5 shows the crack propagation
path along the symmetry plane on the left of the model domain. As the model slice moves
from the meniscus down through the mold (increasing time), nodes separate from the rigid
symmetry plane according to a defined history. The freed surface is then able to deform
according to the stress state in the region. Crack propagation histories are imposed a-priori,
such as the example shown in Figure 6.5. As the (mechanical) crack history is defined a-priori,
and the thermal and mechanical models are coupled, the crack history is able to influence
the thermal solution through the gap conduction displacement coupling relationship.
The plot in Figure 6.5 shows typical simulations results for the evolution of the liquidus
and solidus isotherms (or shell locations) in solid red and black lines respectively. An example
of the nonlinear crack tip propagation/growth history is as shown by the green dashed line.
Full details of this model can be found in the literature [88]. Complete details of this are
discussed in Chapter 3.
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Figure 6.5: Liquid and solid isotherm locations at depression center for a 25 mm thermal
disruption on the surface of solidifying shell with an example crack propagation history
following, and then lagging behind the solidus isotherm
6.3 Material Properties
To enable evaluation of results, most simulations in this work use properties for a plain
low-carbon steel (0.04 wt% C) as an example grade, with phase fraction history as shown
in Figure 6.6. For this grade, liquid solidifies completely into δ-ferrite, followed by complete
transformation into γ-austenite. The thermal behavior of other grades is expected to be
very similar. The model predicted mechanical behavior for other grades depends mainly on
the phase fraction history. The solidification stress behavior for stainless steels, advanced
high-strength steels, and peritectic steel grades differs as discussed elsewhere [17, 41]. In
two-phase regions, most thermal and mechanical properties are modeled based on a simple
weighted phase fraction summation, with the constitutive equations handled differently. To
model the liquid and mushy zones before solidification, an isotropic elastic-perfectly-plastic
rate-independent constitutive model, with a small yield stress of σY ield = 10kPa, is used
when the temperature is above the solidus temperature. The Zhu power law ferrite model
[17] is applied in the solid whenever the volume fraction of ferrite is more than 10%, and the
Kozlowski III austenite model [83] is applied otherwise.
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Figure 6.6: a) Phase Fraction solidification history for the plain low carbon steel used in
this work, and b) Example values for the constitutive models used in this work including the
solid γ-Austenite and δ-Ferrite phases, and the weak liquid phase
The ferrite phase of steel is almost one order of magnitude weaker than austenite for
the same temperature and strain conditions; this can be observed in the example model
calculations Figure 6.6, which shows results for both solid constitutive models, along with
the liquid phase.
6.3.1 Domain Size Effect
An assumption made in this work, is that the far field behavior of the steel shell can
be captured and imposed onto a smaller domain, as an applied tension, or according to the
friction in the mold. In the large domain, hoop tensile stress towards the center is higher,
and can partially help explain why wider casters are often found to have higher propensity
for creating longitudinal defects. This is partially due to the larger area for variability in
frictional and lubrication behavior within the mold as well as the larger areas for shrinkage
to apply local tension on specific areas towards the center. Figure 6.7 shows the far field
results of the small 40 mm domain primarily used in this work along with the results at 40
mm in the full size 500 mm domain simulation.
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Figure 6.7a shows that after approximately 1.3 s, the shrinkage profile of the small domain
very closely matches the behavior of the larger domain. The behavior very near to the
meniscus is complicated and involves substantial fluid flow effects as discussed previously.
The exact meniscus behavior is not the subject of this work, thus only the relative shrinkage
results after 1.3 s are shown.
Figure 6.7b shows the far field hoop stress behavior through the thickness at 20 s for both
domain sizes. As the plot shows, through-thickness hoop stress is nearly identical in both
domains. Results of this study indicate that using the smaller domain to explore behavior on
a larger scale is valid. Furthermore, applications of tension to the small domain (in excess of
frictional tension) can easily allow for analysis of conditions towards the center in the larger
scale model without the computational expense.
Figure 6.7: Domain size effect far field results: Shrinkage displacement (a) and Hoop stress
through thickness (b) for 40 mm small domain and 40 mm section within 500 mm domain
For an unabridged description of each of the models mentioned in this section, including
material property validation, please refer to the literature [15, 17, 41, 95, 128, 129].
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6.4 Defect Mechanisms
The next sections present example manifestations of longitudinal depressions and cracks,
together with model simulation results and a detailed explanation of the mechanism believed
responsible for its formation. When possible, photographs of slab samples containing defects
believed to arise from this mechanism are also provided.
6.4.1 U-Shape Necking Type Depression Without Surface Cracks
One of the most commonly observed types of depression has a U-shape with no visible
surface crack. This type of defect is characterized by a smooth U-shaped surface depression.
Their shape can range from shallow and wide (high width/depth aspect ratio up to ∼200
to deep and narrow, with lower aspect ratio (down to ∼5). Two examples of longitudinal
depressions without surface cracks from two different steel grades and casters are shown in
Figure 6.8.
Figure 6.8: Examples of 2 U-shaped necking type depressions, cross sections and surface
views. From left to right: First: Top surface view of a longitudinal depression on a plain low
carbon (0.04 %C) steel slab, Second: Transverse cross section of the same plain low carbon
defect, Third and Fourth: Transverse cross section of a non-peritectic Al-Mn AHSS steel
grade (0.2 %C) with a longitudinal depression
The formation mechanism for U-shaped depressions is illustrated in Figure 6.9, which
shows the deformed shape and temperature contours for a particular model simulation. In
this simulation, a thermal disruption of 25 mm wide, 1 mm of additional slag and a constant
tensile strain rate displacement of 0.03 mm/s was applied to the right side of the 40 mm
wide domain. As the shell starts to grow, the local thermal disruption causes a reduction
in heat transfer across the gap near the left symmetry plane, where the depression center
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eventually forms, and where the highest reduction and highest strand surface temperatures
are found. Uniform heat transfer at the far field away from the depression proceeds, and
the colder stronger shell at the far field shrinks against friction from the mold and applies
tension on the shell. Localization of the tension occurs at the weakest part of the shell, the
thin depression center, leading to necking and separation from the mold surface. Separation
from the mold surface leads to a further decrease in the heat transfer in this region and
continued necking. Tensile strain is concentrated in the necked region, and bending causes
a slightly higher strain at the solidification front. When this exceeds the critical strain for
the given steel grade, a sub-surface crack is predicted to form, directly beneath the deepest
part of the depression.
Figure 6.9: Deformed shape and temperature contours for 25 mm thermal disruption with
applied tension of 0.03 mm/s at: a) Meniscus, b) 5 s, c) 10 s, and d) 15 s below the meniscus
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6.4.2 U-Shape Necking Type Depression with Sub-Surface Cracking
Depressions with obvious surface cracks are readily associated with quality problems and
downgraded for remediation. However, slabs with surface depressions and no visible surface
cracks may still have quality issues. During solidification, there is already tension at the
solidification front as the colder steel at the surface shrinks. It is well accepted that too
much tension near the solidification front can lead to hot tears and macro-segregation as a
result of liquid feeding problems. The formation of a depression leads to increases in tensile
stresses throughout the cross section of the shell, including at the solidification front. For this
reason, it is not a surprise that evidence has been found linking sub-surface cracks and sub
surface macro segregation streaks in samples with non-surface-cracked longitudinal surface
depressions. As shown in Figure 6.10, evidence of MnS as well as MnSi are observed below
a surface depression without a crack. It is also believed that the presence of a surface crack
would likely not change the appearance of the segregation at this location.
Figure 6.10: EDS map of sub-surface hot tears with macro-segregation from a non-peritectic
Al-Mn AHSS steel grade (0.2 %C) with a longitudinal depression and no surface crack
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Propagation of a sub-surface crack to the surface is advantageous in relieving the tension
that is going into necking of the shell, and if multiple cracks are present, rupture to the
surface is usually enough to retard the growth of the other sub-surface cracks and further
open the surfaced crack instead. This is likely why sub-surface cracks are often found in
groups (Figure 6.11), with usually just one of them propagating all the way up to the
surface.
Figure 6.11: Examples of sub-surface crack groups with only one or two reaching the surface
[7]
During the formation and growth of the U-shaped depression, tension localizes towards
the center of the defect. However, while the localized tension raises the stress through the
cross section, sub-surface cracking occurs as a result of exceeding the critical strain and not
high stress. The critical strain is quite small and depends largely on composition. It has been
reported that values between 2% and 8% provide sufficient strain for internal cracking in low
carbon steel grades [130]. Figure 6.12 shows the maximum principal stress and strain for
the 25 mm thermal disruption case at 15 s below the meniscus. In both images the top two
black horizontal curved lines represent the liquidus (upper) and solidus (lower) isotherms.
While the maximum principal stress is only ∼0.23 MPa, the maximum principal strain is
∼4.6%, which is well within the critical cracking strain. Lower width/depth aspect ratios are
associated with sub-surface cracking, as the increased depth of the depression is associated
with increased bending, which increases tension near the solidification front, causing hot
tear(s), which draw in interdendritic liquid from the surroundings and result in a region of
macro-segregation, with the shape of a crack.
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Figure 6.12: Deformed shape and maximum principal stress (a) and strain (b) contours at
15 s below the meniscus for 25 mm thermal disruption with applied tension of 0.03 mm/s.
Black horizontal lines indicate phase/temperature isotherms. (Deformation scaled 2x in Y)
6.4.2.1 Localization Effects
The size of the thermal disruption region has a notable effect on the depression severity.
Figure 6.13 shows the results of a frictional tension parametric study with varying widths
of the thermal disruption. Formation of this type of depression depends on two different
mechanisms operating together: increased local temperature due to the gap (which weakens
the steel shell), and local concentration of the strain, which increases with increasing friction
and contact length. If the thermal disruption is very narrow, then 2-D heat transfer around
the thermally-disrupted region is possible, and the temperature increase in the depression
bottom is small. However, if the thermal disruption is very wide, then the local frictional
tensile strain becomes less, because the contact region between the strand and the mold
decreases, for a fixed domain size. Thus, the severity of strain concentration is reduced.
The deepest depression, (and corresponding most likelihood for a sub-surface crack) is for a
critical intermediate condition, which depends on casting conditions, such as cast width.
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Figure 6.13: Combined mechanism for necking localization and corresponding depression
depth severity
6.4.2.2 Defect Timing and Relative Severity
Figure 6.14 shows the results of a parametric study examining the effect of the thermal
disruption start location; as well as the final deformed shapes, both at mold exit, and after
cooling to near ambient. It has been found that the depression stops growing once the surface
temperature reaches ∼700◦C. Figure 6.14a shows that delaying the start of the thermal
disruption to a lower distance below the meniscus causes the depth of the resultant depression
to decrease. Figure 6.14b shows the final depression depth, which is substantially deeper than
at mold exit. Furthermore, the depression is always much deeper when the disruption starts
closer to the meniscus. This finding is consistent with the accepted understanding that
longitudinal depressions and cracks tend to initiate close to the meniscus.
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Figure 6.14: Effect of thermal disruption initiation time on depression evolution: a) Depth
history for varying disruption initiation times, b) Deformed shape of depression at mold exit
and after cooling to near ambient, for late disruption (top) and early disruption (bottom)
[131] Note: Deformation scaled 5x
6.4.3 U-Shape Buckling Type Off-Corner Depression Due to Inadequate Taper
Another type of depression, which is relatively well understood, is off-corner, U-shape
depressions. Previous work has shown these depressions may arise due to either excessive
or insufficient taper of the narrow faces of the mold [55]. They are only problematic when
accompanied by sub-surface cracks, such as shown in Figure 6.15 They are particularly
common on the inside radius of the strand, especially in curved mold casters [55].
The formation mechanism of these depression defects involves two stages. Firstly, a
thermal disruption at the meniscus often leads to lower heat transfer and a thin spot on the
shell in the off-corner region. This disruption is often caused by turbulent flow problems that
create standing waves in the mold. Insufficient taper then removes the support provided by
the narrow face and allows the shell on the narrow faces to bulge outwards from the ferrostatic
pressure. As shown schematically in Figure 6.16a, the narrow-face bulging is greatest at the
center of the narrow face, and leads to rotation of the corners towards the center of the
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Figure 6.15: Example of sub-surface cracks beneath bulging gutter depression (outlined in
black boxes on sulfur print) [50] Note: Image color adjusted for clarity
strand, pivoting around the weak, thin region of the shell. This rotation pulls the off-corner
region of the wide face shell surface inwards, growing into a gradual, U-shaped depression
that persists in the final slab, where it is often referred to as “gutter”. The second stage of
the mechanism that forms this type of longitudinal depression can also arise due to excessive
narrow face taper. As shown schematically in Figure 6.16b, excessive taper of the narrow
face molds forces the shell inwards and compresses the broadface shell. As the narrow face
moves inwards, the corner behavior can change the force application direction enough to
help buckle the broadface shell at the off corner region.
Off-corner depressions caused by this mechanism are likely to be deeper and more severe,
with lower aspect ratios, such as pictured in Figure 6.17. In this work "buckling" refers to
non-uniform compression of the solidifying shell, when the applied load results in movement
away from the mold, often caused by overtapering of the narrow face coppers, and should
be understood to mean “inelastic buckling” or “kneeling” [54].
6.4.4 W-Shape Buckling Type Depression Due to Excessive Compression
This type of defect is shown in Figure 6.18a and is characterized by two (or more) wide
and shallow depressions on the broadface surface. In this particular case the depressions
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Figure 6.16: Off-corner depression formation mechanism schematics [55]: a) Narrow face
shell bulging leading to off-corner depressions with sub surface cracks, b) Excessive taper
leads to buckling of the wide face shell
Figure 6.17: Off corner buckling depressions from overtaper
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vary slightly in severity along the length of the billet and also wander side to side slightly.
As shown in Figure 6.18, the W-shape depression is primarily related to the application
of compressive stresses leading to buckling of the shell. For example, the billet shown in
Figure 6.18a was cast in a billet mold that was switched from oil casting to slag casting,
without a change in taper [132, 133]. However, slag casting has lower heat transfer that
oil, which means less shrinkage of the strand, and the billet became stuck in the mold. To
remove the billet, the drive rolls were turned up and the strand was forcibly removed from
the caster. As the strand was driven out of the machine, it was subjected to high levels
of compression across the broad faces due to the fixed width of the mold which caused the
surface to buckle.
Figure 6.18: (a) Continuously cast billet exhibiting severe “W” shape depression after buck-
ling within the mold [132, 133], (b) Hoop stress model results for severe over-taper case with
thermal disruption displaying sub-surface tension
This type of depression is a result of compression and buckling on the broadface. As
the strand shrinks, over taper of the mold forces the narrow faces inwards and imposes
compression on the broadfaces. A local disruption in heat transfer creates a weaker spot in
the shell, and if the compression is high enough, the broadface shell will buckle and bend
under the load. As the sub-surface yields, the location of peak stress at the solidification
stress moves around and can lead to wandering of the depression side to side across the
strand
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This type of depression is rarely described in previous literature, and may be difficult
to spot because during normal operation, the strand usually does not experience the high
compressive stresses necessary to cause it. Overtapering the mold is a common practice,
and understandable because it is safer for maintaining heat transfer and avoiding breakouts
than undertapering. Usually, the compressive stresses from slight overtapering during steady
conditions are low enough that any buckling of the shell would be extremely minor and any
warping of the surface would be removed as soon as the section reached the support rolls.
Additionally, a W-shape depression requires some yielding of the sub surface to allow it
to deepen. This may bend the shell, creating tensile stress on the solidification front, and
leading to surface hot tears. These sub-surface cracks may be recognized because they may
cause the strand surface to have intermittent, locally deeper, even V-shaped portions in one
or both of the two depressions of the W. As usual, the cracks follow the prior austenite grain
boundaries, and become filled with solute enriched with alloys leading to macro-segregation
defects beneath the surface. It is also possible that sub-surface cracks form before the forces
become large enough to cause the double-depression W-shape across the broad face, so
instead the depression is manifested as a single wide and shallow U-shape.
The W-shape buckling style depression is also common in thin slab casters, especially
those with funnel molds, due to the complex geometries, change in circumference down the
funnel portion of the mold, which are susceptible to inadequate taper design. For example,
Figure 6.19 shows a cross section from a thin-slab caster that buckled during casting. It has
been shown, based on longitudinal crack location and frequency analysis, that proper taper
and funnel design are critical to final product quality [134]. Overtapering of a funnel mold
can cause the shell to separate away from the mold at the inner curve/shoulder location
(curve closest to the wide face centerline), while the inner flat region remains in contact.
Undertapering is likely to lead to bulging of the shell, and could lead to separation at the
inner flat region as well as the inner curve as the shell is stretched around the outer curve.
Both of these scenarios can lead to shell thinning, surface depressions caused by buckling,
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and eventually to a breakout. In certain situations there is even the potential for multiple
simultaneous breakouts as was the case with Figure 6.19. These depression defects can be
avoided by proper taper design based on the specific grade being cast.
Figure 6.19: Transverse section of a buckled thin slab cast AHSS prior to multiple simulta-
neous breakouts at longitudinal depression
6.4.5 W-Shape Necking Type Depression with Surface Crack
While the U-shape is the most common style of depression, and is due to necking in
tension of the shell, a second type of depression is possible with tension. Figure 6.20a shows
a micrograph of a W-shaped depression that is believed to have evolved from a U-shaped
depression as a result of significant shell thinning and the action of ferrostatic pressure
on the shell. Additionally, surface cracks can be observed at the depression center, where
increased tension would be experienced as a result of bending of the shell as it is pushed
back towards the mold from its initially necked depressed position. Figure 6.20b, shows
results from a model simulation of this type of depression. Note the significantly thinned
austenite layer, as well as solid shell, compared to the previously shown results for U-shape
depressions. Initially a U shape necking depression starts to form. However, the significant
shell thinning at the base of the depression keeps the surface so weak that ferrostatic pressure
pushing outwards from the liquid core is able to maintain a smaller gap between the defect
center and the mold surface while the depressions to the side of the defect center bend and
continue to neck. If sufficiently high strain is reached (particularly if a low ductility trough
is encountered) then a surface crack is likely to form at the defect center.
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Figure 6.20: a) Micrograph of a W-Shape depression in tension [135], b) Model result for a
significantly thinned shell bent back towards the mold into a W-shape at
6.4.6 U-Shape Grooves From Solidification Against a Slag finger/Rivulet
In contrast with most of the depression types previously discussed, some longitudinal
depression defects are manifested as almost straight, vertical grooves down the strand surface.
One of these types, shown in Figure 6.21, is caused by part of the solid flux layer at the
slag rim sticking to the mold wall and growing downwards with an appearance similar to
an icicle, although its appearance can only sometimes be seen on the mold wall after the
end of the casting sequence. On a local level, a small chunk of solid slag becomes caught
in the scratch and protrudes past the surface of the copper creating an uneven surface for
solidification to occur. The slag scab creates a local reduction in heat flux due to the thicker
flux layer. Depending on behavior of the flux the scab may grow or be eroded away. Once
in the gap, the unmelted slag chunk creates a local artifact for the shell to solidify around.
A slag finger stuck to the mold has two different important effects: thermal and mechanical.
Firstly, the slag finger creates an additional layer of slag, which lowers the local thermal
conductivity of the interfacial gap, even if it is very thin. This local insulation acts as a
thermal disruption that leads to a locally thinned shell, with related behaviors similar to
previously-discussed depression types. Secondly, the space taken by the finger creates an
uneven surface for solidification to occur. This naturally causes the local shape of the shell
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that solidifies around it at the meniscus to match the finger shape, thereby directly creating
an impression/depression on the strand surface (mechanical effect). Although these two
consequences of a slag finger always act together, their importance varies according to the
slag finger shape. The final shape of this type of defect is indicative of the original shape
of the slag finger. Results of the models shown in Figure 6.21 convey that the change in
shape of the initially created depression changes only slightly after the shell begins to solidify
around it. Frictional or additional tension on the broadface surface causes similar necking
phenomena as described before. Depending on the severity of the tension a slight reduction
in depth of the depression is expected and a widening of the original shape. This is especially
likely in the case of a shorter slag finger.
Figure 6.21: Abnormal shell surface as a result of solidifying against slag fingers on the mold
hot face: a) Flux-related surface grooves on a breakout shell [136], b) Oscillation mark dips
due to flux patch [136], c) Schematic of slag finger descending from slag rim
Figure 6.22 shows a transverse cross section of one of these slag related longitudinal
groove defects found at the midface of an Advanced High Strength Steel (0.2 %C, high Mn)
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slab cast at 1 m/min with a high-aluminum slag. Electron Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS)
area scans of a portion of the cracked surface region reveals high pickup of aluminum from
the slag as well as penetration of sulfur, silicon, and calcium present deep into the cracks
indicating the presence of slag at high temperatures allowing for increased diffusion into the
shell.
Figure 6.22: EDS analysis of a longitudinal U-shape groove defect at the midface of an
Al-Mn non-peritectic Advanced High Strength Steel (0.2 %C) slab cast at 1 m/min with a
high-Al slag
Results of the model in Figure 6.23 show that the depression is more severe if the finger
disappears sooner, i.e. an “empty” space is created sooner. The lower the conductivity of
the material filling the space, the worse the defect will likely be. The depth of the slag finger
defect is initially the same as the finger itself. As the finger gradually shrinks with distance
down the mold, ferrostatic pressure may be able to push the thin and weak shell in the
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depression back towards the mold wall. Eventually, however, frictional tension may cause
necking via the same mechanism that causes U-shaped necking depressions. Once a local
depression has formed, the lower the conductivity of the material filling the space, the worse
the defect will likely be. Thus, slag fingers or rivulets that end abruptly a short distance
down below the meniscus may be more problematic. This is because the downward-moving
depression in the shell for this case may suddenly experience an air gap, with greatly reduced
heat transfer, that is much more severe than the retarded heat transfer experienced when
it was adjacent to the slag finger. Such a gap could cause reheating of the local surface,
leading to severe necking, crack formation at the solidification front, and a deep, V-shaped
(low aspect ratio) depression that represents a severe quality problem.
Figure 6.23: Slag finger model results: a) deformed shape with temperature contours after
30 s of solidification, b) Depression depth history
Avoiding this type of depression simply requires preventing the formation of slag fingers.
There are many potential causes of the slag finger. A slight scratch or scratches in the
mold surface would entrap slag. Alternatively, excessive viscosity of the slag, due to local
composition problems, such as caused by excessive alumina pickup from inclusion-laden steel
could produce such behavior. Or, it could be related to excessive turbulence in the fluid flow
near the meniscus and slag infiltration problems. Issues with startup slag and extra shrinkage
of the initial shell during startup could lead to slag fingers [137].
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6.4.7 V-Shape Necking Type Depression Due to Mold Scratch
Another type of straight, vertical, depression can be caused by a scratch in the mold
surface near the meniscus. Sometimes during casting or maintenance, mechanical equipment
can scratch, gouge, or scrape the surface of the copper mold. This may or may not penetrate
any coating present, but it may create a depression in the mold surface, which can locally
disrupt heat transfer and solidification.
Two scenarios are possible depending on the size of the mold scratch, as well as the
properties of the specific slag in use. Firstly, the scratch may be large enough that liquid
mold slag can infiltrate into to fill the scratch. This slag solidifies in the scratch to create
a fixed local region of reduced heat transfer, as the gap at the scratch becomes effectively
thicker due to the added flux. Secondly, the scratch may be either too small or the flux
viscosity and/or temperature does not allow it to infiltrate into the space for some reason
and the scratch is effectively filled with gas (air). The scratch creates a fixed local region of
reduced heat transfer from the insulating effect of the gas
Both scenarios will effectively result in the same defect appearance. The longitudinal
defect is likely to manifest as a very straight, continuous, sharp (low aspect ratio) V-shaped
depression on the slab surface located at one static location across the strand perimeter,
such as the several images of the same example shown in Figure 6.24b and Figure 6.24C.
This defect is likely to appear on all slabs in all heats, with varying severity, until the mold
is removed from service.
Due to the low aspect ratio, increased tensile stress is seen near the defect while the rest
of the surface is in compression. Crack sensitive grades are likely to be found with cracks at
the base of the depressions. Additionally, there is a high likelihood of sub-surface hot tear
cracks due to increased tensile stresses as the surface depression forms inwards. Increases in
casting speed or slab thickness will exacerbate these difficulties.
As the defect starts to form, the shell is briefly pushed towards the crack in the mold.
This depends on the shape of the crack and also the local shell thickness. In the case of
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Figure 6.24: a) Mold surface imperfection (i.e. gouge) results in b) very straight longitudinal
surface depression and/or crack. Present in all slabs cast in campaign, and always at the
same location across the strand width (severity and shape of defect varies only with grade).
this model, the shell was briefly pushed towards the mold until the shell shrinkage overcame
the force of the ferrostatic pressure and began to neck and pull away from the mold surface.
The defect formed is a fairly sharp, v shape depression. The thickness of the total solid shell
only varies by about 0.25 mm at the depression center, however the defect center surface
is still at 1387◦C. As Figure 6.25 shows, the local shell at the center of the defect is still
transforming from ferrite to austenite even after 2 seconds when the rest of the shell has
transformed. This difference in phase, and corresponding differences in strength cause high
levels of stress to localize at the defect center in excess of 1 MPa. Based on the values in the
literature [138], and depending on tramp element content (P, S), this is likely to be enough
to initiate a crack in a plain low carbon steel.
Results of a study exploring width and depth changes is shown in Figure 6.26. Results
indicate that the severity of the V-shaped depression is directly affected by the change in
depth of the scratch, without an appreciable change in the width of the defect. This is likely
due to the tremendous drop in heat transfer as a result of the increased air/slag gap from
the scratch.
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Figure 6.25: Model results for 1 mm deep and 1 mm wide scratch in mold using 0.1 mm elements: (a) Displacement contours
at 4 s, (b) Unscaled deformed mesh at 4 s with phase/temperature contours, (c) Time history of depression center displacement
including phase history of the depression center surface
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Figure 6.26: Effects of mold scratch width and depth on defect formation behavior (all results shown at 30 s below meniscus)
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The severity of long defects, as a result of a mold scratch, varies significantly depending
on the distance down the mold that the scratch starts. Scratches that start within the
first few seconds below the meniscus are the most detrimental. Depending on the casting
speed, this may be within the first hundred millimeters of the meniscus for traditional slab
casters, or within the first few hundred millimeters for thin slab operations, which operate at
higher speed. The effect of the scratch decreases substantially as the shell thickness increases
with dwell time; thus, scratches towards the bottom of the mold are unlikely to cause any
problems. Thus, the severity of the depression provides an indication about the size and
location of the mold scratch/defect.
6.4.8 U-Shape Necking Type Depression With Surface Cracks
Another type of U-shape depression caused by necking is shown in Figure 6.27a, which
shows severe, very wide, surface cracks (∼3mm. This is a low carbon steel cast on a thin slab
caster at over 6m/min. The sample shown was taken from the slab just prior to a breakout.
Multiple intermittent surface cracks similar to the one shown were found in the slabs leading
up to the breakout. The little circular depressions on the sample surface are from molten
steel droplets from the breakout that occurred above the sample, that were rolled into the
slab surface. More importantly, the severe surface crack shown eventually penetrated from
the surface into the mushy zone and directly led to the breakout. Intermittent surface cracks
can be seen in Figure 6.27a, where the total width of the surface cracks observed on the
broad face (∼3mm) can be seen to match with the width of shape asymmetry experienced
on the narrow face.
Figure 6.27b shows a schematic to explain this particular defect. During casting, the
broadface inner radius experienced high friction and potential sticking at the corner. This
is believed to have led to the initiation of a crack while the shell was still very thin. Within
the crack of the sample shown, dendrites are visible on the surface, indicating that this
crack extended to somewhere within the mushy region, where there was interdendritic liquid
present. As the shell continued to solidify, the outer radius continued to shrink, while the
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Figure 6.27: Transverse section and perspective view of a defect sample from a low carbon
thin slab cast just prior to breakout (a), visible long crack on broadface surface and corre-
sponding shape/dimensional problems on NF [50] (b) and Schematic explanation of broad
face crack effects on narrow face shape problems and internal crack formation
inner radius shrinkage instead concentrated into extending the opening of the surface cracks.
As the inner radius was not shrinking, the continued shrinkage of the outer radius led to
corner rotation. This generated tension near the solidification front towards the outer radius
of the narrow face shell, causing hot tears and macro segregation streaks at that location.
The intermittent nature of the severe cracks on the sample, as well as the entire slab leading
up to the breakout, indicate the precarious nature of this breakout scenario. Each one of
these cracks had the potential to crack all the way through the shell to the liquid core.
In this specific sample, high friction, lubrication problems, and the thermal disruption
were created by high fluid flow velocities generating a standing wave across the meniscus.
The standing wave was confirmed by oscillation mark profile variation of more than 20 mm
from the wide face centerline to the narrow face. As a result of the standing wave, slag
pooled away from the narrow face, making infiltration of molten slag into the gap difficult
towards the narrow faces, and causing bad lubrication there. In addition to the surface
profile and lubrication issues, severe level fluctuations at the transition of the standing wave
likely created the necessary thermal disruption to initiate this defect [50].
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As visible in the sample (Figure 6.27a), the previously discussed thin slab breakout crack
defect appeared intermittently at similar, but not identical, locations across the surface.
This behavior is in contrast to the previously mentioned “static” crack (Figure 6.24) that
appears consistently at the same location across the broad face. It should be noted that
most of the defects mentioned are found all across the broadface and often wander around.
Another example of this wandering behavior is shown in the longitudinal facial crack within
a depression in Figure 6.28. This behavior is also apparent in the buckling type depression
(Figure 6.17) where the exact location of the depressions wanders slightly from side to side
and varies slightly in depth. This is particularly likely as sub-surface cracking occurs, and
subsequently relieves stress, in different locations and depths below the defects.
Figure 6.28: Longitudinal facial crack at the base of longitudinal depression wandering across
the surface of the broad face outer radius
While the presence of a surface crack has been shown to change the appearance of the
final longitudinal depression in the strand surface, depending on the severity and type of
crack, consequences can be further reaching even to the point of causing shape problems for
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the entire slab. As shown in Figure 6.29, for identical conditions, the presence of a bleeder
type crack within a depression can reduce the shrinkage of the strand broad face by more
than 80%. While the un-cracked model shrank ∼1.29% over 30 s, the bleeder cracked model
shrank significantly less, only about 0.26%. Accounting for this difference in the cracked
model with only 20% shrinkage of the non-cracked condition, 72% of the intended shrinkage
went into displacement of the crack opening, while the remaining ∼8% in reduced shrinkage
can be attributed to the higher overall temperature of the depression.
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Figure 6.29: Domain end displacement (shrinkage) for a 25 mm thermal disruption on the surface at of solidifying shell with and
without a bleeder crack propagating along the liquidus isotherm: a) displacement vs time including crack opening displacement,
b) deformed model results for no crack (left) and crack (right) cases, and c) contributions and total displacement at 30 s
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6.4.9 Longitudinal Surface Cracks With Curved Corners and No Depression
Sometimes, surface cracks appear with negligible surface depressions. The shape of the
corners of these cracks can provide insight into its formation mechanism. Figure 6.30 shows
initially the defect starts to form via the same mechanism as the U-shape necking depression.
Early during this process, however, some disruptive event at the meniscus initiates a crack
at the surface of the slab (as mentioned in the fluid flow section of Chapter 2). This is very
likely at the center of the initial depression, where the shell is the hottest and weakest and
strain is highest. Upon initiation of the crack, some of the tension that originally would
have gone into further necking of the shell and deepening of the depression, instead goes into
the opening of the crack. As the crack corners are now separated at the surface, the shell
on both sides continues to try to shrink. With a new free surface and lack of constraint,
this shrinkage of the shell on both sides of the crack pulls the corner outwards, and the
corners rotate slightly, protruding slightly outward, relative to the far-field. This mechanism
is illustrated clearly in the simulation results shown in Figure 6.30b
6.4.10 Longitudinal Depression With an Opened Sub-Surface Crack With Pointed
Corners
A related type of surface crack is found at the root of some V-shaped longitudinal de-
pressions and is shown in Figure 6.31. As with the previous example, this defect starts as
a U-shape necking depression. In this case, however, a sub-surface crack initiates, (rather
than a surface crack). This sub-surface crack propagates towards the strand surface, owing
to the increased tension across the entire crack. The shell ligament closest to the surface
narrows and concentrates the tensile stress. This narrow region is now carrying tensile load
and the necking localizes even further into the pre-existing depression as it heats up more.
Depending on the steel grade, this can be particularly problematic if the defect locally en-
ters an intermediate low ductility trough due to the temperature change. In this case the
appearance of the fracture surface is likely to be quite brittle and jagged. Eventually, the
crack may propagate all the way to the surface and the corners of the crack are likely to
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Figure 6.30: (a) Longitudinal surface crack at the base of longitudinal depression with AHSS
steel grade (0.2 %C), (b) Model results for an arrested 2.5 mm surface crack
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adopt an appearance where they point inwards back along the propagation path.
Figure 6.31: a) Apparent surface crack at the base of a longitudinal depression [7], b)
Schematic explanation of sub-surface crack propagating to surface, c) Deformed result of
arrested sub-surface crack hold case at 10 s with 25 mm thermal disruption (deformations
scaled 5x)
When possible, taking slab samples and sectioning down to an individual defect can be
very valuable. In most cases it may not even be necessary to fully polish and etch the sample
to get a better understanding of the defect. As discussed above, the corners of the crack at
the surface have different appearances depending on the crack growth direction, this may
help in analysis at-a-glance as surface scale on the hot slab may make observation somewhat
difficult until the slab has cooled down.
6.5 Discussion
Figure 6.32 shows heat transfer results for a U shaped necking depression with and
without a surface bleeder crack. As the figure shows, the presence of a crack causes a slight
drop in heat flux at the depression center from the un cracked condition. This is a result
of the deepening of the depression from corner rotation and sub surface shrinkage of the
crack corner during solidification of the shell. The drop in heat flux causes a corresponding
increase in temperature of the cracked condition as shown in Figure 6.32b, where the cracked
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depression center is ∼50◦C hotter at 30 seconds. The figure also shows that the far field
is blind to the existence and change in heat transfer created by the cracking at depression
center.
Figure 6.32: Heat flux and temperature results for a U shaped necking depression with and
without a surface bleeder crack
Figure 6.33 shows the surface hoop stress results for the far field and the center of the
depression. The behavior of the far field follows the expectation from prior work of the author
and the literature where a brief period of tensile stress is observed at short times followed
by increasing compression as the sub surface of the shell shrinks in opposition to the colder
surface. In uniform heat transfer conditions it has been previously demonstrated that the
entire surface will be in uniform compression equal to the far field stress value. The depression
center experiences similar behavior, however, the depression center has substantially less
compressive stress as a result of the tensile stresses imposed by frictional interaction with
the mold surface leading to necking of the shell.
Figure 6.34 shows the hoop stress history results of a U-shape necking depression with
a surface bleeder crack and Figure 6.35 shows hoop stress time history results through the
shell thickness at the far field (b) and depression center (b). The qualitative behavior is
similar, but the magnitudes of compressive stress are substantially different. Note that the
free surface of the crack creates a stress free condition at depression center in Figure 6.34b.
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Figure 6.33: Surface hoop stress results at depression center (black) and the far field (blue)
Figure 6.34: Hoop stress time history results across the surface of U shape necking depression
without (a) and including a surface bleeder crack (b) for the same initial thermal disruption
Figure 6.35: Hoop stress time history results through the thickness for the far field (a) and
depression center (b) of a U shaped necking depression
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6.5.1 Crack Influence on Depression Formation
As mentioned before, continuous casting as a process tends to have a high propensity
for cracks. Cracks on their own represent a significant quality problem depending on the
severity, however, what is less studied and understood is the relationship between cracks
and depressions. It has been observed in the literature that cracks appear at the base of the
more severe depressions [13]. In this work, the presence and growth of cracks has been shown
to change the shape and severity of depressions, and depending on the crack propagation
history, the overall defect shape takes on different appearances.
Figure 6.36 shows the model results of a uniform heat transfer model with 1 mm uniform
flux layer thickness, no thermal disruption, and a propagating surface crack. The presence
of a crack in the absence of a thermal disruption is capable of creating the mechanical effect
(separation from the mold) necessary to start the depression growth feedback cycle. In this
example, a surface crack propagates within the mushy zone at approximately 50% solid
fraction. As in the other situations previously described, the crack opening and sub surface
shrinkage causes rotation of the crack corner and deepening of the depression. The lack of
initial thermal disruption does not seem to be an issue as the opening of the crack separates
the shell surface from the mold hot face and creates an air gap. Other crack scenarios were
run in the course of this work and the results show that unless the surface crack penetrates
through to the mushy zone, a surface crack alone is not enough to cause a depression to
form.
6.5.2 Depression Formation
A depression can be initiated as a result of either a mechanical and/or thermal disruption,
and the behavior is generally the same as one type of disruption is followed by the other.
6.5.3 Thermal Disruption
In the case of a thermal disruption, changes to the heat transfer in a region of the strand
can lead to higher local surface temperatures. Higher temperatures will lead to localized
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Figure 6.36: Model results for uniform heat transfer case with a propagating surface crack
approximately following the 50% solidus isotherm
thinning of the solid shell. Thinning of the solid shell, combined with further cooling and
contraction of the surrounding material will lead to localization of tensile stresses as the rest
of the shell attempts to shrink and contract. Higher temperatures are directly associated with
lower strength and the localized tensile stresses will result in necking phenomena, initiating
a mechanical disruption to the surface of the shell.
6.5.4 Mechanical Disruption
In the case of a mechanical disruption, a slight disturbance to the surface profile or shape
of the solidifying shell can lead to the appearance of a surface region further in distance to
the mold hot face than the surrounding area. As long as this disruption is large enough, this
depressed area, will experience reduced heat removal from the mold, leading to a thermal
disruption. As before, the depressed region will be hotter than the rest of the surface being
cooled. Lower strength and the continued cooling of the surrounding material will lead to
tensile strain being applied to the depressed surface region. The load applied to the hotter
and weaker region will result in yielding and necking of this area and deepening/worsening
of the depression.
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6.5.5 After Initial Formation
Once a longitudinal depression forms within the solid shell, natural ferrostatic pressure is
generally not strong enough to put the surface back into contact with the mold. Furthermore,
if the depression is a result of necking, the dimensions of the strand no longer match the
intended shape, thus flattening out the depression requires fighting not only the strength of
the weakened/thinned depressed region, but also the surrounding material – and the slab
is likely to have shape problems. Upon exit from the mold further cooling of the strand is
accomplished with hydraulic or air mist water sprays. The continued cooling of the strand in
the presence of a depression leads to a given defect almost doubling in depth with a negligible
change in width. Figure 6.37 shows the behavior of the same 25 mm thermal disruption in
three different mechanical loading conditions. Of particular interest is the change in austenite
layer thickness within the solid shell. As mentioned before, there is a tendency to overtaper
(applied compression) casters when possible. This is in contrast to allowing an undertaper
(applied tension) situation. As shown in Figure 6.37, overtapering a caster actually reduces
the defect severity of a given thermal disruption by reducing the retardation of the austenite
shell growth at depression center.
The only modeled situation found to remove a formed depression was a severe reduction
in heat transfer across the entire surface of the domain which allowed for reheating of the far
field, for homogenization of the surface temperature, and to a lesser degree shell thickness.
The reheating of the far field was found to cause some expansion which, along with ferrostatic
pressure, allowed for the depressed region to move back closer to the mold. This situation
may sound similar to sticker slow down speed, to heal a potential sticker breakout, but this
action is not practical for a far less severe defect during normal caster operation and thus it
should be assumed that once a depression has been formed the only method for removal is
downstream intervention and remediation if the defect is severe enough.
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Figure 6.37: Deformed shape and temperature contours for 25 mm thermal disruption at
30 s with: (a) Applied compression of 0.03 mm/s, (b) Frictional tension, and (c) Applied
tension of 0.03 mm/s
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6.5.6 Analyzing a longitudinal defect
Product quality is critical to the success of every steel company. Inspection and observa-
tion of the steel occurs at multiple points along the production line and can take a variety
of forms: thermal monitors at mold exit, pyrometers placed within containment, laser pro-
filometers and length gauges after torch cut; or as simple as an inspection stand with an
employee taking notes by hand. Regardless of the method, all of these steps are taken to
better understand and track the quality of the product as early in the process as possible.
It should also be understood when approaching a defect investigation that subsequent pro-
cessing, specifically rolling, will change the appearance of the initial defect from its as-cast
appearance. In plant operations, even a dedicated inspection station is likely to have some
difficulty in discerning defects at a distance, furthermore, the scale layers on the slab make
it substantially more difficult to differentiate what type of defect we may be looking at or if
there is a crack present.
6.5.7 What to Look For
For purposes of this discussion lets focus on an as-cast slab inspection occurring after
the slab has cooled enough to be safely interacted with. Once a depression exits the mold,
the strand enters secondary cooling and the support rolls. As the still hot strand travels
through the support rolls, the rolls deform the strand and act to smooth out the surface.
For a uniform surface (i.e. no depression) the oscillation marks tend to disappear with this
deformation; however the deformation is not very much and thus depressions on the surface
of the broad face tend to protect the oscillation marks and leave them still visible. Changes
in grade mixes bring challenges to any caster as new practices need to be designed for the
best quality product. During the process of practice trials it is important to remember
that certain grades, even those not particularly crack sensitive, do have multiple ductility
troughs. Intense reheating and temperature differences at the base of severe depressions
may be enough to bring the steel locally into a brittle temperature region. So while the
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region may initially neck, changes in practice can change the local temperatures enough that
a crack may form. This has been previously pointed out in the literature with regards to
instantaneous ductility differences through the shell thickness during casting [139].
6.5.8 Differentiating Defects
It is clear that discerning the presence of a defect on the surface of the strand is possible,
and the likely signatures or appearances of different types may be able to be induced from
the existing knowledge. For example, in the case of a severe depression we expect there to
be a dip in the local temperature of the mold. If this depression were to develop a bleed, it
is highly likely that high resolution sensors would show a region of lower temperature with
a hot spot towards the center where the shell would be the thinnest and the bleed is most
likely to occur. Similarly, this type of signature may also appear in the case of the Tension
w-shape depression, where the center of the depression may come back into contact with the
mold. At this point it is unclear whether it is possible to differentiate a long depression from
a crack, or a depression containing a crack, using mold temperature readings alone. The lack
of mold data together with quality information makes this difficult, but this will change in the
coming years. To further complicate the issue, it has also been found that the formation of a
crack without an initial thermal disruption is capable of generating enough of a mechanical
disruption leading to a thermal disruption and a depression. Finally, the general behavior
of defect formation is likely similar, but care should be taken with interpretation for large
alloy or grade differences (i.e. Advanced High-Strength Steels, peritectic steel grades, etc.).
6.6 Summary
• On crack sensitive grades, visible depressions warrant closer examination if it is for
critical applications as sub-surface cracks and macro-segregation streaks may be present
• If pronounced oscillation marks are visible on only a limited portion of a slab, it is
likely that this region contains a depression
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• Slabs identified to have significant shape problems should be inspected for the presence
of cracks
• Cracks cause pre-existing depressions to deepen, not from continued necking, but from
rotation and thermal shrinkage
• If cracking with bleeds are found, this is likely indicative of a near breakout
• Reheating at the base of depressions may be enough to bring the steel locally back into
a brittle temperature region depending on the steel grade. Thus grade/grade family
specific spray practices that put the strand surface too close to a ductility trough run
the risk of generating cracks if any heat transfer disruptions are significant
• As FBG molds become more common, much more extensive and detailed data will
become available and narrowing down signatures will become easier
6.7 Final Thoughts
With the significant pressure on casting operations to increase efficiency, throughput, and
product quality all at the same time, defect analysis can seem painstaking and not always
practical. However, improvements across the board can be seen if better understanding of
the defects specific to a given caster can be identified and examined. Highly instrumented
molds, such as FBG, have been gaining popularity in recent years. As they become more
common, a tremendous amount of detailed data will be generated, more than has ever been
accessible before. Processing through this data, along with quality reports, line inspections,
and defect analysis, will allow for extracting more detailed signatures of specific defects.
All of this has the potential to dramatically improve the understanding and overall product
quality of a given caster, its specific product mix, and the industry as a whole.
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CHAPTER 7
LONGITUDINAL DEPRESSION DEFECT VISUALIZATION METHODOLOGY
This chapter introduces a novel methodology developed during the course of this work
for processing high-resolution temperature data taken within a continuous casting mold
to predict longitudinal defect formation in real-time (or near-real time forensic analysis of
defects) In this method, temperature data is tracked at specific locations on (or near to)
the moving material surface over a time period and processed to determine an integrated
temperature deviation for each location. This integrated temperature deviation, in units of
Ks or ◦C · s, shows where the temperature history of a given material point is less than
an expected standard temperature for a prolonged period. High values of this deviation
are indicative of a longitudinal defect. The integrated temperature deviation data simplifies
multiple sensor readings recorded over a time interval into a single value at each point on the
moving material (steel strand) surface. The amplification of the history by integration into a
singular value makes defects much more apparent to an operator, thus enabling the operator
to take corrective action in real time. Corrective action could be as simple as changing a
parameter of the continuous manufacturing process, (such as lowering the casting speed), or
marking the defective portion of the slab to be set aside for further inspection, remediation,
or recycling.
This method has applications in other manufacturing processes outside of continuous
casting and can be extended to other materials as well. This method also has the ability to
supplement existing break out protection systems by adding the ability to detect potential
longitudinal bleeder breakouts.
7.1 Introduction
Based on the previously described mechanisms and the advancements in temperature
sensors for the continuous casting process, the obvious question becomes: How can one
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relate the formation mechanisms and interpret measurements in real-time to react and take
meaningful action? The previous chapters have discussed both the formation mechanism
and the temperature signatures of such a defect in a post-mortem scenario, but what is
more powerful is the ability to put this methodology online for real time operation. This
chapter will tie these two concepts together and allow for defect identification based on
detailed temperature measurements and visualizing them online. The ultimate goal of this is
creating a tool for preventing severe longitudinal cracks/depression and longitudinally based
breakouts that are not currently captured by conventional breakout prevention systems.
7.2 Background
Many continuous manufacturing processes, such as the continuous casting of steel, occur
in harsh environments where experiments are difficult and often times impossible. In many
situations, direct data collection during the continuous manufacturing process is impossible,
and even indirect data collection is difficult. Thus, the detection of defects formed during op-
eration is extremely difficult and usually involves the interpretation of indirect measurements
and data. For example, in the continuous casting of steel, one of the most important indi-
rect methods is the measurement of temperature inside the mold of the continuous casting
system.
Current techniques for temperature measurement inside the mold typically involve moni-
toring the average heat flux based on the amount of heat absorbed by cooling water or based
on embedded thermocouples in the copper walls of the mold; however, thermocouples have
many problems such as interference from electromagnetics used in the vicinity and contact
problems, so thermocouples provide only qualitative signals. Further still, thermocouples
cannot be placed too tightly together in close proximity without disrupting the heat transfer
through the mold, as their placement directly affects the path of cooling water slots. Re-
cently, fiber Bragg grating (FBG) temperature measurement systems have been placed into
molds. FBG molds can measure very high density temperatures across the entire length and
width of the mold, without disrupting heat transfer, and with better accuracy.
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However, even with improved sensing, current data analysis and visualization of the data
simply displays the raw temperature data or a simple variation thereof. Then, an operator
views the data and identifies defects based on experience. There is ample opportunity for
human error with prior art systems. For instance, even an experienced operator may not
detect a relatively small, but consistent moving temperature drop that corresponds to a
defect on a surface of the material. With these shortcomings in mind, a methodology is
developed and introduced for the processing of high-density data from temperature sensors
to better analyze and visualize potential quality issues on the surface of a continuously cast
slab.
7.3 Purpose Driven Visualization
The best visualization methods are adapted to meet particular objectives. If the objective
is to entertain and inspire, or to show general trends, the ideal visualizations will be very
different than if the goal is to accurately convey quantitative information in real time. The
display of abstract tensor variables, such as stress, should differ from the display of readily-
observed scalar variables such as temperature, which can benefit from a physically-based
visualization scheme.
The mesh resolution needed to convey results that are pleasing to the human eye often
differs from what is best for numerical methods, and vice-versa. For example, a well refined
and efficient finite-element mesh that yields good numerical accuracy for stress analysis
throughout a given domain typically has a very biased mesh with large elements in most
regions and tiny elements near corners, geometry changes, and areas of interest. Meshing
that same domain for computer generated images for visualizing temperature or rendering
light reflections, for example, would look substantially different.
Finding effective ways to post-process the results to visualize the phenomena is very
problem specific. Prior process understanding can help to narrow down the important vari-
ables, orientations, and parameters to display that best convey the insights contained in the
information. It usually helps to pay attention to the underlying physics when visualizing
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data. For example, orienting the domain so that gravity always acts downwards usually
makes it intuitively easier to understand the results. Bounding a color map according to
limits that are physically achievable in the process is another way to make results easier to
see. Maintaining the true aspect ratios of the part domain or geometry in a schematic is
always best, unless there is a good reason to distort the domain to focus on a particular
result. Such physically-based visualizations convey the data in a way that is spatially ac-
curate, and enables realistic interpretation to extract fundamental understanding needed to
make process improvements easier to accomplish.
7.4 Grid/Mesh Visualization and Interpolation
For a model simulation, the first purpose of visualization should be to determine if the sim-
ulation results are reasonable. Most computational methodologies, including finite-volume
and finite-element methods, involve a grid of cells or a mesh of the domain, and nodal points.
The discretization boundaries between the cells or elements should be sufficiently refined as
to have no influence on the results. If any vestige of the grid/mesh can be discerned in
the results, this indicates a potential problem with the accuracy. Thus, it is often useful to
overlay the grid/mesh onto contour plots of the field-variable results in order to distinguish
real physical phenomena from mesh-related artifacts. Once the grid/mesh resolution has
been established to be sufficient, and the results to be accurate, there is no need to plot the
grid/mesh. Indeed, a properly-refined grid/mesh will typically be too dense to see through,
and showing it will likely distract the reader from the display of information.
Similarly, grid information can also benefit the initial display of measurements. Measured
data in many engineering processes is now becoming dense enough to plot contour maps of
field variables. However, if the distance between measurements is still too large, important
phenomena may be missed, and the contours may not accurately represent the field variable
being measured. Additionally, it is important to be able to troubleshoot sensor systems and
identify anomalies in individual or groups of sensors. Showing the grid in the visualization
can help with these issues.
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Default settings for plots in many commercial packages, such as MATLAB [140], often
add grid spacing to the contour plots. In some cases this is desirable, such as shown in
Figure 7.1(a) versus Figure 7.1(b), where the grid discretization conveys the exact spatial
locations of the collected temperature data. Other scenarios where this might be useful are
when space is limited and showing the grid also conveys something about the finite element
mesh resolution, such as during a mesh refinement study. When attempting to turn off
the grid spacing in a program such as MATLAB, one should be wary of associated setting
changes, which also affect the data displayed, such as shading: this is a common situation
that often also turns on interpolation.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.1: Mold sub-surface temperature 3D contour plot using hot color map with (a) and
without (b) grid spacing conveying spatial information
For both model results and measurements, it is best to plot values at the points of greatest
accuracy (e.g. cell centers in finite-difference methods, integration points in finite-element
results, and actual points from measured data) and then to connect them with straight
lines. However, once a mesh is sufficiently refined that the contours, represented as line
segments, appear smooth, plotting at other locations, such as at nodes, is acceptable. Some
post processing software performs non-linear interpolation between the actual calculated
or measured points. This is often not appropriate, as it adds unintended artifacts to the
displayed results, especially when the interpolation method does not match the model or
data. While interpolation is usually intended to make smoother and more appealing visuals,
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this is actually a disservice because it obscures the real physical phenomena from mesh related
artifacts. Deviations that would indicate accuracy problems due to an insufficiently-refined
grid may be suppressed. Thus, using interpolation to suppress the “wiggles” is ill-advised
[141].
Moreover, minor glitches in the data sometimes become magnified by an inappropriate
interpolation method. For example, in order to achieve a continuous curve, a cubic spline
interpolation of data with a single outlying point may produce a kinked line that extends far
outside the range of all of the data points. The resulting new extreme peaks may mislead the
viewer to believe that some real physical behavior is responsible for a new trend that actually
does not exist. To avoid such problems, the safest interpolation method, if a continuous line
is desired, is to represent the real data points with symbols, and to connect them with
straight lines. This accurately conveys the information without misleading the reader. This
methodology is readily extended to visualize data in multiple dimensions, such as adding a
third spatial dimension or time.
7.5 Color Map Selection for Scalar Fields
Color map selection can be a surprisingly complex task which often requires balancing
a variety of conflicting goals such as user preference, standard convention, and practicality
[142, 143]. There are many color maps in existence today, and substantial discussions in the
literature with regard to efficacy [144]. What is generally agreed upon, is that some color
maps are better than others at conveying particular types of data, and if care is not taken,
it is easy to choose poorly [145]. Color map selection is often chosen with little thought,
taking the software default during post processing of data. While taking the default color
map might be an easy choice, it is often not the best for conveying the particular information
at hand. Stopping for a moment to consider other color-map options can be very beneficial.
For many applications that involve temperature, including steel continuous casting, one
of the most intuitive and useful color maps is blackbody radiation. This color map is derived
from the colors emitted due to black body radiation from a hot object at elevated temper-
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ature. The exact wavelengths of light observed in nature are adjusted to have a constant
increase in brightness throughout and to be perceptually uniform. Liquid (or the hottest
color of interest) is usually denoted as white, while the darkest solid is denoted as black.
The contrast allows for easy understanding of the temperature field, and its physical basis
makes it intuitive, because it matches human experience.
Rainbow color maps are popular, perhaps because of the misconception that the range
of colors is complete, enabling the widest possible range to convey the data. However,
research has repeatedly shown that the rainbow color map is rarely the optimal choice for
data display due to: its tendency to confuse natural perceptual ordering, its uncontrolled
luminance variation, and its regions with limited perceptual change, but significant change
in represented value [146]. Figure 7.2 shows the same 2D temperature data set shown in
Figure 7.1 using four different color maps, plotted with MATLAB [140]. While it is still
possible to discern [temperature] changes and trends in the rainbow (Figure 7.2(b)) and hsv
(Figure 7.2(c)) color maps, it is far less intuitive than the blackbody (Figure 7.2(a)) and
gray (Figure 7.2(d)) maps.
Continuously-changing color maps can be difficult to read accurately, because it is diffi-
cult for the human eye to distinguish between subtle changes in color. Instead, using discrete
bands, sometimes referred to as “color banding,” can provide distinct, thin boundaries be-
tween the colored regions, which correspond with specific values given in the legend. In
addition to enabling more accurate reading of the contour map, these lines may also have
physical significance. For example, each color in Figure 7.3 represents a different material
phase, so the contour lines represent phase-change interfaces.
Using discrete and obviously different colors to distinguish regions, certain times heavy
contrast is desired and makes choosing colors across the spectrum not only helpful, but often
preferred. Figure 7.3 shows phase fraction and temperature results from a 2D Lagrangian
solidification model of longitudinal depression formation; details of this model can be found




Figure 7.2: Two-dimensional contour plots of mold sub-surface temperature in various MAT-
LAB color maps: (a) hot (blackbody radiation), (b) jet (rainbow), (c) hsv (rainbow color
map in HSV space), and (d) gray (grayscale)
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ing. The two highest temperature regions both contain liquid and are given colors with
higher perceived temperatures (red and yellow). Red and yellow were chosen over orange
to accentuate the change in phase more clearly. The lower temperature, fully solid regions,
use cooler perceptual colors (green, teal, and blue), again chosen to be different enough to
provide contrast accentuating the different phases. The displacements are scaled 5x equally
in both X and Y in order to see the surface depression shape more clearly, while preserving
the aspect ratio of all of the layer thicknesses as well as the surface depression shape. Finally,
a thin vertical line shows the symmetry plane.
Figure 7.3: Longitudinal depression finite element solidification model 2D contour plot show-
ing temperature and phase fraction (deformation scaled 5x)
Commercial packages which feature results presentation, such as ABAQUS [147], ANSYS
Fluent [148], matplotlib [149], ParaView [150], MATLAB [140], and Tecplot [151] are excel-
lent tools when used properly. However they can produce confusing results as a consequence
of non-optimal post processing decisions, such as unfortunate choices for color maps and
plot colors. Each program is capable of applying good color maps, but taking the default is
rarely the best method for conveying results.
7.6 Thermal Integral Methodology
The extraction of knowledge contained in large data sets can be aided by enhancement
of features or new variables which best convey that information. This section presents a new
methodology to enhance the interpretation of continuous online measurement of dense mold
temperature data to aid operators in detecting impending formation of longitudinal defects.
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Ideally, in continuous processes, conditions should remain constant at essentially steady
state. In reality, changes are always occurring on many different length and time scales, and
the operation can be transient in many different ways. It is important to know when such
changes are normal, or when they are significant and worsening, requiring corrective action
by the operator. Thus, caster operations at all plants provide monitors to show the operator
many important process variables and their thresholds or limits, which are often portrayed as
lines across the top and bottom of the screen, to convey the windows of acceptable operation
to stay within.
Typical variables include casting speed, mold heat flux, steel composition aims, tundish
superheat, SEN submergence, spray water flow rates, surface pyrometer temperatures, and
level profile in the mold to convey fluctuations. These metrics (and differences between
the current value and the acceptable thresholds) are tracked during casting and examined
continuously in the operations pulpit.
Quality during continuous casting is greatly affected by heat transfer across the interfacial
gap between the copper mold walls and the steel strand, which governs initial solidification
of the steel shell and the formation of surface cracks and other defects[15, 95, 128]. Previous
work has shown that cracks correlate with high and/or variable heat flux in the mold,
especially near the meniscus region [117]. Thus, quality monitoring systems routinely include
the measured mold heat flux signal, based on heat up of the cooling water as it passes through
the mold [119, 152] as well as other methods [9, 119, 120].
Recently, it has become possible to obtain dense temperature measurements in the mold.
This is accomplished with Fiber Bragg Gratings, which can measure temperature at more
than 2000 locations within the mold using fibers embedded inside the copper plates [121,
153]. Though manufacturing and maintaining these specialized molds is complex, numerous
advantages over traditional thermocouples are seen. Particularly faster response time, and
smaller spacing between sensors, which enables the presentation, in real time, of transient
temperatures within the mold in higher resolution [122, 123]. The instrumented broadface
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copper mold used in this work is shown in Figure 7.4.
Figure 7.4: Broadface copper instrumented FBG mold
An example of an instantaneous temperature profile measured across the mold subsurface
is shown in Figure 7.5. The resolution of the data is indicated by the straight line segments
plotted between measured points, which are sufficiently dense to capture the real profile
behavior under most conditions. This figure also shows two horizontal lines, which represent
the typical average of temperatures measured for this steel grade at this casting speed at
this distance down the mold (full plot width line), and the local minimum (shorter line).
One purpose of displaying the evolving temperature map is to enable operators to spot
the formation of surface defects, such as longitudinal depressions and cracks, during slab
residence time in the mold. In addition to mechanical conditions, their formation is often
linked to thermal variations in the mold, usually reductions in heat transfer. Reduction in
heat transfer within the mold region leads to elevated temperatures on the surface of the
slab, and lower temperatures seen by the mold surface; this is particularly notable when these
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Figure 7.5: Measured local temperature profile and an example standard temperature profile
150 mm below top of mold from wide face centerline to slab edge
defects are present. These defects typically form close to the meniscus, and grow on the slab
as they move vertically down the mold at the casting speed [152]. This consistently vertical
motion suggests a physically-based methodology to improve understanding of the resultant
signals. Specifically of interest is the relative drop within the entire instrumented region
of the mold between the standard temperature profile and the instantaneous temperature
profile. The difference is then summed according to the residence time of the slab surface at
that location down the mold.
7.6.1 Mapping Mold Data to Slab Data
To translate, or map, the temperature readings, or data, from the mold to the slab mate-
rial there is a unique spatial and temporal mapping of mold temperature data, TMold(xMold, yMold, t),
to slab temperature, TSlab(xSlab, ySlab, t), according to the time, location, and casting speed
history. As shown in Figure 7.6, yMold, is the distance up the mold subsurface from the
reference location, yMold0, which is located at the bottom of the instrumented region where
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temperature data is measured; and ySlab is distance along the slab, opposite to the casting
direction, from ySlab0, which is a reference location fixed on the slab that aligns with the
bottom of the instrumented region at the reference starting time, (ySlab = yMold at t = t0).
For a given mold, the horizontal locations on the slab and mold, measured from a fixed
horizontal reference such as the mold centerline, are identical (xSlab = xMold).
Figure 7.6: Nomenclature for mold and slab geometry reference configuration used in Integral
Defect methodology (shown at t0)
At any given time, t, the vertical location of any specific point of interest down the slab
surface, ySlab, is related to the point in the mold it is currently adjacent to, yMold, according
to eq. (7.1).





where the last term in this equation is the vertical distance traveled downward by the slab
location since the reference starting time at t0, and Vc, is the casting speed, which also may
vary with time. For a constant casting speed eq. (7.1) simplifies to eq. (7.2).
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ySlab(t) = yMold + Vc ∗ (t− t0) (7.2)
Mapping mold temperature to slab temperature, according to eq. (7.1) gives eq. (7.3).






The following criterion helps to identify cracks and other defects associated with longitu-
dinal depressions by indicating regions on the strand surface that have experienced multiple,
or prolonged, periods of temperature drops relative to the standard profile. The drop in
the current temperature at any given measured point in the mold subsurface, relative to the
standard temperature at that location is given by eq. (7.4).
∆T (t) = min(0, TMold(xMold, yMold, t)− TStandard(xMold, yMold) + a) (7.4)
where TStandard is a 2D array of standard temperatures at the instrumented points of the
mold, calculated previously by averaging data when no defects occurred, according to the
given steel grade and casting conditions. The constant, a, is a threshold value that could be
used to filter random variations in T (currently set to 0). This particular example criterion
ignores temperature increases, because they are not believed to help heal any of the longitudi-
nal defects discussed in this work. In a more general sense, particularly in implementation of
this method in a different process, physical property increases are a valid criterion. Inserting
eq. (7.3) into eq. (7.4) gives eq. (7.5).









While a location of interest on the slab surface, ySlab, is within the instrumented region of the
mold, tEnter < t < tExit, the criterion, TIDrop, also called the "integrated physical property
deviation", evolves with time by integrating the history of the temperature drop at that
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moving location as given by eq. (7.6).




where tEnter is the time when the location, ySlab, enters the instrumented mold region, ySlab =
yMoldtop. This time is typically known from recorded data for the slab, heat, and time, and
can also be calculated using the reference time, t0, the length of the instrumented region,
yMoldTop − y −Mold0, and the casting speed history with eq. (7.7).





For a constant casting (or relative material movement) speed, this simplifies to eq. (7.8).




Once the location of interest, ySlab, passes out of the instrumented region, ySlab >= yMold0,
at time, t >= tExit, TIDropF (xSlab, ySlab, t) is no longer time dependent and has reached its
final constant value, TIDropF (xSlab, ySlab). This is found by setting t = tExit in eq. (7.6),
where tExit is the time when the location of interest reaches the last instrumented point in
the mold, as in eq. (7.9).





For a constant casting speed, and knowing tEnter, from eq. (7.7), eq. (7.9) simplifies to
eq. (7.10).




7.7 Implementation and Interpretation
The equations given in the previous section are well-suited for computational implemen-
tation. For an arbitrary casting speed history, eqs. (7.7) and (7.9) each require solving a
definite integral for the upper integration limit. This is readily accomplished with an incre-
mental time-marching procedure. Similarly, eq. (7.6) can be represented as a summation as
in eq. (7.11).
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After substitution with eq. (7.5), eq. (7.11) gives eq. (7.12).















The definite integrals contained within eq. (7.12) can again be solved incrementally. As
eq. (7.11) is evaluated for a location of interest, ySlab, at increasing time, t, (using constant
time steps of 1 s in this work) the value of TIDrop at each point on the slab surface, starting
at zero, evolves with time while moving through the instrumented region, and retains its
final value upon exiting that region, TIDropF [128].
According to this criterion, only temperature drops contribute to the integral, as tem-
perature increases are believed not to cancel out previous temperature drops [116, 128]. A
low heat flux, followed by a return to “standard” heat flux at a given location on the slab
surface, is better than staying below the standard for a prolonged period, which is reflected
in a lower value of TIDropF ; however, actually increasing above the standard profile is not
likely to compensate for prior decreases. On the contrary, such increases might further ex-
acerbate defect formation, as previous work has correlated mold temperature fluctuations
with increasing incidence of transverse [152] and longitudinal [154] crack and depression ap-
pearance. Prior to the defect criterion in this current work, strand movement has not been
taken into account, only specific locations in the mold were considered in previous work.
Large values of TIDropF indicate regions of the slab surface which have experienced a mold
temperature history that is cooler than standard conditions. This indicates lower heat flux
across the interfacial gap and a hotter shell temperature. While low heat flux can occur due
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to local mold slag variations, it is often due to surface depressions, sometimes including an air
layer within the interfacial gap between the shell and mold. These low heat flux depression
regions see higher slab surface temperature and often lead to cracks. These regions can
be tracked, subjected to extra inspection, and perhaps downgraded. This methodology
and criterion can be applied to systems with arbitrary spacing of the measurement points,
provided there is enough spatial resolution to achieve reasonable accuracy.
The result of eq. (7.12), TIDropF , is a 2D array of values representing the accumulated
temperature drop of each location on the slab surface as it passes through the instrumented
mold region. When plotted properly, as in Figure 7.7(d), this contour map indicates regions
on the strand surface that have experienced multiple, or prolonged, periods of temperature
drops relative to the standard profile.
7.8 Results
An example of an instantaneous snapshot of all of the measured data recorded on the
inner radius wide face of the mold, using a continuous, blackbody, temperature map is
shown in Figure 7.7(a). This temperature map provides a more direct local indication of
heat transfer across the interfacial gap than a simple line plot at a given depth. However,
the 2D contour plot creates a new problem. The real-time information needed to evaluate
the behavior is evolving in both time and space and can no longer be easily displayed as
being simply above or below a single signal. The operator is now challenged to perceive
any important differences between the current values, and threshold limits without guides
(upper and lower bounds).
To resolve this problem, the current work proposes a direct portrayal of the differences
between the current and standard conditions, magnified to facilitate the visualization of
defect formation. Seeing these differences is difficult for several reasons. In display of the
current signal, it is tempting to filter out the noise (small fluctuations in temperature), to
make real “large” variations easier to perceive. However, some of the small changes contribute
valuable information. The second challenge is to find a reasonable set of standard conditions,
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as displaying a range is no longer an option. Finally, augmenting the difference between
current and standard conditions requires knowing which differences are real, based on the
reason that they are being displayed.
Figure 7.7 shows a recommended console display setup for forensic analysis of a longitu-
dinal defect after casting. The defect is shown along with the new defect indicator applied on
half of the continuously cast slab. Figure 7.7(a-c) share a common y-axis spanning the 345
mm instrumented region within the mold, while this same region is represented between the
thick horizontal lines in Figure 7.7(d). Figure 7.7(a) shows the instantaneous contour map
in the instrumented region collected by the sensors at the current time, using the blackbody
color map without interpolation. It is important that this contour map use strictly linear
interpolation; other interpolation methods, such as cubic splines, risk creating artificial over-
and under-shoots of the data. These extrema may accidentally wash out issues with sensors
or other problems and distract from the more subtle changes, which are the real temperature
deviations.
Figure 7.8 to Figure 7.11 show a sequence of four frames from the video of Figure 7.7 with
increasing time. The sequence shows four different times and readings as the slab material,
and a location on the slab material, pass through an instrumented region of a mold.
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Figure 7.7: Contours indicating defects mapped over half of slab from wide face centerline to narrow face: (a) Instantaneous mold
temperature, (b) Final slab surface appearance, (c) Instantaneous difference from standard temperature (d) Defect criterion
based on integrated temperature drop, TIdropF .
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Figure 7.7(b) shows a plan view photograph (adjusted to remove perspective) of the
final surface appearance of the region of the cast slab corresponding to the temperatures in
Figure 7.7(a) at the time it matched the instrumented region in the mold. The translucent
gray rectangle at the top indicates that portion of the image which was above the meniscus
level at that time. While this image requires careful reconstruction, seeing how the measured
temperatures line up with eventual surface quality problems is a helpful means of using this
methodology to elucidate how defects form. Once this has been accomplished, and the results
map in Figure 7.7(c) has been determined to properly indicate defects for a given set of
operating conditions, according to downstream product evaluations, then a real-time version
of this display in the mold can be created, without Figure 7.7(b). This would enable operators
to make decisions in real time to correct evolving surface defects apparent in the results map.
Additionally, instead of eliminating Figure 7.7(b) in the display window, including a surface
reconstruction scan taken by an inspection device located somewhere closer to exit of the
mold could be included to allow confirmation of surface problems predicted by the model.
Figure 7.7(c) shows a linearly interpolated contour plot of the instantaneous deviations
between the standard and current temperatures for each location in the array. Values on
this plot always have a negative or zero value, as discussed previously. Zero indicates that
temperature history experienced at that location was within the specified threshold of the
standard temperature profile. Increasingly negative values indicate larger temperature drops
This frame is presented to contrast with the others, and is not meant to be included in the
display on the operator’s control room
Figure 7.7(d) shows an example of the output results from this methodology, obtained
by accumulating the results in Figure 7.7(c) for 11 s (245 mm past the bottom of the
instrumented region), according to the new defect criterion function in eq. (7.6). The time
period spent within the instrumented region of the mold is represented by the space between
the thick black horizontal lines labeled top and bottom of instrumentation. Once a surface
location passes out of the instrumented region, the contours are fixed, and the calculation
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for that surface point is completed; in the video this can be seen by the data in Figure 7.7(d)
compressing in the vertical (casting) direction. Values in this contour plot also take on a
negative or zero value, where increasingly negative numbers indicate higher likelihood of
surface quality problems. The longitudinal depression (dark spot) seen at the bottom left of
Figure 7.7(b) is clearly visualized in Figure 7.7(d), while it is hardly noticeable in the raw
temperature data in Figure 7.7(a). A video of Figure 7.7 can be found in the supplemental
files.
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Figure 7.8: Integral Defect Methodology Heads-up Display Frame 1
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Figure 7.9: Integral Defect Methodology Heads-up Display Frame 2
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Figure 7.10: Integral Defect Methodology Heads-up Display Frame 3
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Figure 7.11: Integral Defect Methodology Heads-up Display Frame 4
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7.9 Discussion
As described before, the top right image in Figure 7.7 is taken after the defect and slab
has exited the machine and cooled down, and thus is not likely possible in real-time. For
online operation in real time, a streaming image taken with laser or optical scanners (either
of the slab surface shape exiting the caster, or of the rolled coil) might be matched with the
corresponding mold temperature images taken previously and offset, and be used to evaluate
quality and dispositioning (shipping or downgrading) of the steel product. The new images
showing the integrated temperature drops could be helpful in the determination of slab or
coil downgrading. Time offsetting the view of these results allows for including the time
history of travel for the slab through secondary cooling and a tunnel furnace (in the case of
an integrated thin slab casting operation).
This new method tracks and amplifies small temperature changes, so the standard profiles
are very sensitive to casting conditions: grade being cast, casting speed, superheat, mold
powder, mold geometry, and flow conditions, which vary from caster to caster. In addition to
careful tracking and updating of the averages which represent standard conditions, natural
variations not related to defect formation may need to be filtered, which would require
adjusting the threshold temperature drop, a.
High thermal gradients near the meniscus region and near the slab corners make these
areas very sensitive to minor temperature variations. Although level fluctuations may con-
tribute to surface quality problems, their effects cause large TIDrop values across the top of
the mold. Similarly, the cooler corners cause large TIDrop values down the region adjacent to
the narrow face edges, especially when automated width changes and sensor spacing issues
make the exact location of the corner difficult to determine. For these reasons, it may be
necessary to truncate the top and side portions of the instrumented region, only using data
below the meniscus at yEnter, and away from the narrow faces.
Depending on the depth and response time of the temperature measurements, further
tuning may be needed to implement this methodology into a given steel plant. The new
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field variable, TIDropF , requires sufficiently high density thermal data collection in the mold
to capture the thermal signature of the strand surface defects. This method will work for
any type of temperature measurement (thermocouple, laser, fiber, etc.) with the limitation
being that fewer sensor locations will reduce the accuracy and prediction ability of the
method to some degree. A set of only a few rows of breakout detection thermocouples in the
casting direction does not provide enough information/history for each discrete slab location
to produce accurate, useful results. While the method will still work with molds that are
instrumented only for breakout detection, it is substantially limited by the lack of sensor data
(i.e. the typical operation with only two rows of thermocouples provides only two points
vertically).
Each additional sensor in the vertical direction (direction of travel) allows for another
data point in the summation calculation, increasing the amplification and reliability of the
integrated temperature deviation measurements. Additionally, this method is not actually
measuring the temperature of the strand directly; it is an indirect quality measure from
the mold temperatures corresponding to the strand temperatures. As such, this method
functions irrespective of the depth of thermocouples as long as they are consistently set.
Inconsistencies in the placement depth and subsequent changes in measurement can have
unintended negative consequences on the previously established standard profile.
7.10 Implementation Procedure For an Operating Caster
For a given caster, initial setup of the system will require interfacing with the existing
caster data collection system. Subsequent additions for other grades and caster practices
should be an easy addition.
7.10.1 Calibration Conditions and Data
This method requires only a few pieces of information about the cast, but each piece
is critical. Time-stamped temperature data is required for every available sensor in the
mold. Casting speed data with time, heat, and slab signatures are needed to match the data
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accurately with the output slab quality. Inaccuracies of a few millimeters are acceptable,
but more than a few hundred can be problematic, as it is necessary to map the time and
temperature history down to a specific location on each slab in a heat. For the initial
calibration, the spatial accuracy is extremely important, but once the system is set up for
a given grade it then depends on the desired level of system accuracy (i.e. this slab only
has a small defective region in a specific location vs somewhere on a given slab is defective
and thus the whole slab needs to be examined) and the system calibration may not be as
important.
Any steel grade may be selected for implementing this methodology. However, it is ad-
vantageous to choose a steel grade that is common in the caster product mix and occasionally
problematic. Commonality is important in making sure that enough data can be collected
to establish a steady-state period of quality production to generate a good standard profile
for the system. It will also be necessary to visually inspect a few slabs from the heats used
to calibrate, both of good quality and bad quality (they do not need to be the same heat,
but casting conditions should be as close as possible).
7.10.2 Procedure
7.10.2.1 Collect and Analyze Data from a Good Quality Cast
The methodology requires enough high quality slabs at a given set of casting conditions
to establish what the standard profile should be for those conditions.
7.10.2.2 Generate a Standard Profile
The standard profile is one of the most critical parts of this system and is unique to every
caster, mold, and sensor configuration. Taking the time average of each individual sensor to
build the profile may be enough, or even taking the time average of one very stable column of
sensors and establishing that for the entire circumference. For example, an asymmetric flow
pattern may cause one side of the mold to have a slightly higher meniscus location and offset
the vertical temperature profile non-uniformly across the width. Furthermore, unstable roll
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pattern changes will likely add in a time transient history to the standard profile. While it
is possible to configure the standard profile to have a time history, the unpredictable aspect
of the roll pattern would likely make this inadvisable.
7.10.2.3 Collect and Analyze Data from a Bad Quality Cast
Once a good-quality data set has been established, it is necessary to generate a bad quality
data set for particular types of quality problems. Both casts need to be at approximately
the same casting speed. (i.e. avoid startups or slow downs for the calibration steps). It is
especially important that the surface quality of the slabs be tracked for this step, images of
the actually cast surface quality are the best option.
7.10.2.4 Confirm the Standard Profile and Calibrate Thresholds
Run the system setup for the previously generated standard profile (from the good cast-
ing condition) for the known bad casting condition. A successful run of this cast through
the system should indicate areas on the slab that are defective (cracked or depressed) and
correspond to the general areas found to have defects during the inspection. Calibration of
the defect criterion threshold is based around trying to eliminate false positives (indications
of a defect when there is none), narrow the system spatial accuracy for the observed defect
locations, without eliminating too many areas with minor defects (i.e. the threshold cannot
be so high as to neglect many serious cracks and/or depressions).
7.10.2.5 Run a Blind Calibration Test
The final step of implementing the procedure for a new grade and casting condition is
a controlled blind test. The best method might be to have a second operator select a heat
with some known issues and do a slab inspection2. It is important to test both the positive
and negative outcomes of the procedure. Ideally, 2-5 slabs will be selected for analysis with
an undisclosed amount of defects on at least half of the slabs. It is necessary to either save
2Note that the purpose of the blind study is to help prevent any bias, but this step can easily be conducted
by a single person.
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the slabs for inspection later (this may not be feasible) or to take detailed and dimensioned
images of the slab surfaces for later comparison to the model output. At this stage it is
critical that carefully dimensioned images of the slabs be taken, and areas with significant
defects be noted. At the same time that the slab analysis is being conducted, the model
should be run over the data set from the heat in question. If the the operator using model
is successfully able to identify a majority of the severe defects then it should be considered
calibrated. With enough good data sets, it may also be possible to apply machine learning
to recognize when a given set of image sequences indicates a real defect in the product.
7.10.3 Display Setup Notes
The specific implementation of this system on a given caster has a lot of options in terms
of how display will be used in the operations pulpit. Detailed here is an example of one
setup that the author thinks would be useful. The primary Heads Up Display (HUD) for
this method was previously shown in Figure 7.7 and described above. The primary system
is concerned with the current conditions within the mold and can be handled by the main
caster operator. This is the system that should be associated with any methods attached
to breakout detection of longitudinal bleeder breakouts. However, it may also be helpful to
have a secondary HUD for surface conditions and inspection located further downstream.
For example, placing a surface profiling tool just before the coiler or scanning the slab as
it enters the first set of rolls after the tunnel furnace. Profiling or scanning tools located
further downstream (i.e. at the coiler) would follow the same procedure, but with a larger
time offset to the screen readout similar to Figure 7.12.
A useful scenario example for this could be envisioned for a thin slab caster operation with
a funnel mold.The procedure for a given steel grade may say that if observations are made
that long cracks are starting to appear, the mold taper should be reduced. However, long
defects in a funnel mold are especially difficult to discern in terms of over or under taper
(partially due to the shape of the funnel mold). Specifically, defects will appear in both
under and over taper conditions as a result of varying locations around the circumference of
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separation from the mold inner or outer funnel curvature, and the margin between may be
small. Correlating the location of long defects on the broad face surface in terms of location
can be difficult (i.e. subjective definitions for off-corner, middle, etc.). Observations of
defects appearing on the secondary offset display likely correlate to mold behavior during
the casting, as such, having a display showing the current scan image/profile along with the
properly time-offset display from the mold conditions when it was cast would be beneficial.
This type of view can aid in decision making to try and eliminate the defects. One option
that could be useful for properly identifying which region of the funnel mold is producing
defects, is the use of an overlay. The overlay of lines could be on a display in the pulpit, or
a laser could be projected onto the steel surface directly indicating where the current inner
and outer radii of the mold are. This is especially useful in determining if a taper increase
or decrease is more beneficial.
Figure 7.12: Downstream use of the TIDropF methodology
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7.11 Applications Beyond Continuous Casting
One of the more important aspects of this methodology is that it can apply to a wide
range of applications. The methodology, in part, can be described as translating between
and eulerian and langrangian reference frame in the continuous casting process. Specifically,
mapping the eulerian mold time temperature history to the langrangian slab time tempera-
ture and location history. Continuous casting of steel is the original developed purpose, but
even more generally it is the material passing through the instrumented mold. Taking that
a further step back, this method is applicable for a material passing a second material where
sensors can detect measurable physical properties. The measured properties vary but could
include: position, capacitance, color, electrical conductivity or impedance, luminescence,
opacity, permeability, pressure, refractive index, specific heat, temperature, etc.
As such, this method can be used for detecting defects in any manufacturing process
which includes a material moving past an equipment structure in which at least two sensors
are oriented in the direction of material movement. The sensor readings of the local physical
property can be used, either directly or indirectly. For example, It is not necessary to measure
the temperature of the actual slab material of interest as long as the indirectly measured
values from the mold are representative of the material behavior of interest. As long as these
conditions are met, the material or process in question is irrelevant and the method can still
be applied.
7.12 Conclusions
Post processing and visualization of results is a crucial aspect of computational modeling
and analysis of sensor data. If done correctly, substantial amounts of information can be
condensed into a few simple images or videos to convey the important insights into the
process. In this work, some recommendations are made for color maps, viewing orientations,
and other aspects of visualization of 2D and 3D results relevant to materials processing,
including scalar field variables such as temperature, vectors such as velocity, and tensors
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such as stress. In most cases, a default rainbow color map is not as intuitive as data-specific
color map, such as blackbody radiation for temperature and diverging Red-Blue for stress.
Finally, a new methodology is introduced to visualize defect formation from high density
temperature data recorded in a continuous casting mold. The likelihood of surface quality
problems can be predicted based on an integrated temperature drop relative to a standardized
temperature profile, TIDrop. When calibrated properly, this method can enable real-time
monitoring of surface quality issues inside the mold during the commercial continuous casting
process.
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Continuously casting is a corner stone of steel production around the world. The large
production scale and industry size mean that even small improvements, in efficiency or qual-
ity, to this mature process can have tremendous economic impacts. Longitudinal cracks
and depressions are a very important class of defects in continuously-cast products, and
also cause breakouts which are not usually detectable by existing conventional breakout-
detection systems. This work has investigated the formation of longitudinal depressions,
with and without cracks, using a thermal-mechanical model of steel solidification, and re-
lated specific formation mechanisms with the different shapes of the depressions. Several
samples of longitudinal defects from commercial slabs have been presented as qualitative
and quantitative validation of some of the model predictions. A detailed case study was
performed using high resolution temperature measurements from a continuous casting mold
along with a corresponding defect. With this detailed information and the previously devel-
oped modeling framework, a visualization and prediction method was created. This novel
visualization method allows for the connection between solidification temperature measure-
ments and longitudinal defects for the first time. Furthermore, this methodology has been
extended to create an exciting method which allows for online real-time longitudinal defect
formation prediction in a functioning continuous caster.
8.1 Research Objectives
This work has focused on gaining a fundamental understanding of how different types
of depressions form and develop into their particular appearance. To accomplish this, six
specific research questions were laid out to address this broad research objective:
1. What conditions are necessary to initiate a depression?
2. What are the steps in depression formation?
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3. How do depression shapes vary if caused by tension vs compression?
4. How does a crack change the surface shape of a defect?
5. Can the shape of a longitudinal defect indicate a formation mechanism?
6. Can a methodology be developed to predict the likelihood of a defect?
From the results of this work, answers to these questions can be offered.
8.2 Longitudinal Defect Formation Mechanisms
As described previously, a series of models were developed to explore defect mechanisms.
Longitudinal depressions in continuous casting can occur in both compression and tension
conditions. Tension, such as caused by excessive transverse friction in the mold, can result
in partial necking of the shell, leading to the most common type of observed depression -
a U-shape. In certain conditions, thinning of the shell is severe enough to further allow
the ferrostatic pressure to partially bend the depression and create a W-shape depression.
Compression condition depressions are more subtle and much less noticeable when they
do occur, and may result in a partial buckling of the shell, also leading to a W-shape
depression. Depressions with narrow surface cracks tend to be more V-shaped and are
substantially deeper than their non-cracked counterparts, having lower width/depth aspect
ratios. Sometimes, however, surface cracks widen to absorb the strain, resulting in higher
aspect ratio depressions, or even an otherwise flat surface. Finally, depressions without
surface cracks tend to have higher width/depth aspect ratios, and sometimes have sub-
surface hot tears present, which relieve some of the tension on the solidification front and
result in sub-surface macro-segregation streaks. Such sub-surface cracks sometimes may
penetrate to the surface, propagating along prior-austenite grain boundaries, and resulting
in complex-shaped surface crack openings. Based on these findings, a series of longitudinal
defect formation mechanisms were examined and matched with industrial samples.
Shown in Figure 8.1 are 11 different industrial samples of continuously cast longitudinal
depression based defects. From the results presented in this work each of these defects can
be characterized by a specific formation mechanism within the continuous casting mold.
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Figure 8.1: Examples of 11 different longitudinal depression based defects (referenced previously) with specific formation
mechanisms within the continuous casting mold
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Figure 8.1a is an example of a longitudinal surface crack with curved corners and no
depression. Sometimes, surface cracks appear with negligible surface depressions. This
defect likely starts the same way as the U-shape necking depression. Early during this
process, however, local embrittlement and tensile stress concentration initiates a crack at
the surface of the slab, very likely at the center of the initiating depression where the shell
is the hottest and weakest and strain is highest. After initiation of the crack, some of the
tension that originally would have gone into further necking of the shell and deepening of the
depression, instead goes into opening of the crack. As the crack corners are now separated
at the surface, the shell on both sides continues to try to shrink. With a new free surface
and lack of constraint, this shrinkage of the shell on both sides of the crack pulls the corner
outwards, and the corners rotate slightly, protruding slightly outward, relative to the far-field.
Figure 8.1b is an example of a longitudinal depression with an opened sub-surface crack
with pointed corners. In contrast to Figure 8.1a, this defect starts as a U-shape necking
depression. Then a crack initiates, likely sub-surface rather than a surface crack. This crack
propagates towards the strand surface (likely along the prior austenite grain boundaries),
owing to increased tension across the entire crack and intermediate temperature embrittle-
ment of the thin ligament of shell between the crack and the surface. As this ligament thins,
tensile stress concentrates, localizes and necks, and eventually fails, thus enabling the crack
to propagate all the way to the surface. That strain concentration and necking deforms the
corners to point inwards towards each other, or even back along the propagation path (away
from the surface).
Figure 8.1c is an example of a W-shape necking type depression with surface crack. This
is believed to have evolved from a U-shape depression as a result of significant shell thinning
and the action of ferrostatic pressure pushing down on the thinnest shell in the middle of
the depression. The associated bending while being pushed back towards the mold initiates
tension at the surface, which opens up a surface crack at the defect center.
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Figure 8.1d is an example of a U-shape buckling type off-corner depression, likely due to
under-taper of the mold narrow faces. The formation mechanism of these depression defects
involves two stages. Firstly, a thermal disruption at the meniscus often leads to lower heat
transfer and a thin spot on the shell in the off-corner region. Insufficient taper then allows
the narrow-face shell to bulge outwards from the ferrostatic pressure. This bulging of the
narrow face leads to rotation of the corners, pivoting around the weak thin region of the
shell, and then pulling the off-corner region of the wide face shell surface inwards, growing
into a gradual, (shallow) U-shaped depression that persists in the final slab, where it is often
referred to as “gutter”.
Figure 8.1e is an example of a U-shape necking type depression without surface cracks.
In this mechanism, a local thermal disruption causes a reduction in heat transfer and shell
thinning, uniform heat transfer at the far field away from the depression proceeds, and this
colder stronger shell shrinks against friction from the mold and applies tension. Localization
of the tension occurs at the weakest part of the shell, the thin depression center, leading
to necking and separation from the mold surface. Separation from the mold surface leads
to a further decrease in the heat transfer in this region and continued necking. Tensile
strain is concentrated in the necked region, and bending causes a slightly higher strain at
the solidification front, which makes this type of defect prone to sub-surface hot tearing and
macro-segregation, which causes the observed subsurface crack.
Figure 8.1f is likely an example of a W-shape depression due to overtaper and buckling.
This W-shape buckling style depression is common in thin slab casters, especially those with
funnel molds, due to the complex geometries, and changes in circumference down the funnel
portion of the mold, which are susceptible to inadequate taper design. Overtapering of a
funnel mold can cause the shell to separate away from the mold, especially at the inner curve
(shoulder) location. These depression defects can be avoided by proper taper design based
on the specific grade being cast and the funnel geometry of the given caster. This mechanism
was the direct cause of a breakout in the sample shown.
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Figure 8.1g is an example of a U-shape grooves from solidification against a slag fin-
ger/rivulet. In the mechanism for this defect, a small amount of slag becomes caught in the
scratch, solidifies, and protrudes past the surface of the copper, creating an uneven surface
for solidification to occur in addition to a local reduction in heat flux due to the thicker flux
layer (i.e. thermal disruption). This causes the local shape of the shell that solidifies around
it at the meniscus to match the finger shape, thereby directly creating an impression/de-
pression on the strand surface (mechanical effect). Then the far-field shrinkage of the strand
applies tension onto this very-low aspect ratio (∼1:1) depression created by the slag rivulet,
which generates surface cracks at the depression root. This defect can be recognized by its
being very straight, with a specific shape depression due to the slag rivulet.
Figure 8.1h is an example of a U-shape buckling type off-corner depression due to over-
taper. In the mechanism for this defect, excessive taper of the narrow face molds forces
the narrow face shell inwards and compresses the broadface shell. As the narrow face moves
inwards, the corner behavior can change the force application direction enough to help buckle
the broadface shell at the off corner region. Off-corner depressions caused by this mechanism
are likely to be deeper and more severe, with lower aspect ratios. This mechanism was the
direct cause of a longitudinal bleed, followed by a breakout in the sample slab shown.
Figure 8.1i is an example of a V-shape necking type depression due to a mold scratch.
During casting or maintenance, mechanical equipment can scratch, gouge, or scrape the
surface of the copper mold. These surface aberrations are especially problematic very close
to the meniscus. Such a mold scratch creates a mechanical disruption in the mold surface
which can significantly lower heat transfer locally. The local disruption to heat transfer thins
the shell and allows for localization of far field tension from shrinkage. This defect manifests
as a very straight, continuous, sharp (very low aspect ratio) V-shaped depression on the slab
surface. This is in contrast to the slag rivulet which leaves an imprint in the shell, and is
located at one static location across the strand perimeter.
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Figure 8.1j is an example of a U-shape necking type depression with surface cracks. In the
mechanism for this defect, during casting the broadface inner radius experienced high friction
and potential sticking at the corner, due to excessive turbulent fluid flow, which also caused
a thermal disruption at the meniscus. This is believed to have led to the initiation of a crack
while the shell was still very thin. As the shell continued to solidify, the outer radius continued
to shrink, while the inner radius shrinkage instead concentrated into extending the opening
width of the surface cracks. As the inner radius was not shrinking, the continued shrinkage
of the outer radius led to corner rotation. This generated tension near the solidification front
towards the outer radius of the narrow face shell, causing hot tears and macro segregation
streaks at that location. This mechanism was the direct cause of a breakout in the sample
shown. This defect is characterized by its very shallow depression, and very wide surface
cracks.
Figure 8.1k is an example of a W-shape buckling type depression due to excessive com-
pression (over-taper). This depression is a result of compression and buckling on the broad-
face due to excessive narrow-face taper which exceeded the shrinkage profile of the steel. A
local disruption in heat transfer may initiate a weaker spot in the shell, and if the compres-
sion is high enough, the inward bending may cause enough strain at the solidification front
to cause subsurface cracks. In addition to its W-shape, this defect can be recognized by the
wandering of the depression from side to side, as it progresses down the length of the slab.
8.3 Research Questions Answered
1. What conditions are necessary to initiate a depression?
Depressions are largely related to thermal disruption and non-uniformity of heat transfer
in the mold. The minimum size of the thermal disruption needed to generate a depression
depends entirely on casting conditions. Results from this work give some insight into why
wider casters are often found to have more longitudinal defects, it is also likely that the
minimum size thermal disruption needed for a depression in a wider caster is smaller than a
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narrower caster, due to the imposed friction from the larger broadfaces. While it is possible
for a depression to initiate as a result of a mechanical disruption (i.e. mold scratch/gouge,
surface imperfection) the relevant aspect of this situation is that the mechanical disruption
causes a thermal disruption which inevitably leads to the depression. It is generally necessary
for the rest of the slab to shrink and apply tension to a localized area in order to neck the
depression appropriately. A second possibility is uniform heat transfer and the initiation of
a crack. The appearance of a crack in an otherwise uniformly thick shell allows the shell
surface (at the crack corner) to start rotating and separate from the mold. This separation
then leads to heat transfer reduction similar to the previously described case.
2. What are the steps in depression formation?
The steps in depression formation vary slightly depending on the specific type as described
in the previous section. However, in most cases, the formation of a depression (without an
initial crack) first requires a disruption to the uniform heat transfer around the circumference
of the mold at or very near to the meniscus. If that disruption takes the form of a crack,
then an initial thermal disruption is not necessary; a drop in heat transfer and corresponding
depression will often develop as a result of the crack rotating away from the surface of the
mold, creating an air gap.
3. How do depression shapes vary if caused by tension versus compression?
The most common type of depression is the U-shape depression, which tends to form in
tension. A less common style of depression is the W-shape depression, which predominantly
occurs in compression. However, if significant enough shell thinning occurs in the tension
scenario, it is possible that a W shape depression will form. In general, compression related
longitudinal defects are shallower (ie. higher in width/depth aspect ratio) than tension based
necking type defect. However, it does seem that sometimes, off corner buckling depressions
can be rather severe, with low aspect ratios, and very severe subsurface cracks.
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4. How does a crack change the appearance of a depression defect?
The presence of a surface crack at the base of a depression causes the depression to become
significantly deeper, with a lower width/depth aspect ratio, than a non cracked depression,
also transforming it from a U-shape to a V-shape. This is largely due to the crack enabling
independent rotation of the two parts of the shell as the crack propagates through the hot
material. This is somewhat contrary to some prior thought; the presence of a deep depression
does not necessarily mean that it has a higher propensity for a deep crack. What is more
likely is that the crack itself helped make that depression deeper. In the case that reheating
at the base of a depression may also bring the defect back to a low ductility temperature
potentially allowing for a crack to initiate, the crack would then deepen the depression.
Furthermore, if the crack opening is significant (likely a bleeder type crack), it is quite likely
that a breakout was narrowly avoided and that the cracked side broadface width will be
larger than an uncracked side. On the other hand, if a significant crack initiates early in the
depression formation process or after a significant shell is built up, any applied tension that
would have deepened the depression, goes into opening of the crack instead of necking.
5. Can the final observed shape of a longitudinal defect indicate its formation mechanism?
Differentiating between different longitudinal defects after they have formed is generally
quite difficult due to the influencing factors and the number of steps between formation and
analysis. However, using the tools developed in this work, significant progress has been made
towards the identification of formation mechanisms, as described in the previous section. In
addition to the appearance of the defect itself, some additional information can be helpful
in defect analysis. For example: the condition of the copper molds (i.e. premature wear at
certain points), narrow face thermocouples indicating whether the strand was or was not in
contact at certain locations down the mold, casting speed and taper adjustment histories.
Each extra piece of information that can be associated with a given defect can help in
post-mortem analysis.
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6. Can a methodology be developed to detect the formation of a longitudinal defect during
the process?
In the most general sense, a longitudinal depression will appear to the mold as a cold spot
due to reduced heat transfer across the gap. Using high spatial and temporal resolution
sensors within the casting mold allows for extensive new insight into the process and po-
tentially observe these local temperatures fluctuations with better accuracy. By using these
measurements, amplified by the methodology developed in this work, it should be possible
to visualize the formation of a longitudinal defect in real time, and to take corrective ac-
tion. Furthermore, for the first time this method makes it possible to predict longitudinal
based bleeder breakout behaviors which would be a substantial addition to existing breakout
prevention systems that currently focus on mainly transverse-based methodologies to detect
sticker breakouts.
8.4 Final Thoughts
As described in this work it is clear that discerning the presence of a defect on the
surface of the strand is possible, and the appearances of defects can be matched to formation
mechanisms. Some additional conclusions can also be made from this work:
• On crack sensitive grades, visible depressions warrant closer examination if it is for crit-
ical applications as sub-surface cracks and macro-segregation streaks may be present.
• If pronounced oscillation marks are visible on only a limited portion of a slab, it is
likely that this region contains a depression
• Slabs identified to have significant shape problems should be inspected for the presence
of cracks
• Cracks cause pre-existing depressions to deepen, not from continued necking, but from
rotation and shrinkage
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• If cracking with bleeds are found, this is likely indicative of a near breakout
• Reheating at the base of depressions may be enough to bring the steel locally back into
a brittle temperature region depending on the steel grade. Grade/grade family specific
spray practices that put the strand surface too close to a ductility trough run the risk
of generating cracks if heat transfer disruptions are significant
• As FBG molds become more common, much more extensive and detailed data will
become available making it easier to narrow down more specific defect signatures
• While the formation mechanisms are likely very similar, substantial changes in solidi-
fication path (i.e. AHSS, peritectic steel grades) will influence defect behavior
With the significant pressure on casting operations to increase efficiency, throughput, and
product quality all at the same time, defect analysis can seem painstaking and not always
practical. However, improvements across the board can be seen if better understanding of
the defects specific to a given caster can be identified and examined. As discussed, highly
instrumented molds, such as FBG, are gaining popularity in recent years. As they become
more common, a tremendous amount of more extensive and detailed data will be generated
than has ever been accessible before. Processing the new data through the lens of this work
and the new defect prediction methodology, along with quality reports, line inspections,
and defect analysis, will allow for extracting more detailed signatures of specific defects at
the plant. Finally, informed with this new information the logical extension of this work
and the new data will allow for quantitative progress incorporating the knowledge of these
mechanisms and their temperature signature for online real-time prediction of specific defects
before they even exit the caster.
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MULTIPHYSICS MODELING OF CONTINUOUS CASTING OF STAINLESS STEEL
During the solidification of stainless steel, the mechanical behavior of the solidifying
shell follows nonlinear elastic-viscoplastic constitutive laws depending on metallurgical phase
fraction calculations (liquid, ferrite and austenite). A multiphysics model that couples
thermal-mechanical behavior in a Lagrangian reference frame, including both classical time-
independent plasticity and creep, with turbulent fluid flow in the liquid phase in an Eulerian
frame is applied to determine realistic temperature and stress distributions in the solidi-
fying shell of stainless steel in a commercial continuous caster. Compositional effects are
incorporated through the use of phase diagrams to define the phase fraction variations with
temperature during the process. The behavior at these high temperatures can be adequately
captured using specific constitutive equations for each phase and careful decisions about
switching between them. Results for a 409L ferritic stainless steel show that, due to its
phase fraction history, solidification stresses differ significantly from those in plain carbon
steels. Specifically, they include a secondary sub-surface compression peak due to phase
change expansion between γ-austenite and δ-ferrite through the thickness of the shell.
A.1 Introduction
While developments in advanced manufacturing processes, such as metal-based additive
manufacturing are ongoing, the manufacturing field is still dominated by more traditional
metal solidification processes, such as: ingot and foundry casting, welding, and particularly
continuous casting. Advancement of these mature processes depends on improved quan-
titative understanding, such as that gained from advanced computational models. These
processes are driven by many coupled phenomena, including heat transfer, fluid flow with
turbulence, phase transformations, thermal distortion, and thermo-mechanical stress devel-
opment.
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Over 96% of the world’s steel is made with the continuous casting process, according to
recent statistics by [5]. Experiments are limited due to the harsh conditions inside the liquid
and solidifying steel, and the many process variables which affect the complex phenomena in
the process. Thus, numerical modeling presents an ideal tool to better understand and help
to find ways to reduce defects, increase productivity, and improve this important process.
Tremendous advances in high performance computing technology and numerical algorithms
in the last 25 years have enabled more realistic and accurate modeling of liquid steel flow
and the solidifying shell, but finding multiphysics computational approaches that are both
efficient and accurate remains a big challenge. Chronic defects affecting this process include
cracking and surface depression problems, which often correspond to mismatches between
solidification contraction and mold taper. [41] have shown how this can increase the size of
the solid shell/mold interfacial gap, which reduces heat transfer between the mold plate and
steel shell, leading to locally hot and thin portions of the shell. These thin spots cause stress
concentration, resulting in depressions, longitudinal cracks, and sometimes even breakouts,
due to ferrostatic pressure from the liquid pool exerted onto the thin and weakened shell at
mold exit.
Elastic, rate-independent plastic constitutive models are generally adequate for engineer-
ing purposes at ambient temperatures for most metallic materials. However, at high tem-
peratures, most metal alloys exhibit time-dependent inelastic behavior, similar to a viscous
fluid, and solidification adds further complication. Therefore, better constitutive models are
needed to describe the elastic-viscoplastic behavior during metal solidification processes such
as the continuous casting of steel.
A.1.1 Constitutive Modeling of Metal Solidification
An important analytical solution for the generation of thermal stresses in a general
one-dimensional metal solidification process was derived by [85] using a simple elastic rate-
independent plastic constitutive model. [155] later added a creep law to account for the
time-dependent inelastic behavior at high temperatures. In the last two decades, more funda-
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mental but computationally demanding viscoplastic models, with and without yield surfaces,
have been used to model realistic vertical-type semi-continuous aluminum direct-chill (DC)
casting and steel continuous-casting processes. [156] used a modification of Perzyna’s con-
stitutive equation to model elastic-viscoplastic constitutive behavior during aluminum DC
casting.[157] derived a yield-surface-based viscoplastic model with microstructure evolution
and applied it to aluminum casting. [158] incorporated rate-dependent behavior by using
a viscoplastic model based on overstress in their homogenization model of cast aluminum
alloys.
Unified viscoplastic constitutive models, which treat rate-independent plastic strain and
rate-dependent creep together as inelastic strain, are particularly popular in steel casting.
[159] developed the first such model based on several evolving internal state variables, that
has been used in several thermo-mechanical models of metals on elevated temperatures. A
decade later, [83] introduced a simple constitutive equation to model the γ-austenite phase of
steel, relating inelastic strain, as a single structure parameter, to strain rate, stress, temper-
ature, and steel grade via carbon content. To model the weaker, body-centered cubic (BCC)
δ-ferrite phase of steel, [82] devised a power law based constitutive model to incorporate the
much higher creep rates of this phase, compared to the stronger, face-centered cubic (FCC)
austenite phase. These constitutive models have been popular since their inception, having
been either used or reviewed in many steel solidification papers, such as by [160], [161],
[90], [162], [163], [164]. [160] and later [60] compared the Anand and Kozlowski-Zhu models
against steel solidification experiments and found similar behavior for both models; although
the Kozlowski-Zhu model produced results much closer to experiments for low carbon steels.
[165] also found that the Kozlowski model agreed well with several other steel solidification
constitutive models and experiments.
In order to efficiently incorporate these highly nonlinear constitutive models at the lo-
cal level (integration points), [90] incorporated a bounded Newton-Raphson method at the
integration points, into the global-level finite-element solution methodology in ABAQUS,
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which provided a tenfold performance increase in solving solidification thermo-mechanical
problems. This approach is used in the current work. [84] later developed an explicit finite-
element formulation of this method, and showed its benefits over the implicit method for
large three-dimensional solidification problems with regard to high performance computing.
A.1.2 Multiphysics Approaches
Turbulent fluid flow of molten steel with heat advection and thermo-mechanical behavior
of the solidifying shell are traditionally modeled independently, with separate numerical
methods (finite volume vs. finite element) and reference frames (Eulerian vs. Lagrangian).
[166] followed by [99] have applied full coupling of these phenomena in a multiphysics frame
on simplified casting geometries, but did not compare results with either analytical solutions
or experiments. Another multiphysics approach to couple these phenomena is to focus on the
solidification front to separate the fluid flow and thermal-mechanical models. The temporal
and spatial distribution of superheat flux calculated to exit the solidification-front walls of
the domain used by the thermal turbulent flow simulation can be implemented into the
thermo-mechanical model of the solidifying steel shell growing in the mold region with a
domain that includes only a portion of the fluid region. Because the mechanical behavior
has minimal influence on the fluid flow, the two models are only one-way coupled, which
enables significant computational savings.
[61] devised and validated a new enhanced latent heat method to introduce spatial and
temporal superheat flux data into a Lagrangian thermal-mechanical finite-element model of
the solidifying shell and mold. The new modeling approach was demonstrated by [92] via
simulation of the multiphysics phenomena in a commercial continuous beam-blank casting of
carbon steel grades, and the predictions show good matches with both an analytical solution
to a one-dimensional test problem and with plant measurements of shell thickness profiles
from a commercial caster. For thermo-mechanical modeling of stainless steel alloys, most
previous works have focused on various phenomena lower than solidification temperatures
while only [167] and [163] have treated solidification of stainless steel grades but without any
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coupling with the fluid flow physics.
Regardless of the method, multiphysics modeling of solidification processes is a complex
task. Phase-transformation laws are strongly dependent on chemical composition, and often
differ between heating and cooling. Another issue is the lack of reliable thermo-mechanical
properties in the literature for stainless steel at high temperature and low strain rate, which
often leads to neglecting the phase dependence of the steel properties. We believe that this
paper presents the first complete macro-scale model of stainless steel casting that couples
thermal-mechanical analysis in solidifying stainless steel, based on thermo-elastic-viscoplastic
phase dependent constitutive laws, with the turbulent thermal fluid flow of liquid steel, and
thermo-mechanical deformation of the mold. This work presents a combined multiphysics
modeling methodology for solidification processes, featuring a constitutive model where the
compositional effects depend only on the phase fraction evolution, as well as a procedure to
capture the important effects of heat transfer, turbulent fluid flow, and solidification on the
thermal-mechanical behavior.
A.2 Multiphysics Model Formulation
The solidifying steel shell behavior is simulated here with a sophisticated, but compu-
tationally intensive, multiphysics model with several sub-models incorporating together a
thermal-mechanical model of the solidifying steel shell (Section 2.1), a turbulent thermal
fluid flow model of the liquid steel (Section 2.2), and a model of thermal distortion of the
mold (Section 2.3), as shown in Figure A.1. In addition to their mechanical coupling, the
shell and mold models are coupled thermally via a detailed model of the interfacial gap (Sec-
tion 2.4). A validated heat transfer-solidification model CON1D, described by [64], is used
to provide the initial shell thickness profile for the fluid flow model and initial heat fluxes for
the mold distortion model. The calculated heat fluxes due to the effect of superheat trans-
port in the turbulent fluid flow model are incorporated into the thermo-mechanical model
via the enhanced latent heat method, described in more detail in Section 2.2. In addition
to this thermal coupling, the mechanical effect of fluid flow on the deformation of the so-
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lidified shell is considered by applying the ferrostatic pressure load that pushes the newly
solidifying shell toward the mold, discussed in Section 2.4. Since the improved shell profile
from thermo-mechanical model has little effect on superheat results in the fluid flow model,
a single iteration of this model system is often sufficient to produce accurate multiphysics
results.
Figure A.1: Flow chart for multiphysics model
A.2.1 Solidifying Shell Model
In many solidification processes, such as the continuous casting of steel, one dimension of
the casting is much longer than the others, and is otherwise unconstrained. In this case, it is
quite reasonable to apply a condition of generalized plane strain (also called 2.5D model) in
the long casting direction (z), and to solve a two-dimensional thermo-mechanical problem in
the transverse (x-y) plane. [84] and others have demonstrated how this condition enables a
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two-dimensional computation to accurately produce the complete three-dimensional thermo-
stress state, so long as there is no axial bending, as in the case here. A transverse Lagrangian
generalized-plane-strain two-dimensional (2D) slice model, shown in Figure A.2, is applied
to simulate the solidifying steel shell in the slab mold during continuous casting, which
travels down the mold at the casting velocity. The domain is an L-shape of a strand section
next to the mold wall which is thick enough to model double the expected thickness of
the solidifying shell at mold exit. This approach avoids unnecessary and computationally
intensive calculation of the liquid behavior away from the mold wall. More importantly, it
avoids non-physical mass conservation by enabling shrinkage of the un-modeled liquid region
due to pushing fluid out of the slice. From the work of [95], a second “1D-slice” shell model
was used to verify thermal stress behavior in simplified conditions. This slice model is seen
as a thin strip “drilled” into the solidifying shell, and assumes uniform solidification and full
contact with the mold wall.
Figure A.2: Model domain of solidifying steel shell
In the Lagrangian reference frame, the temperature distribution in the strand is obtained






= ∇ · (k∇T ) (A.1)
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where ρ is the mass density, H is specific enthalpy, which includes the latent heat of phase
transformations (solidification, and δ-ferrite to γ-austenite), and k is the isotropic thermal
conductivity. All of these properties are highly temperature dependent. The strains during
solidification are typically small (2%), but the capability to handle finite rotations is nec-
essary to model some parts of the shell in a continuous-casting process. The quasi-static
equilibrium equation describes the mechanical behavior of the strand:
∇ · σ(x) + b = 0 (A.2)
where σ is the Cauchy stress tensor and b is the body force density vector due to grav-
ity. These equations were solved in a fixed finite-element mesh using the commercial stress
software, ABAQUS [168].
A.2.2 Fluid Flow Model and Fluid/Shell Interface Treatment
A 3D thermal turbulent fluid flow model of molten steel pool is solved in an Eulerian
reference frame for velocity and temperature fields, and superheat flux distributions at the
steel shell front. The model domain includes the tundish bottom, nozzle, and top three-
meters of the molten steel pool both in the strand and mold. The continuity equation that
represents the mass conservation of the molten steel is given as follows:
ρ (∇ · v) = Sm (A.3)
where ρ is the mass density of liquid steel and v is time-average velocity, and Sm is a mass
sink to model the liquid lost due to crossing the solidification front. This term is applied
only to the computational cells on the solidification front, according to the methodology of





+ v · (∇v)
]
= ∇ · σ + Smom (A.4)
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where P is pressure, constant is 0.09; K is turbulent kinetic energy, and is its dissipation
rate, which are found by solving two additional partial differential equations according to
the standard model by [170]. Smom is a momentum sink term added to the same interface
cells as Sm to account for solidification of the molten steel as explained by [169]. Boundary
conditions are fixed velocity at the inlet, no-slip conditions on the top surface beneath the
slag layer, and on the walls which represent the solidification front, and pressure outlet
conditions at the strand exit. The energy conservation equation for molten steel flow, which





+ v · ∇H
]
= ∇ · (k∇T ) (A.6)
Temperature was fixed to the liquidus temperature on the domain boundaries represent-
ing the solidification front that surrounds the liquid pool. These equations were solved using
the commercial Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software package, ANSYS Fluent
[148] According to the method of [92], additional latent heat is calculated to represent su-






This is additional latent heat added to the enthalpy in section A.2.1 via a user subroutine
UMATHT in [168]. The discrete data of the superheat flux distribution, that is calculated
at the boundaries of the 3-D Eulerian fluid flow model, is converted via multi-dimensional
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interpolation to a function of space and time (or distance below meniscus) for the mushy
zone material points in the Lagrangian thermo-mechanical model as described by [92]. The
solidification front velocity is calculated analytically according to [61], based on the classic
analytical solution for solid-control solidification with superheat from [171].
A.2.3 Mold Distortion Model
As the solidifying steel-shell moves down in the casting direction, heat leaving its surface
is continuously extracted by water-cooling that flows through rectangular slots and channels
in the copper mold. The mold also supports the steel shell and determines the shell shape.
In this multiphysics model, a separate 3D finite-element model of a symmetric quarter of
the mold system was developed to consider the influences of narrow face mold distortion and
different mold surface temperatures. The mold geometry includes taper of the mold narrow
face, which is applied to accommodate shrinkage of the solid steel shell. This methodology
has been used in previous work by [172]. In addition to calculating the temperature, this
model also calculates thermal distortion of the mold, which is applied with its taper as
a boundary condition on the contact surface of the solidifying shell model via the DISP
subroutine in ABAQUS. The shell solidification model in turn provides heat flux as a thermal
boundary condition for this model, as presented in Figure A.1.
A.2.4 Boundary Conditions and Shell/Mold Interface Treatment
Full thermal-mechanical coupling between the mold and solidifying steel shell is applied in
this multiphysics model system to find the heat transferred across the interfacial gap, which
in turn greatly depends on the gap size calculated from the mechanical solution. As the
shell cools and shrinks, an air gap may open up near the corners due to non-optimized mold-
taper. Gap formation greatly affects final product quality, especially if it causes insufficient
heat removal, a thinner shell, and defects such as longitudinal cracks, or even a catastrophic
breakout if the molten steel penetrates through the shell. In this work, a resistor model
is used to calculate heat transport across the interfacial gap. To find accurate interfacial
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heat fluxes, measurements of mold thermocouple temperatures and heat flux from water
heatup are needed. For some previous models, such as [87, 173], an inverse heat conduction
problem (IHCP) is solved to match the surface boundary conditions with specific plant
measurements. In the current work, the two-way thermal-mechanical coupling between the
solidifying steel shell and mold is modeled in detail to find the heat transferred across the
interfacial gap between the mold and steel shell, which depends strongly on the local gap
distance calculated from the mechanical solution. Measurements are used here for model
calibration and validation.
The gap heat flux, , includes two parallel contributions, from radiation, , and conduction,
:
qgap = −k∂T/∂n = − (hrad + hcond) (Tshell − Tmold) (A.8)
where is the normal surface unit vector . The heat transfer coefficient due to radiation







− 1 (Tshell + Tmold)
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where the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, is , and are the shell and the mold surface emis-
sivities, taken to be 0.8; and are the surface temperatures. The heat transfer coefficient due
















where the first resistance, , is for contact between the mold hot face surface and the
solidified mold-slag layer; the next resistance is due to conduction through the local air layer,
, calculated from the thermal-mechanical model displacement results. The third resistance
is conduction through the slag layer, and the final resistance is a temperature-dependent
contact resistance between the slag and the outer surface of the steel shell. The specific
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parameters for this resister model, given in Table 1, are taken mainly from [64]. These
calculations are performed with CON1D and also calculated in the Abaqus models via the
GAPCON user subroutine.
Ferrostatic pressure in the liquid steel pool, that pushes the continuously solidifying
shell towards the contact surfaces of the mold, is implemented into the solidifying steel
shell model via the DLOAD subroutine as a distributed load which increases linearly with
vertical distance (time) down the mold. This methodology is described in more detail by
[15]. Mechanical interaction between the shell and the mold contact surfaces is accounted
for using coulomb friction with a friction factor of µ = 0.15 based on measurements by[33].
Sliding contact that permits gap formation without permitting penetration is enforced using
the contact algorithm in ABAQUS with the mold hotface as the “master” surface and the
shell exterior as the “slave” surface.
Table A.1: CON1D interfacial gap parameters
Interfacial gap parameter Value Unit
Solidification temperature of slag 1083 ◦C
Conductivity of slag 1.5 WK/m
Contact resistance of slag layer/mold 5.0x10-9 m2 K/W
Dynamic viscosity of slag at 1300 ◦C 1.8 Pa s
Exponent for temperature dependence of viscosity 0.9 -
Density of slag 2500 kg/m3
Absorption factor of slag 250 1/m
Refraction index of slag 1.5 -
Emissivity of slag 0.9 -
Mold powder consumption Rate 0.399 kg/m2
Oscillation mark depth 0.324 mm
Oscillation mark width 1.5 mm
Mold oscillation frequency 2.5 cps
Mold oscillation stroke 6.6 mm
Ratio of solid slag velocity/casting speed (WF) 0.16 -
Ratio of solid slag velocity/casting speed (NF) 0.167 -
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A.3 Viscoplastic Model of Solidifying Steel
The total strain in this elastic-viscoplastic model is split into three components, written
in rate form as:
ε̇ = ε̇el + ε̇th + ε̇ie (A.11)
Where tensors contain the components of the elastic, thermal and inelastic (both rate-
independent plasticity and rate-dependent creep) strain rates. The stress and strain rates
then are related by the constitutive equations:
σ̇ = D : (ε̇ − αṪ − ε̇ie ) (A.12)
where contains the isotropic elasticity constants based on the temperature-dependent
elastic modulus and Poisson ratio, as given in [60]. The thermal strain term depends on
the isotropic temperature-dependent thermal expansion coefficient tensor, found from the
temperature-dependent density, as explained by [90], and the evolving temperature distri-
bution calculated from the transient thermal model results, T. In case of finite deformation,
the objective stress rate is provided by the Jaumann stress rate :
σ̂ = σ̇ + σ : W −W : σ (A.13)
where W is the anti-symmetric part of the velocity gradient. Even though there is no
explicit yield condition, like in classical plasticity, inelastic effects are assumed to follow














σ′ : σ′ (A.15)
while is a deviatoric stress tensor defined by:
σ′ = σ − 1
3
pI (A.16)





Unified viscoplastic models treat creep and plasticity as a combined "inelastic strain",
whose instantaneous rate of change depends on the current stress, temperature, and “struc-
ture”. Structure is represented by one or more scalar or tensor state variables, which evolve
with time, and can include phenomena such as rate of phase transformation. [174] obtained
traditional elastic-viscoplastic models when inelastic strain is selected as the structure pa-
rameter. Thus, the current model employs such a unified constitutive model, with inelastic
strain as the single structure parameter. Here, inelastic strain rate is related to stress,
temperature, inelastic strain, and carbon content, %C:
˙̄εie = f( σ̄, T, ε̄ie, (A.18)
Separate relations are used for each metallurgical phase: liquid, austenite, and ferrite.
A.3.1 Austenite Constitutive Model
For the austenite phase, a unified formulation proposed by [83] is used, which matches













Q = 44, 465
f1 = 130.5− 5.128× 10−3T [K]
f2 = −0.6289 + 1.114× 10−3T [K]
f3 = 8.132− 1.54× 10−3T [K]
fC = 46, 550 + 71, 400(%C) + 12, 000(%C)
2
(A.19)
where Q is an activation energy constant, σ̄ (MPa) is Von Mises effective stress, empirical
functions f1 ,f2 ,f3 ,fc depend on absolute temperature K , and %C is carbon content
(weight percent), which is one of the ways that steel grade (composition) is represented.
[97] showed that section A.3.1 allows an algorithmic approximation of kinematic hardening,
where σ̄ and ˙̄εie are signed according to the largest principal stress and strain rate component
respectively. They demonstrated reasonable agreement with some cyclic fatigue test data at
high temperatures.
Originally fitted to tensile-test and creep data for plain carbon steel, Figure A.3 compares
the Kozlowski model III constitutive equation with data points measured by [80] for plain
carbon steel at two different temperatures. The form of this austenite constitutive model
is rather restrictive to allow inclusion of realistic behavior during cyclic loading, such as
kinematic hardening, the Bauschinger effect and other realistic behavior in cyclic loading.
A.3.2 Ferrite cCnstitutive Model
For the δ-ferrite phase, a power law constitutive model proposed by [82], is implemented,
as given in section A.3.2. This model was fitted to match tensile-test measurements of plain
carbon steel made by [94].
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Figure A.3: Austenite constitutive model for plain carbon steel (Wray, 1982) compared with
stainless steel data
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fδc (%C) = 1.3678× 104(%C)−5.56×10
−2
m = −9.4156× 10−5T (oK) + 0.3495
n =
1
1.617× 10−4T (oK)− 0.06166
(A.20)
Figure A.4 shows this ferrite model integrated within the relevant low strain range for
a variety of constant temperatures and strain rates. For the same conditions, this phase is
almost an order of magnitude weaker than austenite. As with the austenite model, the ferrite
model is also restrictive to accommodate kinematic hardening and the Bauschinger effect in
cyclic loading, which increases the difficulty of fitting the model accurately. Compositions
for all steel grades discussed in this work can be found in Table 2.
A.3.3 Liquid and Mushy Phase Constitutive Model
Similar to the works of [90] and [41], the liquid and mushy zones are modeled with an
isotropic elastic-perfectly-plastic rate-independent constitutive model, using a small, con-
stant yield stress of 0.01 MPa, whenever temperature exceeds the solidus temperature.
A.3.4 Phase-Based Constitutive Model Selection
As different steel phases have greatly different mechanical properties, the choice of con-
stitutive model in this work depends on the phase-fraction evolution with temperature of the
particular steel grade of interest, and the transition between phases, as described by [41]. In
two-phase regions, most thermal and mechanical properties are modeled based on a simple
weighted average summation based on phase fraction. Constitutive equations are handled
differently.
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Figure A.4: Delta-ferrite constitutive model results for plain carbon steel (lines) compared
with measurements (symbols) by (Wray, 1976) at 2 temperatures, and 3 strain rates, for two
steel grades.
In austenite/ferrite mixtures, the Zhu model for ferrite is applied in the solid when the fer-
rite volume fraction exceeds 10%. Otherwise, the Kozlowski Eqn. (19) is used. This criterion
was chosen over a mixture law based on phase fractions, because time-dependent inelastic
response in the ferrite phase governs the local mechanical behavior if the ferrite domain is
unbroken. The previous work of [89] found that a transition of 10% matched quite well
with a more complicated transitional model using an Eshelby tensor with multiple phases.
Details on the method devised to integrate these highly nonlinear constitutive equations are
explained in [90], and were implemented via the UMAT subroutine in ABAQUS.
Figure A.5 shows the results of both constitutive models, integrated for the same con-
ditions as data measured by [91] for 316L stainless steel. The austenite is observed to be
about 10X stronger than the corresponding ferrite, and the Kozlowski model agrees with the
measured data.
A.4 Phase-Based Material Properties for Stainless Steel
The composition of steel greatly influences its mechanical properties. Due to the many
different types of steel, comprehensive mechanical-property experimental-data for the range
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Figure A.5: Constitutive models of austenite and ferrite for 316L stainless steel with exper-
imental data (Venugopal et al., 1993).
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of high temperatures, low strains, and low strain rates of interest in casting processes is
difficult to find for any given steel grade. Although plain carbon steels are defined by
their carbon content, they also contain up to several weight percent of many other alloying
elements, which depend heavily on the specific grade. Higher alloy steels such as next
generation Advanced High-Strength Steels, tool steels, and stainless steels have substantially
higher amounts of specific alloying elements (such as Si, Mn, Cr, and Ni) in order to achieve
specific enhanced properties such as ductility-to-strength ratio, hardenability, hot working
strength, and corrosion resistance.
Originally fit to data for specific plain carbon steels, both the austenite and ferrite mod-
els of the Kozlowski-Zhu constitutive laws exhibit good agreement with tensile-test data for
other types of steel when the temperature, strain rate, and phase evolution are the same.
Figure A.3 in section 3.1, which shows the austenite constitutive model and some of its
plain-carbon fitting data, also compares the predictions of this model with tensile-test mea-
surements for 316L stainless steel obtained by [91] at the appropriate temperature and strain
rate. As also shown in Figure A.5, the agreement is remarkable and significant, considering
the very different composition of this steel. Furthermore, Figure A.4 in section 3.2, which
shows the δ-ferrite constitutive model and some of its fitting data, also compares the predic-
tions of this model with tensile-test measurements for a high-silicon electrical steel, which
falls in the ferrite regime. Again, a very close fit is obtained for this very different steel
grade.
Very little mechanical property data can be found for specific steels at elevated temper-
atures. High temperature stress-strain data for the temperature-, strain-, and strain-rate
conditions encountered during continuous casting for 409L could not be found in the litera-
ture. However, while high temperature steel properties depend on composition, the specific
phase at a given temperature is substantially more relevant to its behavior as shown by the
results presented above. Therefore, finding the proper phase diagram, more specifically the
phase fraction history of a given steel grade, and using phase specific constitutive equations is
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a sufficient and more convenient method for determining mechanical behavior during solidifi-
cation, without the necessity of performing complete mechanical testing in this regime. This
method has been previously validated by [86] comparing predictions using the Kozlowski-Zhu
constitutive laws with force measurements in solidifying steel shells. Other similar studies,
including those by [92] and [41] have applied this approach to investigate various aspects of
the continuous casting process.
As with all steels, stainless steels can exhibit a wide range of thermal and mechanical
properties during solidification. The steel of interest in this work, 409L, is a specific type of
ferritic stainless steel. Stainless steels as a group are designed to withstand corrosive environ-
ments, due to high chromium and nickel contents, which help to create a strong protective
oxide layer adhered tightly to the surface. These higher alloy contents also strongly affect
phases as well as micro constituents, and depending upon the exact chemical composition
of the steel, the high-temperature microstructure during casting may consist of austenite,
ferrite, or a mix of the two phases.
Based on its composition shown in Table A.2, the evolution of the volume fractions of each
phase with temperature during solidification and cooling of 409L stainless steel are shown
in Figure A.6, calculated from the appropriate multi-dimensional equilibrium phase diagram
based on free-energy minimization with JMatPro [93]. Specific transformation temperatures
are given in Table A.3.
Compared to plain carbon steel grades, the phase history of 409L stainless has substan-
tially different austenite and ferrite regions. Whereas in plain low-carbon steels, solidification
to δ-ferrite is followed by complete transformation into austenite, in this particular ferritic
stainless steel, ferrite is still stable all the way to room temperature. Figure A.6 shows that
the cooling steel only partially transforms into austenite, reaching a maximum austenite
fraction of about 60% at ∼1000 ◦C, followed by a complete transition back into ferrite.
The temperature-dependent thermal properties: conductivity and enthalpy, shown in
Figure A.7, are calculated by JMatPro [93] and input into ABAQUS subroutines. The
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Table A.2: Compositions (wt.%) of steel grades used in Stainless Steel Work
Steel grade Plain 1[80] Plain 2[94] Electrical[94] 316 SS[91] 409L SS
C 0.051 0.028 0.017 0.02 0.005
Mn 0.82 0.01 0.01 1.7 0.27
Si 0.28 0.006 3.01 0.77 0.54
S 0.018 0.004 0.004 0.007 0.001
P 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.04 0.0224
Cr - - - 18.2 11.2
Ni - - - 11.6 0.1
Al <0.002 0.001 0.002 - 0.003
Ti - - - - 0.22
N 0.001 0.001 0.003 - 0.008
Figure A.6: Phase fractions for 409L stainless steel.
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Table A.3: Transition temperatures for 409L stainless steel.
Pour temp. 1555.00 ◦C
Liquidus temp. 1508.63 ◦C
Solidus temp. 1481.93 ◦C
Mushy zone 26.7 ◦C
Austenite start 1180 ◦C
Austenite end 753 ◦C
temperature-dependent elastic modulus, density, and thermal linear expansion are shown in
Figure A.8.
Decreasing temperature leads to increases in density and elastic modulus as the crystal
structure become more tightly packed and stiffer. In addition, as the steel changes phase from
δ-ferrite to γ-austenite, and thus from body-centered-cubic to close-packed face-centered-
cubic, the atomic packing fraction also increases, so the density further increases, as the
lattice spacing becomes smaller. This is accompanied by corresponding decreases in the
thermal linear expansion, which is inversely related to the cube root of the density at a given
temperature.
A.5 Results and Discussion
The coupled multiphysics model, including the Kozlowski-Zhu constitutive laws, was
employed to quantify the thermo-mechanical nature of solidifying 409L stainless steel in a
commercial continuous slab caster with a 220 mm (thickness) x 1260 mm (width) strand,
cast at 1 m/min casting speed in a straight mold with working length of 0.8 m and 120
mm nozzle submergence depth. The slice domain of the shell model in Figure A.2 begins
at the meniscus, with a uniform pouring temperature, and no initial displacement, strain,
or stress. The 2D domain is discretized with ∼24,000 four-node, temperature-displacement
generalized plane-strain elements, providing an average element size (0.3 mm) – which is
sufficient to capture thermal-mechanical solidification phenomena on a fixed grid according
to [41]. The 1D domain has a uniformly refined mesh of 0.1 mm square elements. The “slice”
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Figure A.7: Thermal properties of 409L stainless steel: (a) conductivity and (b) enthalpy.
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Figure A.8: Mechanical properties of 409L stainless steel: (a) elastic modulus, (b) density,
(c) thermal linear expansion.
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model approach is justified for the heat transfer analysis, due to insignificant axial (casting
direction) conduction compared to heat advected by the casting velocity, i.e. large Péclet
number. [97] and later [92] have found that generalized plane strain, with constant axial
strain and negligible out of plane bending, is capable of reproducing the complete 3D stress
state in continuous casting modeling, and is therefore applied as a suitable 2D mechanical
approximation in this work as well.
A.5.1 Thermal Flow in Liquid Pool
Figure A.9 shows time-averaged flow patterns and temperature distributions in the liquid
steel at horizontal and center-middle planes in the mold, calculated from the 3D turbulent
thermal fluid flow model. Owing to the lower casting speed of stainless-steel casters, (relative
to typical plain-carbon steel casters), the jet is angled upward (5◦up), in order to increase
surface velocity into an optimum range for good steel quality reviewed by [6].
The distribution of superheat is governed by the flow pattern in the mold region. The
jet flowing from the nozzle traverses the mold interior to impact upon the narrow faces,
transferring most of the superheat to the solidifying steel shell on the narrow faces. The jet
then separates to flow upward towards the top surface and down the narrow faces deep into
the strand. Temperature of the flowing steel continuously drops as superheat is removed at
the solidification front, so the stagnant regions in the center of the lower recirculation zones
are coldest.
The mold flow causes an uneven distribution of superheat flux, showing a peak at a region
in the middle of the narrow face and 200 mm below meniscus, as shown in Figure A.10. The
superheat flux delivered to the solidification front at the wide faces is observed in this figure
to be much smaller. The heat flux removed from the outer surface of the solidifying shell,
across the interfacial gap and into the mold, is naturally much larger than the superheat
flux, and depends on the difference between the calculated mold-wall shape and the shrinking
steel-shell size.
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Figure A.9: Molten-steel flow patterns and temperature distributions at (a) horizontal plane
180 mm below the meniscus and (b) center plane between the wide faces in the mold.
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Figure A.10: Calculated interfacial and superheat flux profiles down mold centerlines
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A.5.2 Heat Flux in the Mold and Model Validation
Measurements were obtained from the operating caster to enable calibration and vali-
dation of the heat transfer model. This includes the measured heatup of the cooling water
between entering and leaving the mold wide faces and narrow faces and the measured tem-
peratures from thermocouples in the mold walls during ∼3 hours of nearly steady casting
in the real plant. Figure A.11 shows time histories of average heat flux leaving the mold,
which are calculated from the water heatup, knowing the water flow rate and total mold
surface area. The time averages of these heat fluxes are also given. Figure A.12 shows plant
measurements from 13 thermocouples (TCs) located 110 mm below the meniscus, and 20
mm beneath the mold hot face. The time- and spatial- averages of these temperature histo-
ries are also included in Figure A.12(b). The thermocouple data of TCs 4-10 located in the
central wide face region away from the corners average 120.4 ◦C with standard deviation of
3.7 ◦C.
Figure A.11: Heat flux measurements from heatup of mold cooling water
The average heat flux across the interface between the steel shell and the mold hot
face predicted by the CON1D model, is calculated by integrating the interface heat flux
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Figure A.12: Thermocouple measurements: (a) locations and (b) temperature histories of
thermocouples inserted on the mold wide face
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profile along the casting direction, shown in Figure A.10, and dividing by the total mold
length (900 mm) and width. These calculated average heat fluxes agree reasonably with the
measurements: WF: 1.10 (predicted) vs. 1.24 (measured) MW/m2 and NF: 1.15 (predicted)
vs. 1.25 (measured) MW/m2. Furthermore, the temperature in the mold wide face predicted
at the thermocouple location exactly matches the measured average thermocouple data, as
shown in Figure A.13. Matching both average mold heat flux and thermocouple temperatures
in the upper mold is significant because it suggests that the entire heat flux profile cannot be
too far from reality. This was achieved by careful adjustment of model thermal parameters
in Table A.1 such as fv.
The non-uniform superheat distributions, caused by the mold flow pattern, results in
local thinning and temperature variations in the solidifying steel shell which greatly affects
thermal stress behavior in the shell, and quality of the final steel products. As described
previously, the superheat profile on the narrow-face centerline is higher than on the wide
face, which makes the shell thickness of the narrow face substantially thinner than the wide
face, as shown in Figure A.14. This is also influenced by heat transfer through the interfacial
gap between the steel shell and mold contact surface.
Figure A.12 shows that the shell surface temperature starts to decrease faster at ∼400
mm below the meniscus, which is accompanied by corresponding decreases in slope of the
mold wall temperatures. This is due to decreasing gap thickness, from better contact between
the steel shell and the mold surfaces at that location. The model predictions of both shell
thickness and mold temperature profiles are quantitatively verified by comparing the models
(CON1D and ABAQUS), in addition to the validation of CON1D with plant measurements
already discussed.
A.5.3 Stress and Deformation in Solidifying Steel Shell
Figure A.15 shows temperature and hoop stress profiles down the surface of the wide
face and narrow face in the mold. The hoop stress acts tangentially to the surface around
the strand circumference. Note that the hoop stress directions are different for the two mold
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Figure A.13: Calculated mold and shell temperature results (wide face) with thermocouple
validation.
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Figure A.14: Shell thickness results from CON1D and ABAQUS.
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faces in the global coordinate system (ie x direction on WF and y direction on NF). Both
locations experience similar but slightly different temperature histories, with the wide face
dropping to a lower temperature by mold exit, while the narrow face remains hotter as a
result of the higher superheat flux from the liquid. Stress results are qualitatively similar
with both locations experiencing two tensile stress peaks. The first peak is initiated from
the rapid shrinkage associated with the phase transformation from ferrite to austenite. The
second peak is due to the small but sudden increase in cooling rate at the surface as a result
of renewed contact with each respective mold wall. The delay in the compression of the
narrow face is due to its higher temperature, and after a longer time, the surface stress there
also drops back into compression.
Figure A.15: Surface temperature and hoop stress results with superheat flux: (a) Wide face
and (b) Narrow face.
Figure A.16 gives hoop stress results through the shell thickness at various times during
solidification. The expected thermal-mechanical behavior for plain carbon steel, observed by
several previous researchers including [41], is compression at the chilled surface, transitioning
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into tension towards the solidification front, and then to nearly zero (the ferrostatic pressure)
in the liquid. This behavior is also seen in the analytical solution of thermal stress during
solidification of a single-phase material by [85]. In addition, a tensile peak often appears
at the surface at early times when the cooling rate is high. The new stainless steel results
generally exhibit both of these behaviors. However, as discussed previously and shown in
Figure A.15, a secondary tensile peak appears at the surface, at later times. Another second
tensile peak is also seen to appear inside the shell near the solidification front, moving further
beneath the surface with time (Figure A.16).
Figure A.16: Hoop stress profile through the thickness at different times below meniscus
(WF centerline from slice model).
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Figure A.17 shows a single snapshot of hoop stress through the thickness at 60 s below the
meniscus of the wide face centerline, using the refined-mesh slice model. This snapshot also
includes the phase fractions, in order to understand the stress profile. The difference between
the classic behavior of plain carbon steels, surface compression and subsurface tension, is a
second compression peak, which is explained by some γ-austenite transforming back into δ-
ferrite between 3 and 8 mm beneath the surface, as shown in the inlaid plot of the γ-austenite
and δ-ferrite phase fractions. The region transforming back into δ-ferrite experiences an
expansion from a FCC to BCC crystal structure, and is forced into compression by the
surrounding stronger material: the γ-austenite-rich region on the inside, and the δ-ferrite
region at the surface (which becomes much stronger at the lower temperatures). This new
compression peak divides the usual subsurface tensile region into two stress peaks. The first
interior peak coincides with the maximum phase fraction of γ-austenite (the stronger phase)
and the second is generated within the δ-ferrite region due the cooling (compressive) surface
region.
These results show that differences in phase transformations between steel grades have
a great effect on their stress evolution during solidification. In addition, changes in surface
cooling rate are observed to have an equally-important effect on stress evolution at the
surface. When considered together with the work by [95] on the grade effects in plain-
carbon steels during solidification, the mechanical behavior of solidifying steels becomes
more clear. Figure A.18 shows the deformed shell and its temperature contours at various
times in the mold, calculated using the L-shaped domain, (Figure A.2). The shell contracts
and shrinks away from the mold most at the corner region, which has the lowest temperatures
due to 2D heat transfer and is strong enough to support the internal ferrostatic pressure.
Similar corner behavior is reported in many previous works such as by [97] and subsequently
by [92]. Shrinkage of the wide-face shell is more than the narrow-face mold taper can
compensate within ∼100 mm below the narrow face meniscus, Figure A.18a, and near mold
exit, Figure A.18d, so bulging is often experienced at those locations. Such bulging can lead
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Figure A.17: Hoop stress and phase profile through the thickness 60 s below the meniscus
(WF centerline from slice model).
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to surface depressions, cracks and other problems below the mold, as explained previously
by [55] followed by [175]. Improved taper design of the narrow faces, as suggested by [176]
can help lessen these problems.
Figure A.18: Deformed shape with temperature contours: (a) 100 mm, (b) 200 mm, (c) 400
mm, and (d) 800 mm below meniscus.
A.5.4 Computational Considerations
Combined nonlinearities from the highly nonlinear material response, coupled distribu-
tion of superheat from the CFD model, and complex boundary and contact conditions be-
tween the shell and mold lead to significant ill-conditioning of the coupled thermal-mechanical
global finite element stiffness matrix. ABAQUS uses the Newton-Raphson method to bring
the system of nonlinear finite-element equations into equilibrium within each quasi-static
increment. The direct multi frontal solver, used to solve linearized equations in ABAQUS/-
Standard, is parallelized with the hybrid MPI/OpenMP implementation. The 150,000 DOF
thermal-mechanical model took several days on 4 nodes (96 cores) of the 2016 iForge system
at NCSA to reach 48 seconds of total simulation time down the mold length. The CFD
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and 3D Mold calculations were larger, but with fewer nonlinearities and better parallel scal-
ability on HPC. [177] have recently benchmarked a similar multi-frontal solver on a large
supercomputer, and effectively scaled the solution time on several thousand processors. This
shows that the accurate modeling of multiphysics solidification problems, such as presented
in this work, is becoming increasingly feasible, using high performance, parallel computing
resources.
A.6 Conclusions
A multiphysics model for the study of stainless steel alloy solidification processes has
been developed, which features phase-dependent constitutive equations. Specifically, the
thermal-mechanical behavior of a solidifying stainless-steel shell in a straight-walled contin-
uous casting mold is simulated using thermo-elastic-viscoplastic constitutive models for the
austenite, ferrite, and liquid phases during the solidification process, which are tightly cou-
pled with phase fraction calculations, as well as with highly nonlinear temperature-dependent
properties.
These constitutive equations, which were originally fitted from data for plain carbon steel,
are shown to reproduce tensile-test measurements for stainless steels as well, so long as the
phase, temperature, and strain rate are the same. While high temperature steel properties
depend greatly on composition, the specific phase at a given temperature is the reason for
this behavior. Using phase-specific constitutive equations is a sufficient and more convenient
method to determine mechanical behavior of solidifying steel without the need for complete
mechanical testing data in this difficult regime.
The simulation results show that the stresses arising during solidification of a 409L ferritic
stainless steel shell include a second sub-surface compression peak through the shell thickness,
due to the late phase change expansion from γ-austenite back to δ-ferrite, which is not seen
in plain carbon steel. In addition to the phase change peak, it is found that abrupt changes
in heat transfer, such as produced in this example by increases in the size of the evolving
the shell/mold gap, and by the turbulent fluid flow, also lead to spikes in tensile stresses
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at the surface. This multiphysics model can predict the evolving temperature distribution,
shrinkage, shape and stress during solidification of steel for different compositions, including
stainless steel. It can be used to better understand the fluid flow and thermal-mechanical
behavior, and to optimize the continuous casting process, such as by providing ideal mold
taper profiles to minimize the formation of defects such as depressions, hot spots and cracks.
A.7 Future Work
More work is needed to apply and couple additional physical phenomena into more com-
prehensive modeling systems, designed for a particular industrial solidification process of
interest. While it is clear that the phase-dependent constitutive behavior approach demon-
strated here is a valid method for handling these different steel grades, as newer advanced
high strength steels grow in interest, more experimental measurements of mechanical behav-
ior are needed to confirm this finding. Specifically, more tensile tests, creep tests, and reverse
loading tests are needed in the high temperature, low strain, and low strain rate regimes
experienced by these materials in commercial solidification processes. Finally, with the ad-
ditional effort, multiphysics models such as this one will become increasingly valuable tools
to understand how defects form, and to optimize solidification processes, such as stainless
steel continuous-casting.
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This section contains the CON1D input file used for the Tata Steel verification example.
This model only calculates 900 mm below top of copper, and is not valid below the mold.
Copyright (c) <2020> <Matthew L.S. Zappulla> Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software
and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,
copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished
to do so, subject to the following conditions: The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial
portions of the Software. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR
OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
CON1D15.11.01 Steel Continuous Casting Heat Transfer Analysis
UI Version15.11.01 University of Illinois, Brian G. Thomas
University of Illinois, Tata, 2-Aug-2018
Tata Steel Caster 21 Far Field
#1 Parameters to update every call
//CASTING CONDITION:
1.00 Number of time-cast speed data points
(If=1, constant casting speed)
Next 2 lines contain time(s) and vc(m/min) data points
0.0
1.440
1554.000 Pour temperature (C)
90.000 Distance of meniscus from top of mold (mm)
200.000 Nozzle submergence depth (mm)
900.00 Max. simulation length (must > z-distance)(mm)
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0 Calculate mold and interface (=0 flux casting, or =2 oil casting )
or enter interface heat flux data starting at meniscus z=0 (=-1)
or enter avg. mold flux (=-2), or enter cooling water temp. increase (=-3)
6 Number of zmm and q data points (if above = -1)
Next 2 lines contain zmm(mm) and q(kW/m2) data
0.00 20.00 270.00 630.00 670.00 900.00
1500.00 2900.00 1650.00 1300.00 1000.00 800.00
1.560 1.329 Average mold heat flux (MW/m^2) (if above =-2)
2.30 0.07 0.40 Mold flux tuning parameters q_fac, tc_fac, q_n (if above =-2)
5.558 7.499 Mold cooling water temp. increase (Deg C)(if above =-3)
-1 Running mode (0=stop right now; -1=continue to run; positive integer ts
= run the program for ts seconds.
//SPRAY ZONE VARIABLES:
8.700 Minimum convection heat trans. coeff. (natural) (W/m^2K)
right side (inside radius):
25.000 Water and ambient temperature after spray zone(Deg C)





1 Number of zones
No. zone rol. water spray contct frac.of spray conv amb.
starts # rad. flowrate width length angle q thr rol coeff coeff temp. z1 z2 z3 h1 h2 h3
(mm) (m) (l/min/row) (m) (m) (Deg) (W/m^2K) (DegC)
1 856.0 1 0.0630 67.691 1.640 0.050 10.00 0.010 0.250 8.70 34.5 0.00 0.50 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
900.0 End of last spray zone (mm)
-1 Consider Leidenfrost effect? (-1=yes;0=no)
5 Number of points in the Leidenfrost effect curve (if above =-1)
Next 2 lines contain Leidenfrost effect h-multipliers and temperatures
1.0 2.5 1.8 1.3 1.0
500 600 700 800 900
left side (outside radius):
25.000 Water and ambient temperature after spray zone(Deg C)






1 Number of zones
No. zone rol. water spray contct frac.of spray conv amb.
starts # rad. flowrate width length angle q thr rol coeff coeff temp. z1 z2 z3 h1 h2 h3
(mm) (m) (l/min/row) (m) (m) (Deg) (W/m^2K) (DegC)
1 856.0 1 0.0630 67.691 1.640 0.050 10.00 0.010 0.250 8.70 34.5 0.00 0.50 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
900.0 End of last spray zone (mm)
-1 Consider Leidenfrost effect? (-1=yes;0=no)
5 Number of points in the Leidenfrost effect curve (if above =-1)
Next 2 lines contain Leidenfrost effect h-multipliers and temperatures
1.0 2.5 1.8 1.3 1.0
500 600 700 800 900
//MOLD COOLING WATER PARAMETERS:
46.000 Cooling water temperature at mold top(C)
1.362 Cooling water pressure(MPa)
2 Form of cooling water velocity/flowrate(1=m/s ; 2=L/s)
71.000 9.100 Cooling water velocity/flowrate per face (WF,NF)
(> 0 cooling water from mold top to bottom
< 0 cooling water from mold bottom to top)
#2 Parameters to update every heat:
//SLAB GEOMETRY:
229.500 Slab thickness (mm)
1318.430 Slab width (mm)
900.000 Total mold length (mm)
45.000 WF Mold thickness with water channel (mm),(outer rad.,top)
45.000 WF Mold thickness with water channel (mm),(inner rad.,top)
//STEEL PROPERTIES:
0.0450 0.2050 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 %C, %Mn, %S , %P , %Si
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 %Cr, %Ni, %Cu, %Mo, %Ti




1 If CK simple Seg. Model wanted for default Tliq,Tsol
(1=yes,0=no)
10.000 Cooling rate used in Seg.Model(if above =1) (K/sec)
Override defaults with following constants(-1=default)
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-1.00 Steel liquidus temperature (C)
-1.00 Steel solidus temperature (C)
-1.00 Steel density (g/cm^3)7000
-1.00 Heat fusion of steel (kJ/kg)243
-1.00 Steel emissivity (-)
-1.00 Steel specific heat (kJ/kg deg K)0.680
-1.00 Steel thermal conductivity (W/mK)
-1.00E+00 Steel thermal expansion coeff. (/K)
#3 Parameters to update when model is calibrated
//SIMULATION PARAMETERS:
1 Which version of Con1d to run?(1=OFF version;-1=ON version(CONONLINE))
0 New simulation or Restart (0=new; 1=restart)
800.000 Z-distance for heat balance (mm)
0 Which shell to consider? (0=wide face; 1=narrow face)
0 What type of mold?(0=slab, 1=funnel, 2=billet, -1=shell only)
2 Which moldface to consider? (1=curved, 2=straight)
0 Is superheat treated as heatflux?
0=no; 1=yes (take default); -1=yes (enter data)
6 Number of zmm and q data points(if above = -1)
Next 2 lines contain zmm(mm) and q(kW/m2) data
0.00 25.00 480.00 780.00 1000.00 1118.00
170.00 70.00 720.00 250.00 125.00 100.00
1 Do you want (more accurate) 2d calculations in mold?
(0=no; 1=yes; 2=yes, one extra loop for better taper)
1.00 Relaxation factor for 2-D calcualtion
800.000 Max. dist. below meniscus for 2d mold calcs (mm)
(=mold length if above = 2)
4.00E-03 Time increment (s)
500 Number of slab sections
1.000 Printout interval (mm)
0.00E+00 Start output at (mm)
-1.000 Max. simulation thickness (mm)
(Usually the slab thickness)
200000 Max. number of iterations
3 Shell thermocouple numbers below hot face (less than 10)
Next line gives the distance below surface of thermocouples(mm)
15.0 12.5 25.0
0.700 Fraction solid for shell thicknesss location (-)
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1 Do you want to print all the files for the related information for each slice?
(0=no; 1=yes;) (remark: choosing 1 would slow down the program)
//MOLD FLUX PROPERTIES:
30.00 36.40 1.20 13.40 0.80 %CaO, %SiO2, %MgO, %Na2O, %K2O
0.00 1.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 %FeO, %Fe2O3, %NiO, %MnO, %Cr2O3
5.30 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 %Al2O3, %TiO2, %B2O3, %Li2O, %SrO
0.00 10.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 %ZrO2,%F, %free C, %total C, %CO2
1 number of Tfsol and viscosity exponent n




0.30 Solid flux conductivity(W/mK)
1 number of Liquid flux conductivity data
Next 2 lines contain zmm and Tkliquid data
0.0
1.00
1.100 Flux viscosity at 1300C (poise)
2500.00 Mold flux density(kg/m^3)
250.00 Flux absorption coefficient(1/m)
-1.000 Flux index of refraction(-)
(-1 = take default f(composition)
0.900 Slag emissivity(-)
2 Form of mold powder consumption rate(1=kg/m^2; 2=kg/t)
0.400 Mold powder consumption rate
0.025 Location of peak heat flux (m)
0.800 Slag rim thickness at metal level (meniscus) (mm)
0.500 Slag rim thickness at heat flux peak (mm)
10.000 Liquid pool depth (mm)
8.000E+01 Solid flux tensile fracture strength (KPa)
8.000E+03 Solid flux compress fracture strength (KPa)
0.170 Solid flux Poisson ratio(-)
1 number of slag static friction coeff data
Next 2 lines contain zmm and Static friction coeff
0.0
0.500
0.500 Moving friction coefficient between solid flux and mold wall
//INTERFACE HEAT TRANSFER VARIABLES:
1 Number of distance-vratio data points
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(1=constant ratio of solid flux velocity
to casting speed)
Next 2 lines contain zmm(mm) and ratio(-) data
0.0
0.1750
5.000E-09 Flux/mold or shell/mold contact resistance(m^2K/W)
0.500 Mold surface emissivity(-)
6.000E-02 Air conductivity(in oscillation marks)(W/mK)
0 Osc.marks simulation flag(0=average,1=transient)
0.450 Oscillation mark depth(mm)
2.000 Width of oscillation mark (mm)
2.916 Oscillation frequency(cps)
(-1=take default cpm=2*ipm casting speed)
7.1999 Oscillation stroke(mm)
//MOLD WATER PROPERTIES:
-1.000 heat transfer coefficient(W/m^2K)
(-1=default=f(T), based on Sleicher and Rouse Eqn)
-1.000 Water heat capacity(J/kgK)(-1=default=f(T))
-1.000 Water density(kg/m3)(-1=default=f(T))
//MOLD GEOMETRY:
45.000 Narrow face (NF) mold thickness with water channel (mm)
40.000 Equivalent thickness of water box (mm)
-1.000 Mean temperature diff between hot & cold face of NF (C)
18.000 25.000 Cooling water channel depth(mm)(WF,NF)
5.000 5.000 Cooling water channel width(mm)(WF,NF)
16.500 29.000 Channel distance(center to center)(mm)(WF,NF)
-1.000 -1.000 Total channel cross sectional area(mm^2)(WF,NF)
(served by water flow line where temp rise measured)
315.000 315.000 Mold thermal conductivity(W/mK)(WF,NF)
1.60E-05 Mold thermal expansion coeff. (1/K)
0.000 funnel height (mm)
0.000 funnel width (mm)
0.000 funnel depth at mold top (mm)
8.000 Machine outer radius(m)
8.000 Machine inner radius(m)
-1 Mold offset to account for geometry simplification effect(-1=default, 1=user enter)
0.000 0.000 (mm, if above=1, user entered mold offset, WF and NF)
5 Number of mold coating/plating thickness changes down mold
No. Scale Ni Cr Others Air Z-positions unit
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1 0.000 0 0 0.1 0 0 0
2 0.000 0 0 0.12 0 25.0000 0
3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.200 0.000 150.000 0
4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.300 0.000 450.000 0
5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.600 0.000 900.000 0
0.550 72.100 67.000 17.500 0.060 Conductivity (W/mK)
//MOLD THERMOCOUPLES:
0.00E+00 Offset distance towards hot face (mm)
70 Total number of thermocouples












































































This section contains example code from this work and the necessary input files needed
to recreate the models described including the use of the MPC cracking subroutine which
requires special treatment of the nodes to recreate the boundary condition at the symmetry
plane and also allow for nodal separation.
Copyright (c) <2020> <Matthew L.S. Zappulla> Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software
and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,
copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished
to do so, subject to the following conditions: The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial
portions of the Software. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR
OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
C.1 Thermcouple Analysis Abaqus Input File
**################################################################################*
** #*
** INPUT FILE FOR 2D DEPRESSION MODEL SOLIDIFICATION STRESS PROBLEM #*
** #*
** THIS FILE IS INTENDED FOR USE WITH THE CCC USER SUBROUTINE FILES #*
** #*





# DEFINE THE DESIRED NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN THE X AND Y DIRECTIONS (MUST BE INTEGER)
EX = 40 # from study ’Mesh’
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EY = 160 # from study ’Mesh’
WALL_EX = 1 # from study ’Mesh’
WALL_EY = 320 # from study ’Mesh’
# DEFINE THE RUN TIME OF THE JOB IN SECONDS
RUNTIME = 30.0




# DEFINE THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF INCREMENTS FOR THE SIMULATION
INCREMENTS = 10000000
# DEFINE THE TEMPERATURE CHANGE TO CONTROL THE STEP SIZE
DELTATEMP = 10.0
# DEFINE THE LENGTH OF YOUR DOMAIN IN MM (MUST BE DECIMATED)
LENGTH = 20.0
WALL_LENGTH = 28.35
# DEFINE THE INITIAL TEMPERATURE OF THE DOMAIN (USUALLY AT LEAST 5DEG>LIQUIDUS)
INITIALTEMP = 1554.0
# DEFINE THE OUTPUT FREQUENCY IN SECONDS
OUTTIMEINT = 0.1





** END OF USER INPUT AREA


















































1, <L_ME_SW>, <L_ME_SE>, <L_ME_NE>, <L_ME_NW>
*ELGEN, ELSET=ALL



















































1, <WALL_ME_SW>, <WALL_ME_SE>, <WALL_ME_NE>, <WALL_ME_NW>
*ELGEN, ELSET=ALL











































*USER MATERIAL, CONSTANTS=0, TYPE=THERMAL
*USER MATERIAL, CONSTANTS=0, TYPE=MECHANICAL
*DEPVAR
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1, FL, "FRACTION LIQUID"
2, FD, "FRACTION DELTA"
3, FG, "FRACTION GAMMA"
4, FA, "FRACTION ALPHA"
5, EE11, "ELASTIC STRAIN 11"
6, EE22, "ELASTIC STRAIN 22"
7, EE33, "ELASTIC STRAIN 33"
8, EE12, "ELASTIC STRAIN 12"
9, EEBAR, "EFFECTIVE ELASTIC STRAIN"
10, EP11, "PLASTIC STRAIN 11"
11, EP22, "PLASTIC STRAIN 22"
12, EP33, "PLASTIC STRAIN 33"
13, EP12, "PLASTIC STRAIN 12"
14, EPBAR, "EFFECTIVE PLASTIC STRAIN"
15, EPDOT, "EFFECTIVE PLASTIC STRAIN RATE"
16, EF11, "FLUID STRAIN 11"
17, EF22, "FLUID STRAIN 22"
18, EF33, "FLUID STRAIN 33"
19, EF12, "FLUID STRAIN 12"
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20, EFBAR, "EFFECTIVE FLUID STRAIN"
21, BTZ, "BRITTLE TEMPERATURE ZONE"
22, EC, "CRITICAL STRAIN"
23, ED22, "DAMAGE STRAIN 22"
*PHYSICAL CONSTANTS, ABSOLUTE ZERO=-273.15, STEFAN BOLTZMANN=56.704e-09
***********************************************************************
** INTERACTION PROPERTIES *
***********************************************************************
****













** STEP DEFINITION *
**#######################################################*
*STEP, NAME=STEP, INC=<INCREMENTS>, NLGEOM=YES
*Coupled Temperature-displacement, creep=none, deltmx=<DELTATEMP>





** 0.005, 0.01 are defaults, (inc displ/avg inc strain) and (cor inc displ/inc displ)
0.030, 0.06
*CONTROLS, PARAMETERS=TIME INCREMENTATION
10, , ,20,8,5, ,20, , , , ,
0.24,0.4,0.5, , ,0.2, ,
**#######################################################*
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS *
**#######################################################*
*Boundary, TYPE=DISPLACEMENT
STRAND.BOTTOM_EDGE, 2, 2, 0.0
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STRAND.RP, 4, 5, 0.0
WALL.RP, 4, 5, 0.0













*RESTART, WRITE, OVERLAY, NUMBER INTERVAL=250
*Output, field, time interval=<OUTTIMEINT>
*NODE OUTPUT
NT, UT, TF, RF, RT, VF
*ELEMENT OUTPUT
HFL, S, E, THE, EE, SDV, NFORC
*CONTACT OUTPUT, VARIABLE=ALL
*END STEP
C.2 Tata Steel Cracking Model Input File
**################################################################################*
** #*
** INPUT FILE FOR 2D CRACKED DEPRESSION MODEL SOLIDIFICATION STRESS PROBLEM #*
** #*
** THIS FILE IS INTENDED FOR USE WITH THE CCC USER SUBROUTINE FILES #*
** #*





# DEFINE THE DESIRED NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN THE X AND Y DIRECTIONS (MUST BE INTEGER)
EX = 40 # from study ’Mesh’
EY = 160 # from study ’Mesh’
WALL_EX = 1 # from study ’Mesh’
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WALL_EY = 320 # from study ’Mesh’
# DEFINE THE RUN TIME OF THE JOB IN SECONDS
RUNTIME = 30.0




# DEFINE THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF INCREMENTS FOR THE SIMULATION
INCREMENTS = 10000000
# DEFINE THE TEMPERATURE CHANGE TO CONTROL THE STEP SIZE
DELTATEMP = 10.0
# DEFINE THE LENGTH OF YOUR DOMAIN IN MM (MUST BE DECIMATED)
LENGTH = 20.0
WALL_LENGTH = 28.35
# DEFINE THE INITIAL TEMPERATURE OF THE DOMAIN (USUALLY AT LEAST 5DEG>LIQUIDUS)
INITIALTEMP = 1554.0
# DEFINE THE OUTPUT FREQUENCY IN SECONDS
OUTTIMEINT = 0.1





** END OF USER INPUT AREA
** MODIFY BELOW AT YOUR OWN RISK
**#######################################################*
**#######################################################*












































1, <L_ME_SW>, <L_ME_SE>, <L_ME_NE>, <L_ME_NW>
*ELGEN, ELSET=ALL
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1, <WALL_ME_SW>, <WALL_ME_SE>, <WALL_ME_NE>, <WALL_ME_NW>
*ELGEN, ELSET=ALL































1, 1, 2, 43, 42
*ELGEN, ELSET=ALL





















































































*USER MATERIAL, CONSTANTS=0, TYPE=THERMAL
*USER MATERIAL, CONSTANTS=0, TYPE=MECHANICAL
*DEPVAR
23
1, FL, "FRACTION LIQUID"
2, FD, "FRACTION DELTA"
3, FG, "FRACTION GAMMA"
4, FA, "FRACTION ALPHA"
5, EE11, "ELASTIC STRAIN 11"
6, EE22, "ELASTIC STRAIN 22"
7, EE33, "ELASTIC STRAIN 33"
8, EE12, "ELASTIC STRAIN 12"
9, EEBAR, "EFFECTIVE ELASTIC STRAIN"
10, EP11, "PLASTIC STRAIN 11"
11, EP22, "PLASTIC STRAIN 22"
12, EP33, "PLASTIC STRAIN 33"
13, EP12, "PLASTIC STRAIN 12"
14, EPBAR, "EFFECTIVE PLASTIC STRAIN"
15, EPDOT, "EFFECTIVE PLASTIC STRAIN RATE"
16, EF11, "FLUID STRAIN 11"
17, EF22, "FLUID STRAIN 22"
18, EF33, "FLUID STRAIN 33"
19, EF12, "FLUID STRAIN 12"
20, EFBAR, "EFFECTIVE FLUID STRAIN"
21, BTZ, "BRITTLE TEMPERATURE ZONE"
22, EC, "CRITICAL STRAIN"
23, ED22, "DAMAGE STRAIN 22"
*PHYSICAL CONSTANTS, ABSOLUTE ZERO=-273.15, STEFAN BOLTZMANN=56.704e-09
***********************************************************************
** INTERACTION PROPERTIES *
***********************************************************************
****













** *SURFACE BEHAVIOR, DIRECT, PRESSURE-OVERCLOSURE=HARD
**#######################################################*
** PREDEFINED FIELDS *
**#######################################################*






** STEP DEFINITION *
**#######################################################*
*STEP, NAME=STEP, INC=<INCREMENTS>, NLGEOM=YES
*Coupled Temperature-displacement, creep=none, deltmx=<DELTATEMP>





** 0.005, 0.01 are defaults, (inc displ/avg inc strain) and (cor inc displ/inc displ)
0.030, 0.06
*CONTROLS, PARAMETERS=TIME INCREMENTATION
10, , ,20,8,5, ,20, , , , ,
0.24,0.4,0.5, , ,0.2, ,
**#######################################################*
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS *
**#######################################################*
*Boundary, TYPE=DISPLACEMENT
**STRAND.BOTTOM_EDGE, 2, 2, 0.0
**STRAND-C.<L_SE>, 1, 1, 0.0
STRAND.RP, 4, 5, 0.0
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WALL.RP, 4, 5, 0.0
WALL.ALL, 1, 2, 0.0
FAKE.FIX, 1, 2, 0.0
FAKE.RP, 4, 5, 0.0
**STRAND.<L_NW>,2, 2, 1.0
**STRAND.WALL, 1, 1, 0.0
***BOUNDARY
**WALL.ALL, 11, 11, 150.0











*RESTART, WRITE, OVERLAY, NUMBER INTERVAL=250
*Output, field, time interval=<OUTTIMEINT>
**Output, field, FREQUENCY=1
*NODE OUTPUT
NT, UT, TF, RF, RT, VF
*ELEMENT OUTPUT






This section contains example code from this work and the necessary subroutine needed
to recreate the models described. Basic descriptions taken from the Abaqus subroutine
manual and provided [77].
Copyright (c) <2020> <Matthew L.S. Zappulla> Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software
and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,
copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished
to do so, subject to the following conditions: The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial
portions of the Software. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR
OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
D.1 FILM for ROM mold




C INTERNAL ABAQUS FILM CONVECTION SUBROUTINE C
C SETUP SPECIFICALLY FOR TATA STEEL CASTER 21 C
C C




subroutine film(h, sink, temp, kstep, kinc, time, noel, npt,




dimension h(2), time(2), coords(3), field(nfield)
character*80 sname
double precision t, vcast, z, zmen
c
DOUBLE PRECISION Kmold, Dcoat, Kcoat, Dfoul, Kfoul, Dc, Pc, Wc
DOUBLE PRECISION Beta, Hfins, hwa, Hmold, Hroots, Hcold, Qhot
DOUBLE PRECISION twa, Dmold














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































z = coords(3) ! mm
zmen = 90.0d0 ! meniscus position, mm
vcast = 1.5d0*(1000.0d0/60.0d0) ! vcast to mm/s
t = (z-zmen)/vcast ! time corresponding to z
call interp(Tim, Hwater, TIME(2), hwa, 811) ! hw now convection coefficient
call interp(Tim, Twater, TIME(2), twa, 811) ! tw now water temperature
hwa = hwa/1000.0D0
Kmold = 315.0D0 ! CONDUCTIVITY OF THE COPPER MOLD
Dcoat = 0.0D0 ! THICKNESS OF THE MOLD COATING
Kcoat = 0.0D0 ! CONDUCTIVITY OF THE MOLD COATING
Dfoul = 0.0D0 ! THICKNESS OF THE FOULING LAYER
Kfoul = 0.0D0 ! CONDUCTIVITY OF THE FOULING LAYER
Dc = 13.920D0 ! Calibrated DEPTH OF THE WATER CHANNELS
Wc = 6.70D0 ! Calibrated WIDTH OF THE WATER CHANNELS






Hfins = (Kmold/Dc)*Beta*DTANH(Beta) !FIN EFFECT CALCULATION
Hroots = 1/((1/hwa)) !NO FOULING CASE
Hcold = (Wc/Pc)*Hroots+(1-(Wc/Pc))*Hfins !FIN/CHANNEL EFFECTS CALCULATION
Hmold = 1/((1/Hcold)) !NO COATING CASE ALSO NO MOLD
h(1) = Hmold !FILM COEFFICIENT
h(2) = 0.0d0 !FILM COEFFICIENT DERIVATIVE WRT TSURF




D.2 HETVAL for Negative volumetric heat generation
The Abaqus HETVAL subroutine can be used to define a volumetric heat flux due to




C INTERNAL ABAQUS HEAT GENERATION SUBROUTINE C
C C
C C
























D.3 GAPCON for Resistor Model
The full details for GAPCON can be found in the ABAQUS User Subroutine Refer-
ence Guide [77]. The subroutine allows for the definition of kGap as a function of other
input parameters. It assumes that the heat transfer between surfaces is modeled as q′′ =
kGap(TMaster−TSlave). Where q′′ is the heat flux per unit area flowing between corresponding
points on the master and slave surfaces, kGap is the gap conductance, and TMaster and TSlave
are the master and slave surface temperature respectively. GAPCON is called for every
increment at the slave nodes of a contact pair, in our case this means it is called for every
node on the surface of the steel shell.
410
Note about the Abaqus Fortran environment: Within a subroutine call once a variable has
been set to a value. Either initially, or from a previous calculation increment, it holds that
value until it is set to a different value, is cleared, or the simulation is terminated. However,
each time a subroutine call is returned the stored values disappear. In order to make a
variable value persist across subroutine calls the FORTRAN “save” keyword is necessary.
This is particularly important for the flag used in the example code to track whether the
entire flux layer has become solid.
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C C
C INTERNAL ABAQUS GAP CONDUCTIVITY SUBROUTINE C
C C
C TEMPERATURE VARYING PROPERTIES C
C SOLID/LIQUID FLUX AND AIR GAP FORMATION C
C C







DIMENSION AK(5),D(2), FLOWM(2), TEMP(2), PREDEF(2,*),
1 TIME(2), COORDS(3)
DOUBLE PRECISION DGAP, DAIR, DSOL, DLIQ, SLAG
DOUBLE PRECISION LiqThresh, AirThresh
DOUBLE PRECISION TMOLD, TSHELL, TCRYSTAL, TMC, TLS
DOUBLE PRECISION KAIR, KLIQ, KSOL
DOUBLE PRECISION RAIR, RSOL, RLIQ, RTOT, RGAP
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DOUBLE PRECISION ShellIntR, RCONTACT
DOUBLE PRECISION HGAP
DOUBLE PRECISION FLAG
DOUBLE PRECISION ITER, ITERS
DOUBLE PRECISION STARTCOORD, ENDCOORD, STARTVAL, ENDVAL
INTEGER KINC




TCRYSTAL = 1030.0D0 !FLUX CRYSTALLIZATION TEMPERATURE, DEG C
KSOL = 0.5D0 !FIXED CONDUCTIVITY OF THE SOLID SLAG
KLIQ = 3.0D0 !FIXED CONDUCTIVITY OF THE LIQUID SLAG
ITER = 0.0D0 !SET THE ITERATION COUNTER TO ZERO
ITERS = 20.0D0 !TOTAL NUMBER OF ITERATIONS
LiqThresh = 0.00001D0 !MINIMUM LIQUID THRESHOLD SIZE [m]




SLAG = 0.002D0 !DEFINE THE SLAG LAYER THICKNESS
END IF
IF USING THE INPUT FILE TEMPLATE OF ZAPPULLA AND HIBBELER
THE DOMAIN IS CENTERED AT 0, SO ALL NEGATIVE Y COORDINATES ARE
IN THE DIRECTION OF THE DEPRESSION CENTERLINE
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
412
C UNPACK VALUES FROM ABAQUS
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
TSHELL = TEMP(1) ! SLAVE SURFACE TEMPERATURE
TMOLD = TEMP(2) ! MASTER SURFACE TEMPERATURE
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC








KAIR = 6.0D-2 ! mW/(mm*K)
RAIR = DAIR/KAIR
END IF









C MOLD-FLUX INTERFACE CONTACT RESISTANCE
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
































RTOT = RCONTACT + RLIQ + RSOL + ShellIntR + RAIR
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC





































C PACK VALUES AND RETURN TO ABAQUS
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
AK(1) = HGAP/100.0D0 ! GAP CONDUCTANCE, mW/(mm^2*K)
AK(2) = 0.0D0 ! DERIV WRT GAP SIZE
AK(3) = 0.0D0 ! DERIV WRT PRESSURE
AK(4) = 0.0D0 ! DERIV WRT SLAVE SURFACE TEMPERATURE





D.4 MPC Cracking Subroutine
The MPC user subroutine is called to impose a user-defined multi-point constraint and
is intended for use when general constraints cannot be defined with one of the MPC types
provided by ABAQUS/Standard and is chosen primarily because it makes it possible to
switch constraints on and off during an analysis. In this work it was used to allow dynamic




C INTERNAL ABAQUS MULTI-POINT CONSTRAINT SUBROUTINE C
C C
C SPECIFIC CONDITION IS A CRACK FOLLOWING C
C A 3.3*SQRT(t)-3.0 PROFILE C
C AND ARRESTING AT A LENGTH OF 4.5 MM C
C C








LMPC=1 !INITIALIZE ALL OF THE CONSTRAINTS TO REMAIN ACTIVE
FARLIQCRV = 3.3D0*DSQRT(TIME(2)) !DEFINE THE CRACK PROPAGATION HISTORY
FARSLDCRV = FARLIQCRV - 3.0D0 !DEFINE THE CRACK PROPAGATION HISTORY
VL = FARSLDCRV/0.5D0 !ACCOUNT FOR THE SIZE OF ELEMENTS
IF (JTYPE.LE.9.0D0) THEN !ACCOUNT FOR AN ARRESTED CRACK
IF (VL.GE.JTYPE) THEN




C---------- Set Y displacement of node a = node b
JDOF(1) = 2 !ESTABLISH WHICH DOF IS IN USE FOR THE FIRST MPC NODE
JDOF(2) = 2 !ESTABLISH WHICH DOF IS IN USE FOR THE SECOND MPC NODE
A(1) = 1.0 !EQUAL AND OPPOSITE DISPLACEMENTS









This section contains example code from this work and helpful scripts to be used in the
post processing of Abaqus results.
Copyright (c) <2020> <Matthew L.S. Zappulla> Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software
and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,
copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished
to do so, subject to the following conditions: The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial
portions of the Software. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR
OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.



















import displayGroupOdbToolset as dgo
import connectorBehavior
################################################################################
##### End User Input Section #####
################################################################################
################################################################################
##### Variable Output Portion #####
################################################################################
# Get names of all open ODBs and loop through each one
o = session.odbs.keys()
outvars = []
pathNodes = ((’STRAND’, ’41:3321:41’),) #Path along the cooled surface













# Make the path
session.Path(name=’SHELL_PATH’, type=NODE_LIST, expression=pathNodes)
# Isolate the path handle
# Get odb and frame info from current context

























































FDepthofInterest = 13.372 #FBG DEPTH
MoldThickness = 28.35
# 5 and 6 for the single layer slice
# 309 IS BEST FOR SINGLE ELEMENT 40MM MODEL
SurfNode = ’309’ #641 is the 80 mm hold domain end
ColdNode = str(float(SurfNode) + 1)
################################################################################
# Get names of all open ODBs
o = session.odbs.keys()
# Loop through all of the open ODBs
for l, JobName in enumerate(o):
# Get the shortname of the current ODB
varname = os.path.basename(JobName)
# Switch focus to viewport 1
odb_display = session.viewports[’Viewport: 1’].odbDisplay




# Extract string for the variable name
JobName = re.sub(’\.odb$’,’’,varname)
#print JobName
outvarname = JobName + ’-FarFBG’
xy1,xy2 = session.xyDataListFromField(odb=odb, outputPosition=NODAL, variable=((’NT11’,






surfstring = ’NT11 PI: WALL N: ’ + str(SurfNode)






This section contains example code from this work used to process FBG data and nu-
merical implementation of the Integral Defect Methodology.
Copyright (c) <2020> <Matthew L.S. Zappulla> Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software
and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,
copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished
to do so, subject to the following conditions: The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial
portions of the Software. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR
OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
F.1 Data File Import Function
function FBGArray = FBGimportFunction(str)
filename = strcat(’E:\Zapp\Current Studies\TATA\RDatabase\’,str);
delimiter = ’,’;
startRow = 2;
%% Format string for each line of text:






%% Open the text file.
425
fileID = fopen(filename,’r’);
%% Read columns of data according to format string.
% This call is based on the structure of the file used to generate this
% code. If an error occurs for a different file, try regenerating the code
% from the Import Tool.
dataArray = textscan(fileID, formatSpec, ’Delimiter’, delimiter, ’HeaderLines’ ,startRow-1, ’ReturnOnError’, false);
%% Close the text file.
fclose(fileID);
%% Post processing for unimportable data.
% No unimportable data rules were applied during the import, so no post
% processing code is included. To generate code which works for
% unimportable data, select unimportable cells in a file and regenerate the
% script.
%% Create output variable
FBGArray = rot90([dataArray{1:end-1}]);
%% Clear temporary variables
clearvars filename delimiter startRow formatSpec fileID dataArray ans;
end
F.2 Integral Method Video Script
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% INTEGRAL DEFECT METHODOLGY VIDEO SCRIPT
%
% SETUP FOR USE ON TATA STEEL EUROPE FBG ARRAY
%



























%DEFECT IMAGE ALTERATION AND DISPLAY
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Defect = imread(’DefectImage.jpg’);
%FULL CROPPING RECTANGLE BEFORE ROTATION


















%at 8:05 end of defect is at approx 280
frames = 1;






%UPDATED FOR WISTMOLD V2.5 FIBER LOCATIONS
X = [-925 -875 -825 -775 -725 -675 -625 -575...
-525 -475 -425 -375 -325 -275 -225 -175 -125 -75 -25];










title(’Instantaneous Mold Temperatures [{\circ}C]’,’FontSize’,14);
428
axis([Lwidth Rwidth 30 375])
set(gca,’Ydir’,’reverse’)
set(gca,’XMinorTick’,’on’,’YMinorTick’,’on’)
xlabel(’Distance From WF Centerline [mm]’,’FontSize’,12);





%MOLD WIDTH and defect locations
Primary = 469;
Secondary = 394;






















for l = 1:size(FBGArray,1) %vertical direction
lineavg = mean(FBGArray(l,1+inner:end-inner));
%spaced 8 in from the sides take the average
for k = 1:size(FBGArray,2) %horizontal direction
429
slab(l,k) = StandardProfile(l)-flipud(FBGArray(l,k));















xlabel(’Distance from WF Centerline [mm]’,’FontSize’,12);
ypos=ylabel(’Distance Below Instrumented Mold Region [mm]’,’FontSize’,12);















% adjust position; the offset has to be determined visually by trial and error
pos = get(h8, ’Position’);






%DEFECT rectangle is 200 wide
imageshifter = 7250;%1365;
% TRY TO CROP TO THE VISIBLE RECTANGLE DEFECT AREA











xlabel(’Distance from WF Centerline [mm]’,’FontSize’,12);
title(’Final Slab Surface Appearance’,’FontSize’,14);
set(gca,’XMinorTick’,’on’,’YMinorTick’,’on’)
hold on














title(’Instantaneous Difference from Standard Temperature Array [{\circ}C]’,’FontSize’,14);
ylabel(’Distance From Top of Mold [mm]’,’FontSize’,12);
xlabel(’Distance from WF Centerline [mm]’,’FontSize’,12);
caxis([-20 0])
text(0,-35,’All dimensions and locations are approximate’,’HorizontalAlignment’,’center’,’FontSize’,12);
drawnow
refresh
set(gcf, ’Position’, get(0, ’Screensize’));










SELECTED LONGITUDINAL DEFECT PERSPECTIVE IMAGES
433
Figure G.1: Multiple longitudinal depressions across slab broadface
434
Figure G.2: Multiple longitudinal depressions across slab broadface - Dimensioned
435
Figure G.3: Multiple longitudinal cracks within a moving depression
436
Figure G.4: Multiple longitudinal cracks within a moving depression - Dimensioned
437
Figure G.5: Multiple longitudinal cracks within a moving depression
438
Figure G.6: Multiple longitudinal cracks within a moving depression - Dimensioned
439
Figure G.7: Longitudinal cracks on slab broadface, casting direction down. (scale unavailable)
440
Figure G.8: Sharp longitudinal depression on slab broadface
441
Figure G.9: Sharp longitudinal depression on slab broadface - Dimensioned
442
Figure G.10: Longitudinal crack at the base of deep U shape depression
443
Figure G.11: Longitudinal crack at the base of deep U shape depression - Dimensioned
444
Figure G.12: Longitudinal midface W-shape depression and intermittent surface cracks on a 203 mm square billet, 0.8wt%C,
lubrication changed from oil to flux [133]
445
Figure G.13: Sharp longitudinal depression with severe crack at the base wandering along slab broadface
446
Figure G.14: Sharp longitudinal depression with severe crack at the base wandering along slab broadface - Dimensioned
447
Figure G.15: Sharp longitudinal depression with severe crack at the base wandering along slab broadface
448
Figure G.16: Sharp longitudinal depression with severe crack at the base wandering along slab broadface - Dimensioned
449
Figure G.17: Sharp longitudinal depression with severe crack at the base on slab broadface
450
Figure G.18: Sharp longitudinal depression with severe crack at the base on slab broadface - Dimensioned
451
Figure G.19: Slag rim sample removed from a caster including polished light optical image (center)
452
APPENDIX H
SELECTED LONGITUDINAL DEFECT CROSS SECTION IMAGES
Figure H.1: Sample micrograph cross section naming convention
45
3
Figure H.2: Transverse cross section from a non-peritectic Al-Mn AHSS steel grade (0.2 wt %C). Sample name: 88-403
454
Figure H.3: Transverse cross section from a non-peritectic Al-Mn AHSS steel grade (0.2 wt %C) etched with 3% Nital. Sample
name: 88-403-A00
455
Figure H.4: Transverse cross section from a non-peritectic Al-Mn AHSS steel grade (0.2 wt %C) etched with 3% Nital. Sample
name: 88-403-A00 - Dimensioned
456
Figure H.5: Transverse cross section from a non-peritectic Al-Mn AHSS steel grade (0.2 wt %C) etched with 3% Nital. Sample
name: 88-403-A01
457
Figure H.6: Transverse cross section from a non-peritectic Al-Mn AHSS steel grade (0.2 wt %C) etched with 3% Nital. Sample
name: 88-403-A01 - Dimensioned
458
Figure H.7: Transverse cross section from a non-peritectic Al-Mn AHSS steel grade (0.2 wt %C) micrograph etched with 3%
Nital, with primary dendrite arm spacing, sample name: 88-403-A01
459
Figure H.8: Transverse cross section from a non-peritectic Al-Mn AHSS steel grade (0.2 wt %C) micrograph etched with 3%
Nital sample name: 88-403-A02
460
Figure H.9: Transverse cross section from a non-peritectic Al-Mn AHSS steel grade (0.2 wt %C) micrograph etched with 3%
Nital sample name: 88-403-A02 - Dimensioned
461
Figure H.10: Transverse cross section from a non-peritectic Al-Mn AHSS steel grade (0.2 wt %C) micrograph etched with 3%
Nital, including primary dendrite arm spacing, sample name: 88-403-A02
462
Figure H.11: Transverse cross section from a non-peritectic Al-Mn AHSS steel grade (0.2 wt %C). Sample name: 91-303
463
Figure H.12: Transverse cross section from a non-peritectic Al-Mn AHSS steel grade (0.2 wt %C). Sample name: 91-303-A00
464
Figure H.13: Transverse cross section from a non-peritectic Al-Mn AHSS steel grade (0.2 wt %C). Sample name: 91-303-A00 -
Dimensioned
465
Figure H.14: Transverse cross section from a non-peritectic Al-Mn AHSS steel grade (0.2 wt %C) etched with 3% Nital. Sample
name: 91-303-B00
466
Figure H.15: As cast image of Low carbon steel cast at 43 in/min, 121.3” wide, 52◦F superheat, and 7.16” SEN submergence
depth (Sample A)
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Figure H.16: 2% Nital etched Low carbon steel cast at 43 in/min, 121.3” wide, 52◦F superheat, and 7.16” SEN submergence
depth (Sample A)
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Figure H.17: 2% Nital etched Low carbon steel cast at 43 in/min, 121.3” wide, 52◦F superheat, and 7.16” SEN submergence
depth (Sample A – Region A)
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Figure H.18: 2% Nital etched Low carbon steel cast at 43 in/min, 121.3” wide, 52◦F superheat, and 7.16” SEN submergence
depth (Sample A – Region B)
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Figure H.19: 2% Nital etched Low carbon steel cast at 43 in/min, 121.3” wide, 52◦F superheat, and 7.16” SEN submergence
depth (Sample A – Region C)
471
Figure H.20: 2% Nital etched Low carbon steel cast at 43 in/min, 121.3” wide, 52◦F superheat, and 7.16” SEN submergence
depth (Sample A – Cross Section 1-1)
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Figure H.21: 2% Nital etched Low carbon steel cast at 43 in/min, 121.3” wide, 52◦F superheat, and 7.16” SEN submergence
depth (Sample A – Cross Section 1-1) - Dimensioned
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Figure H.22: 2% Nital etched Low carbon steel cast at 43 in/min, 121.3” wide, 52◦F superheat, and 7.16” SEN submergence
depth (Sample A – Cross Section 1-2)
474
Figure H.23: 2% Nital etched Low carbon steel cast at 43 in/min, 121.3” wide, 52◦F superheat, and 7.16” SEN submergence
depth (Sample A – Cross Section 1-2) - Dimensioned
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Figure H.24: 2% Nital etched Low carbon steel cast at 43 in/min, 121.3” wide, 52◦F superheat, and 7.16” SEN submergence
depth (Sample A – Cross Section 1-4)
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Figure H.25: 2% Nital etched Low carbon steel cast at 43 in/min, 121.3” wide, 52◦F superheat, and 7.16” SEN submergence
depth (Sample A – Cross Section 1-4) - Dimensioned
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Figure H.26: 2% Nital etched Low carbon steel cast at 43 in/min, 121.3” wide, 52◦F superheat, and 7.16” SEN submergence
depth (Sample B)
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Figure H.27: 2% Nital etched Low carbon steel cast at 43 in/min, 121.3” wide, 52◦F superheat, and 7.16” SEN submergence
depth (Sample B – Region A)
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Figure H.28: 2% Nital etched Low carbon steel cast at 43 in/min, 121.3” wide, 52◦F superheat, and 7.16” SEN submergence
depth (Sample B – Region B)
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Figure H.29: 2% Nital etched Low carbon steel cast at 43 in/min, 121.3” wide, 52◦F superheat, and 7.16” SEN submergence
depth (Sample B – Region C)
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Figure H.30: 2% Nital etched Low carbon steel cast at 43 in/min, 121.3” wide, 52◦F superheat, and 7.16” SEN submergence
depth (Sample B – Cross Section 2-1)
482
Figure H.31: 2% Nital etched Low carbon steel cast at 43 in/min, 121.3” wide, 52◦F superheat, and 7.16” SEN submergence
depth (Sample B – Cross Section 2-1) - Dimensioned
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Figure H.32: 2% Nital etched Low carbon steel cast at 43 in/min, 121.3” wide, 52◦F superheat, and 7.16” SEN submergence
depth (Sample B – Cross Section 2-2)
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Figure H.33: 2% Nital etched Low carbon steel cast at 43 in/min, 121.3” wide, 52◦F superheat, and 7.16” SEN submergence
depth (Sample B – Cross Section 2-2) - Dimensioned
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Figure H.34: 2% Nital etched Low carbon steel cast at 43 in/min, 121.3” wide, 52◦F superheat, and 7.16” SEN submergence
depth (Sample B – Cross Section 2-3)
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Figure H.35: 2% Nital etched Low carbon steel cast at 43 in/min, 121.3” wide, 52◦F superheat, and 7.16” SEN submergence
depth (Sample B – Cross Section 2-3) - Dimensioned
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Figure H.36: 2% Nital etched Low carbon steel cast at 43 in/min, 121.3” wide, 52◦F superheat, and 7.16” SEN submergence
depth (Sample B – Cross Section 2-4)
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Figure H.37: 2% Nital etched Low carbon steel cast at 43 in/min, 121.3” wide, 52◦F superheat, and 7.16” SEN submergence




There is one attached supplemental electronic file related to this dissertation. The at-
tached file is an .avi video file of the integral defect prediction methodology introduced in
Chapter 5 and Chapter 7. Selected individual frames of this video can be found in Chapter
5 and Chapter 7 where they are also discussed in detail. The .avi video file is ∼7.71 MB, 20
seconds long, and shows 40 frames of data taken from the operating caster 21 at Tata Steel
Europe in Ijmuiden, Netherlands with the defect prediction methodolgy applied.
Audio Video Interleave (AVI) Files
Integral Defect Prediction Method Video.avi
AVI file of the integral defect prediction
methodology.
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